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Auxetic materials have a negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR), they laterally expand under 
stretch, laterally shrink under compression and conform to curved surfaces through 
the formation of synclastic curvature. It was identified that these qualities could 
enhance the current standard of personal protective equipment (PPE) often 
embedded within sports apparel (sPPE) at regions of the body exposed to soft tissue 
injury through collision, fall or impact. Current pads can inhibit movement, 
breathability and wicking, whilst moulded pads are prone to saddling; segmentation 
techniques including vacuum moulding and cut segmenting are applied to improve 
the conformability of padding. It is unclear as to whether the impact performance of 
auxetic sPPE is affected under a state of synclastic curvature or biaxial expansion and 
as such sPPE applications are limited to date. User-centred design strategies for 
functional clothing have not yet been established for sPPE with auxetic elements, this 
could improve accessibility for implementation by pad designers. Therefore, this 
research set out to determine strategies for the application of auxetic sPPE with 
enhanced conformability.  
In order to achieve the overall aims of this research a multi-method research strategy 
was employed investigating the problem first through the user and product. A 
quantitative survey was designed to assess user perceptions of commercial rugby 
shoulder padding comfort. Commercial rugby shoulder padding featuring different 
segmentation types were assessed for conformability to the shoulder region  through 
fit and pressure comfort measurements. Following this the research investigated 
how auxetic structures of different geometries could enhance the conformability of 
rugby shoulder padding. Data collection included pressure comfort assessments, 
impact tests over curved surfaces and lateral expansion of pads through tensile 
displacement and fitting pads to a mannequin.  
A user-perception survey of commercial rugby shoulder pads found that fit and 
protection were the most important of six realms of respondents perceived comfort. 
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Current regulations for rugby shoulder padding suggest that pads must not hinder 
comfort and mobility yet only stipulate test methods for impact protection. The 
commercial rugby pads provided poor pressure comfort and conformability across 
the different types of segmentation and segment (unit cell) shapes. It was also 
identified that poor conformability was of detriment to product function where pads 
moved out of position. The findings from the survey and product analysis showed 
that the main cause of poor fit and pressure comfort was padding bulkiness caused 
by larger circumferences and less conforming segmentation techniques. Cut-
segmented pads provided the best route to conformability but none of the pads 
provided the ideal pressure comfort range identified for this research.  
Rugby shoulder pads were cut-segmented with different auxetic structures and 
following this manipulation of an auxetic geometry was investigated. It was found 
that sPPE with auxetic elements conformed to curvatures and expanded laterally 
compared to the non-auxetic alternative. Parameters for use were identified 
including that opening consistency of the individual auxetic geometries had potential 
to affect sPPE function. Auxetic geometries in an arrangement of singular cuts had 
the most consistent opening mechanism throughout the pad when subject to a 
tensile load. Additionally, the manipulation of an auxetic geometry showed that 
anisotropy can be applied to offer higher displacement in specific directions, which 
may have use for sPPE not subject to rotational forces such as knee pads. It was also 
found that increasing the difference between rib (unit cell wall) length and separation 
between ribs led to the auxetic structure opening out less, which could be applied at 
specific regions of a pad that require restriction.  
The findings of this research showed that auxetic structures could be manipulated 
for different sPPE applications. A recommended strategy for development of sPPE 
with auxetic elements was presented, influenced by user-centred design strategies. 
The first stage of the strategy focused on defining the problem via the user, sport, 
body region and product. Ideation of possible solutions formed the second stage, by 
assessing manipulations of auxetic geometry in relation to requirements of the user, 
product, sport and body region, and was repeated until the product was found to 
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Glossary of Terms  
 
 
3D printing: Fabricating materials through additive manufacturing 
3D: Three-dimensional 
3-Pointed star auxetic structure: Its geometrical arrangement produces 6-sided 
unit cells 
4-Pointed star auxetic structure: Its geometrical arrangement produces 8-sided 
unit cells 
Anisotropic: auxetic structures: Poisson’s ratio has more than one value 
Auxetic: Structures or materials exhibiting negative Poisson’s ratio 
Auxetic closed cell foam: A conventional closed cell foam which has been 
converted to have auxetic characteristics through a process of steam 
penetration 
Auxetic open cell foam: A conventional open-cell foam which has been 
converted to have auxetic characteristics through a heating and compression 
process which inverts its cell ribs 
Auxetic structure: Unlike conventional structures, these enable lateral 
deformation under tensile axial loading due to exhibiting negative Poisson’s 
ratio 
Ballistics PPE: Relative to impacts caused by projectiles and firearms 
Biaxial expansion: Ability to laterally expand under stretch and laterally shrink 
under compression 
Chiral auxetic structure: Its geometrical arrangement produces 6-sided unit cells 
Conformability: Consistent in form and characteristics 
Consistent opening mechanism: Unit cells opening or closing equally throughout 
the network of auxetic structures when subject to tension or compression 
Geometry: Arrangement of ribs within a unit cell 




Impact: The action of energy transferring between surfaces or objects due to 
coming into forcible contact 
Impact protection: Ability to transfer energies from an impact or collision into 
tolerable forces for the body. 
In-plane auxetic structure: Exhibiting negative Poisson’s ratio through the x and 
y axis 
Isotropic auxetic structures: Poisson’s ratio has one value 
NPR: Negative Poisson’s Ratio 
Opening mechanism: Enlarging and closing of unit cells within a network of 
auxetic structures under tension and compression 
PPE: Personal Protective Equipment 
Rib: One side or edge of a unit cell 
Rotating squares auxetic structure: Its geometrical arrangement produces 4-
sided unit cells 
sPPE: Personal Protective Equipment for Sportswear  
Synclastic curvature: Excellent shape fitting ability to curved surfaces due to an 
upper surface biaxially expanding and a lower surface biaxially contracting 
Through-the-thickness auxetic structure: Exhibiting negative Poisson’s ratio 
through the x, y and z axis 
Uniaxial: Relating to a single axis  
Unit cell: A singular structure that may belong to a larger network of unit cells 
User-centred design: each phase of product design and development focuses on 






1  Introduction  
 
 
1.1 Research Background and Rationale 
 
The sportswear market has grown in recent years (Sanchez et al., 2020), across 
all segments including protective garments, coinciding with a growth in sporting 
participation (Sport England, 2020). The Active Lives Adult Survey November 
2018/2019 by Sport England (2020) reported a record high of 28.6 million adults 
participating in at least 150 minutes of moderate intensity physical activity a 
week. Personal Protective Equipment for sportswear (sPPE) must utilise the 
thinnest possible padding to prevent restriction of athletic performance. 
However, padded materials worn for impact and collision sports can inhibit 
movement, breathability and wicking, whilst moulded pads are prone to saddling 
(Venkatraman and Tyler, 2016). Therefore, there are limitations even to the 
market leaders in impact protection, despite market growth.  
 
sPPE encompasses design solutions to cushion and soften blows (Watkins and 
Dunne, 2015) encountered during impact and collision sports which encompass 
injury risks (BCIRPU, 2013). The soft pads embedded in sportswear across many 
contact sports have been found to bottom out under high impact force (Beer and 
Bhatia, 2009), meaning that thickness of padding diminishes under higher impact 
loads. Such materials are considered to offer a restrictive fit (Tsui, 2011) due to 
having poor conformability (Griffiths, 2009). Fit issues can cause some sporting 
participants to sacrifice protection in place of comfort as has been identified for 
rugby sPPE excluding body padding (Finch et al., 2001). There are sport specific 
bodies which govern the design regulations for corresponding sPPE, including 
World Rugby (2019b) which focuses on impact protection. 
 
The design of sPPE must meet the requirements of the respective sporting body 




such, typically a user-centre design approach is required (Watkins and Dunne, 
2014) in the development of sPPE. Developing sPPE with auxetic elements has 
been recommended by some authors, due to having a negative Poisson’s ratio 
(NPR) (Lisiecki et al., 2013; Allen et al., 2015). Unlike conventional materials, the 
potential application for sPPE with NPR is owed to the ability for these pads to 
laterally expand under tensile displacement (Martin, 2011; Cross et al., 2015) and 
conform to domed surfaces. However, at present a user-centred design strategy 
for sPPE with auxetic elements is yet to be produced.  
 
The ability for auxetic structures to open out laterally and conform to domed 
surfaces offers potential to expand with stretch sPPE garments and conform to 
the body. Conversely, current sPPE is comprised of rigid, non-stretch materials 
joined to stretch fabrics, which are fitted to curved body regions such as the 
shoulder, which are subject to a range of movements. The reason that auxetic 
structures have these desirable characteristics is due to the geometry of its 
internal unit cell structure (Ashby et al., 1995). Under tension and compression 
the unit cell is able to open out and close, respectively (Sanami et al., 2014a). 
When subject to extension in one direction, the unit cell opens out, becoming 
wider in the direction of the applied force as well as the perpendicular direction, 
in which a conventional structure would become thinner. In the same way, when 
an auxetic unit cell is compressed in one direction, it appears thinned in the 
perpendicular too, where as a conventional structure would become thicker in 
the perpendicular.  
 
Auxetics are considered an emerging class of material (Wong et al., 2019) and 
although already found to occur in nature (Farrell et al., 2020), more examples 
continue to be discovered. Examples of natural auxetic materials include 
salamander (Frolich et al., 2009) and cow teat skin (Lees et al., 1991). In 1987 the 
first man made auxetic material was developed, in the form of auxetic foam by 
Lakes (1987). Uses for auxetic structures have been slow until recent years. The 
number of patents filed for auxetic applications shows a greater increase since 





The auxetic effect enables a route to attaining extreme values of particular 
properties in comparison to conventional materials with positive Poisson’s ratio 
(Yao, 2016). This anomalous behaviour can provide fracture toughness, synclastic 
curvature under pure bending (Choi and Lakes, 1992), indentation resistance 
(Lakes and Elms, 1993; Chan and Evans, 1998), shear resistance (Choi and Lakes, 
1992) and vibration damping (Howell et al., 1991; Chen and Lakes, 1996). 
However, uses of auxetic materials remain limited to date and Goud (2010) 
suggests that these are unlikely to be deliberately used for the auxetic effect 
itself. The application of auxetic materials has been limited because of problems 
with deploying these materials in their fabricated forms (Ugbolue et al., 2012); as 
such, previous research has neglected to take a user-centred approach. 
Therefore, to improve the potential for commercial applications, this research 
investigates how auxetic structures can be manipulated for sPPE to provide 
enhanced conformability to body curvature and movement.  
 
 
1.2  sPPE Overview 
 
sPPE includes headwear, for sports in which impact occurs from hard objects 
travelling at speed such as a cricket ball (Klossner, 2013). In games such as rugby, 
hockey and lacrosse, mouth guards are worn as a preventative method where 
there is chance of dental trauma. Shin pads are worn to prevent the shin from 
receiving fractures, sprains, bruising and swelling, they are worn in many sports 
including football and hockey. Finally, shoulder pads provide protection in games 
where the player’s shoulder is likely to come into contact with the ground or 
other players; sPPE materials differ in hardness depending on the nature of the 
sport. Despite this wide variety and the injury risks involved, due to the culture 
of certain sports and other factors relating to comfort, many participants choose 





Venkatraman and Tyler (2016) have compared sPPE padded materials, including 
D30, GPhlex, Poron XRD, EVA foam and leather; for which the former reduced 
peak forces. D30 is applied for sPPE across American football, snowboarding, 
mountain biking and running to name a few, providing low profile head, limb and 
footwear protection. D30 locks under impact energies, which would become hard 
and hazardous to the opposing player in a contact sport such as rugby. Ethylene 
vinyl acetate (EVA) foam is a cross-linked closed cell foam material frequently 
used for rugby body padding, designed to be soft, with a rubber like texture and 
with good shape recovery after deformation. Even though EVA is the market 
leader in rugby body padding, at slimmer thicknesses it behaves similar to leather 
under impact. Therefore, impact protection involves compromises in the design 
of sPPE.  
 
 
1.3  Potential and Development of Auxetic sPPE 
 
The novelty of this research is challenged by the sportswear industries interest in 
auxetic materials and the rapid rate at which the fashion and textiles industries 
are able to develop and innovate new products. The world’s leading trend 
company, WGSN, first reported on auxetics in 2011 and auxetic yarns were 
highlighted as having potential for blast protection in firefighters’ uniforms; 
reports were made again in 2014, 2017 and 2018, with a new focus on 
sportswear. Current applications for auxetic structures in trainer soles by Nike 
(Cross et al., 2015) and Under Armour (Toronjo, 2013) as well as a helmet liner 
for the D30 (2018) trust helmet pad system, for which the auxetic effect is applied 
in-plane. Conversely, applied through-the-thickness, NPR can be exhibited in 
three-dimensions (Zhao et al., 2019) but benefits of current sportswear 
applications are described by brands, assessments of the effectiveness have not 
been published.  
 
In contrast to the commercial outputs for auxetic sPPE, auxetic research often 




development towards potential applications. sPPE exhibiting in-plane NPR can be 
produced in different ways including through cut-segmentation. This technique 
is used commercially for sPPE segmentation (Morrow and Winningham, 2006; 
Gordon et al., 2015) that includes rugby shoulder padding. Therefore, cut-
segmentation is a readily available route for investigating the parameters of 
auxetic structures applied in-plane for sPPE. 
 
 
1.4  Significance of the Research 
 
This research investigates the potential of sPPE with auxetic elements from an 
apparel perspective, as the effect of synclastic curvature and lateral expansion on 
product function are unknown. In addition, there are gaps in knowledge of how 
segmenting, embedding or joining body padding to stretch fabrics affect fit and 
conformability to body curvatures and movements. Current knowledge of 
auxetics is critically analysed first, to determine how far it may influence the 
materials and methods utilised in this research.  Issues with current sPPE design 
are investigated critically also, in order to validate the scope to innovate the 
current standard with auxetic structures.  
 
 
1.5  Research Aim  
 
This research aims to analyse the optimum level of parameters for the design and 
fabrication of auxetic sPPE. The project will have a focus on the potential for 
garment application and as such analysis will relate to fit through conformability 
and synclastic curvature of the sPPE. This overriding aim will be met with the 
following objectives: 
 
Objective 1: To critically evaluate literature pertaining to garment technology 
and wearer issues in padded sportswear and identify suitable auxetic structures 





Objective 2: To analyse commercial rugby shoulder padding in relation to the 
comfort requirements of sporting participants. 
  
Objective 3: To apply auxetic patterns to sPPE through cut-segmentation and 
evaluate the effectiveness of the developed auxetic sPPE through impact tests 
under synclastic curvature and analyse pressure comfort and lateral expansion.  
  
Objective 4: To determine design parameters for the most suitable auxetic 
impact protective material (identified through Aim 3), through manipulating 
scale, gradient and shape.  
 
 
1.6  Predicted Impact of the Research 
 
This research presents a novel approach in researching the application of 
different auxetic geometries as sPPE segmentation. The research is motivated by 
reports of user comfort issues and poor conformability across the sPPE market 
combined with reports that auxetic structures could lead to an enhanced 
solution. Previous research of auxetic structures for sPPE applications do not 
investigate geometric effects of these structures on product functions especially 
relating to comfort. Additionally, publications have not integrated product users 
or body regions within assessments of the effectiveness of developed structures. 
Therefore, this research will outline the parameters for developing and designing 
sPPE with auxetic structures. The expected outcome will  inform future pad 
design and auxetic research for how auxetic structures can be used to enhance 
pad conformability and in turn encourage product uptake for body padding 








1.7  Thesis Structure 
 
The contents of this thesis comprise of six chapters. The parameters of this 
research are built on the gap revealed by the literature review of current research 
in Chapter 2. This literature review is divided into two main themes, i) the current 
standard of protective materials and ii) sPPE auxetic structures and fabrication 
methods. The findings of Chapter 2 serve as a database for knowledge of auxetics 
and issues with protective apparel. The findings informed the research methods 
employed in the following chapter.  
 
The primary research methods and findings are divided into three phases in 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5. Chapter three outlines the research perspectives and 
methodologies as well as the strategies for conducting the study.  Following this, 
Chapter 4 presents the results of the study which are then discussed in Chapter 
5 in synthesis with the findings from Chapter 2. The outcome of Chapter 5 is a 
strategy for designing sPPE with auxetic structures for enhanced conformability. 
Finally, chapter 6 summarises the main findings of this thesis and indicates 











The literature review critically assessed research of auxetic structures and the 
potential application as rugby shoulder padding. Areas for review included 
personal protective equipment for sport (sPPE), sportswear garment technology, 
rugby; the game, padding and injury mechanisms and injury reduction methods; 
and auxetic structures. The subject areas involved perspectives from garment 
design, sports engineering and material science. Knowledge from these areas 
were synthesised to define the gaps in research. 
 
The literature review was designed to critically review the current standard of 
sPPE materials and apparel for impact and collision sports as well as current 
assessment methods. The review had a sport specific focus on rugby as sPPE is 
designed to reduce injury risks from injury patterns that are sport specific. This 
research focused on rugby shoulder pads; as such the review encompassed rugby 
shoulder injuries, the shoulder anatomy and relevant product regulations. This 
chapter also critically analysed current research which recommended the use of 
auxetic structures for sPPE generally and determined key areas for further 
investigation. The outcomes of the chapter informed the primary research 
methods required to fulfil the aims of the research.    
 
 
2.1  Impact and Collision Sports  
 
Impact and collision sports encompass injury risks from participation; the most 
common types of sports injuries are related to sports leading to physical contact 
between players (collision) and contact with an object or falling to the ground 




2013). Some sports have found higher injury risks with time; for example, rugby 
has seen a 36% increase in training related injuries (World Rugby, 2018). Medical 
advisory action to reduce the physiological load of rugby union players has been 
implemented as part of an eight-point plan to reduce injury rates and severity 
(World Rugby, 2018). The eight-point plan involved a review of the rules of the 
game, game analysis and injury risk assessments, aimed at improving player 
safety.  
Moderate injury may be normalised by participants of impact or collision sport, 
for which impact is the nature of the game, leading to overconfidence and 
causing further injuries, such as in rugby union (Fie et al., 2018). Therefore, due 
to the nature of the game, sport injury can be caused by repeated traumas to the 
same body region (Kazemi et al., 2005). Injury reduction measures including rule 
changes and sPPE  are considered to be more cost effective (Payne et al., 2016) 
than reactive solutions financed by health services (including the NHS in the UK) 
and injured participants (Bekkum et al., 2011). However, rule changes must be 
acceptable, adoptable and compliant with participants and coaches (Finch, 2006). 
As such, innovation in sPPE that encourages product uptake and player safety in 
impact and collision sports is a critical to injury reduction. 
 
 
2.1.1  Impact and Collision Sports Injuries 
 
Impact and collision sports can subject participants to extrinsic forces. Injury risks 
are associated with sporting tasks for example scrummaging in rugby, or specific 
injury patterns such as a wrist fracture from a fall onto an outstretched hand in 
snowboarding (Lee and Kim, 2011). Minor impact injuries can damage connective 
tissues and cause superficial injuries (cuts, bruises and lacerations). Powerful 
direct contact can lead to major injuries such as joint dislocation and more 
severely spinal and head injuries, ligament and tendon damage as well as 




impact or collision sport has its own unique set of injury patterns and 
participation risks.  
 
Sport injury severity is often defined by time out of play (Orchard et al., 2005) 
showing that injury reduction can influence participation. Of these sports, fewer 
impact injuries have been found in cricket with respective sPPE protecting against 
ball impacts (Newman, 2003), lessening participation risk (Orchard et al., 2005). 
In contrast, a study of 100 footballers reported 84% of impact injuries were to 
the shin (Cattermole et al., 1996) despite mandatory shin pad use (FIFA, 2014). 
As football is a dynamic, high intensity athletic game, football shin pads are 
compromised between providing impact protection without restricting player 
performance, a problem shared by rugby sPPE. 30% of rugby injuries have been 
found to occur in the shoulder region (Funk, 2012) which is frequently engaged 
in contact and movement during play (Helgeson and Stoneman, 2014). Rugby 
union participants face high injury risk, especially amongst the best players 
(World Rugby, 2016; Roberts et al., 2013) challenging the possibility that superior 
fitness, skill and experience lower injury risk. Therefore, innovation of sPPE  that 
provides impact protection without restricting movement could reduce time out 
of sporting participation. 
 
 
Rugby Union  
 
Rugby union is a contact sport with defined injury patterns (Targett, 1998). Due 
to increased injury, World Rugby have implemented injury reduction measures 
through law reforms. Reforms have included clear instruction on safe and 
dangerous practice on the field by following correct techniques for tackling, as 
illustrated by the Rugby Ready handbook (World Rugby, 2014). In the case of 
reducing concussion risk, the exercise programme Activate (World Rugby, 2019a) 
was launched and has seen a reduction in whiplash by 29 – 60% when used 
regularly. Reduction methods have also included sPPE in the form of 




shoulder padding. Aside from the padding embedded within the shoulder region 
of rugby tops, additional padding is often located at the sternum, bicep, ribs, 
kidney and neck, intended to protect against minor injuries like bruises, cuts and 
abrasions (World Rugby 2019b).  
 
Rugby injury severity is reflected by the time taken for players to return to the 
pitch. There are fifteen player positions often categorised as forwards, shown in 
Figure 1 as positions 1 – 8 and backs, positions 9 – 15, with no significant 
differences in injury severity (Brooks and Kemp, 2011). Individually however, 
injuries to the upper and lower extremities that led to significant time out of play 
affected similar playing positions. For example, neck injuries that led to over 150 
days of absence due to impact or collision were reported more frequently for 
Loose-head prop’s (tackling 57% and scrummaging 29%), Open-side flanker’s 
(tackling 63%), Hooker’s (tackling 38%, general collisions 25% and scrummaging 
19%) and Centre positions (tackling 44%)(Brooks and Kemp, 2011). Other impact 
injuries to the upper extremity that led to over 150 days of absence included the 
head, for which both Centres were at highest risk (tackling 44%). Brooks and 
Kemp (2011) demonstrated that positions encompass specific injury risks and yet 
previous research has not investigated whether specific playing positions are 





















Rugby union consists of two forty-minute halves not including breaks for injury 
and as such the elapsed time tends to be greater than eighty minutes. Rugby has 
the highest risk per player per hour (Moore et al., 2015) of all the major sports. 
On average rugby players sustain around 46 - 62 injuries per 1,000 hours of match 
play (Yeomans et al., 2018; Swain et al., 2016). Swain et al., (2016) found that 
36% of injuries were moderate to severe, which led to more than one week of 
time lost from play for participants. Only at a professional level are match and 
team doctors required to be present by the laws of the game (World Rugby, 
2019a). Research has identified that new injuries accounted for 82% of rugby 
injuries whilst 18% were recurrent, with severity higher for the latter (Brooks et 
al., 2005). Therefore, increased severity for recurrent injuries demonstrates that 
participants return to play before making a full recovery from treatment, 
indicating that injury reduction methods should be improved. 
 
 
Rugby Shoulder Injuries  
 
Shoulder impact injury risk is higher for Loose-head prop (scrummaging 66%), 
Hooker (tackling 57%) and Centre positions (tackling 68%)(Brooks and Kemp, 
2011). In general, rugby participation can lead to fractures, sprains and 
dislocation, which result from direct blows to the top of the shoulder (Harris and 
Spears 2010), as shown in Figure 2. Scrum induced injury patterns include tearing 
of the pectoralis major muscle (Beer and Bhatia 2009). This muscle injury is most 
likely to occur when a forward player has their arm engaged with another player 
in a scrum, with the upper arm in abduction and the forearm around the adjacent 
player. When the scrum collapses, the contracting muscle tears off the tendon at 
its insertion. Minor shoulder injuries can also include soft tissue damage and 
lacerations; these have potential to cause distraction during play which could 
lead to major injuries (Harris and Spears, 2010) affecting quality of life, and 

















Figure 2: Shoulder anatomy muscle, anterior view, circled is the top of the 
shoulder (Kishner, 2015) 
 
The range of shoulder mechanisms required to perform the identified tasks in 
rugby include abduction, adduction, rotation, circumduction and flexion in a 
multitude of directions. As such the shoulder’s many dynamic movements are 
required but injury can also result from contact and collision related impacts. The 
region is engaged in contact with another body during the shoulder tackle – front 
on, shoulder tackle – side on smother tackle, tackle from behind, the ruck, the 
maul and scrums (World Rugby, 2014), as shown in Figure 3. The highest number 
of shoulder injuries in rugby have been recorded for tackles (Swain et al., 2016). 
The highest number of tackles per match have been recorded for Blind Side and 
Open Side Flankers, 2nd Row and Number 8 positions (Schoeman et al., 2015); 



































Figure 3: Rugby movements involving shoulder contact (World Rugby, 2014) 
including shoulder tackle a) front-on and b) side-on, c) smother tackle, d) tackle 
from behind, e) ruck, f) maul and g) scrum 
 
The frequency and severity of shoulder injuries to rugby players has increased 
(Beer and Bhatia, 2009). The majority of rugby shoulder injuries occur from a fall 
(Figure 4) or tackle, resulting in varying levels of severity (Funk, 2012). The less 
severe rugby injuries from direct blows result in soft tissue bruising of the 
trapezius, the deltoid, the pectoralis major muscles and those surrounding the 
shoulder (Beer and Bhatia, 2009). More severe injuries occur by direct falls onto 
the shoulder which can cause swelling and dislocation of the sternoclavicular 
joint, spraining or tearing of the rotator cuff. Spraining or dislocation of the 
acromioclavicular (AC) joint typically occurs when the posterosuperior of the 
shoulder strikes the ground (Beer and Bhatia, 2009). Therefore, despite the 
requirement for dynamic shoulder movements throughout rugby, participation 
















Figure 4: Rugby tackler injury (Funk, 2012) 
 
 
2.2  Personal Protective Equipment for Sportswear (sPPE) 
 
sPPE is designed to transfer impact energies into tolerable forces for the body 
(Gould et al., 2019). The mechanisms of protection against impact include energy 
dissipation and absorption as well as reduction of penetration, lacerations and 
abrasion (World Health Organization, 2010; Yeh et al., 2016). The type of sPPE 
and the selected protection mechanisms are dependent on the body region, 
injury patterns, forces, the tasks of the sporting role as well as the athletic and 
dynamic movements involved (Watkins and Dunne, 2015). Many sPPE solutions 
have been devised including leather (Figure 5a), various combinations of rubber 
(Figure 5b), compressed foam, industrial foam rubber as cushioning layers and a 
stiffer material or dilatant material (Figure 5c) in some cases as a shell aimed to 
spread the impact force energy and reduce pressure (World Health Organization, 








































Figure 5: Examples of sPPE including a) leather embedded within a motorcycling 
glove (Mazzarolo, 2002), b) rubber back protector (Boria, 2016), c) dilatant 
material embedded within upper body protection for hockey (D30, 2020a) 
 
 
2.2.1  Properties of Impact Protective Materials 
 
There are different processes of product testing to ensure that the sPPE materials 
are fit for purpose (World Rugby, 2019b; ASTM, 2004). Applications of force have 
been categorised as tension, shear, compression and impact (ASTM, 2017). High 
tensile strength is critical for sportswear which are subject to extension and 
stretch through wear and body movement and assessed through tensile tests 




shows an ability to resist a structure from sliding against itself in opposing 
directions, highly desired for resistance to impact forces (Yang et al., 2015). 
Compressive strength is the maximum load at failure divided by its cross-
sectional area (Guo et al., 2017) and through impact tests a material’s protective 
capability can be examined (Mattei et al., 2012). Product testing is dependent on 
the type of impact that the body is subject to, including dissipation, deceleration, 
deformation and absorption (Watkins and Dunne, 2014). However, regulations 
for sPPE including rugby shoulder padding (World Rugby, 2019b) focus 
particularly on impact tests, often neglecting subjective assessments such as 
comfort and mobility. 
 
Most impact protective materials combine energy transformation mechanisms 
(Watkins and Dunne, 2015). In the absorption of impact energy, elastic energy is 
stored in protective materials, enabling rebound of the strike from its location of 
impact (Laing and Carr, 2015). Where energy cannot rebound from an impact 
protective material, a deceleration mechanism reduces the force to a value 
considered safe for the body. Protective materials that include a rigid outer shell 
enable gross deformation and load spreading, therefore decreasing the pressure 
on the protective pad. However, a rigid outer shell is not ideally suited to padding 
likely to come into contact with a participant’s face for example and is not 
permitted in the World Rugby Body Padding Specification (2019b); as such there 
are limits to the level of protection sPPE is able to provide product users.    
 
 
2.2.2  Commercial Protective Materials for sPPE 
 
Ethylene vinyl acetate (EVA) foam (Figure 6) is a widely used protective material 
for sportswear including rugby (Arensdorf and Tobergte, 2005). EVA is a closed-
cell foam, that is soft and considered to have good shape recovery after 
deformation (Zujiang et al., 2014). The raw materials required to fabricate EVA 
foam are fossil fuels, a non-renewable source (Higg Material Sustainability Index, 




the curvatures of a moving body, they are unable to extend (Borreguero et al., 









Figure 6: Cross-section of EVA foam viewed under a Dino-Lite Pro micrograph at 
Manchester Metropolitan University, image includes an accurate 5 mm scale 
(Authors Own Image, 2017)  
 
Open cell foams (Figure 7) are more easily compressed under impact as they have 
a porous structure making them less suited to impact protection than closed-cell 
foams (Landauer et al., 2019). However, open cell foams can provide enhanced 
impact protection by adapting density, cell wall thickness, thickness of the overall 
structure and the proportion of material to gas (Watkins and Dunne, 2015). The 
benefit of an-open cell foam in contrast to closed cell foams is the potential for 
breathability and flexibility, compressing and expanding as needed during body 
movement (Watkins and Dunne, 2015). Open cell foams are frequently employed 
as the cushioning mechanism in impact protective devices due to the porous 
structure (Wyner et al., 2017). For example, open cell foam has been used to line 














Figure 7: Cross-section of open-cell foam viewed under a Dino-Lite Pro 
micrograph at Manchester Metropolitan University, image includes an accurate 





Dilatant materials have a free-flowing molecular structure, locking under impact 
to reduce peak forces. A dilatant material (Ferguson, 2007) absorbs and 
dissipates impact energy and after which its molecules return to a free-flowing 
state (Figure 8) such that the material becomes flexible (Dura et al, 2002). 
Different levels of protection are provided at low to high speed impacts, as the 
dilatant material reacts to its impact environment enabling a high level of energy 
absorption (Dura et al, 2002) as well as breathability (Chin and Wetzel, 2008) and 
conformability (Balslev, 2006). These characteristics are thought to enable 
dilatant materials to provide a greater compromise between protection and fit 
compared with closed and open cell foams. Dilatant materials have been used for 
hockey, motorcycling, American football and ice hockey (D30, 2020) but they do 
not offer the softness or cushioning effect of open or closed cell foam, limiting 





Figure 8: Schematic of a dilatant material with free flowing molecules which 
lock under impact (D30, 2020b) 
 
 
2.2.3  Regulations for sPPE 
 
Padding is typically subject to an impact test related to the standards of a specific 
sporting body (ECS, 2003; ECS, 2003b). Rugby shoulder padding must adhere to 
the World Rugby Body Padding Specification (2019b), in which a 5 kg flat face 
drop mass with an impacting energy of 14.7 J strikes the PPE rested on a steel 
anvil (Figure 9). To pass the test, peak acceleration must exceed 150 g meaning 
that World Rugby limit the amount of protection offered by shoulder padding. 
The performance of sportswear and respective fabrics is typically assessed with 
specific test methods, often product or sport specific. This is because different 
sports encompass unique environmental (climate, indoor/outdoor and on 
land/in water) and physiological (impacts/collisions, dynamic movements and 
tasks) demands (Uttam, 2013) and therefore the respective garments have 
























Figure 9: Apparatus for impact testing shoulder pads (World Rugby, 2019b) 
 
World Rugby (2019b) provisions relating to rugby players dress state that padded 
materials must comprise of soft and thin materials. The rugby shoulder pads are 
to cover the shoulder and collarbone only and may have a density of no more 
than 45 kg/m3  nor be thicker than 1 cm when uncompressed. The permissible 
padded area of coverage is shown in Figure 10. Padding use is optional, meaning 
that the World Rugby Body Padding Specification (2019b) does not specify a 
minimum area of coverage. Padding no thicker than 0.5 cm uncompressed is 
permitted outside of the zone of coverage and is not subject to impact 
requirements (World Rugby, 2019b). Pads covering the entire permissible area 
offer the greater possible protective coverage, but they may decrease the 













Tests such as fabric bulk density offer insight into the comfort and mobility 
provided by padding. Bulk density is associated with the mass and thickness of 
the padded material (Hur et al., 2013), user experience of bulkiness is dependent 
on factors including climate, body part and movements associated with that sport 
and the respective sPPE. Additionally, there are standards for evaluating the 
comfort, fit and function of protective clothing in active positions (ASTM, 2018). 
Active positions are selected from a range of motions associated with the role for 
which protection is required (Dabolina et al., 2019). The protective clothing 
standard ASTM (2018) F-1154 is comprised of eight active positions including 
raising arms above the body (Braganca et al., 2016). However, this test method 
is not currently included in the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification 
for shoulder padding despite stipulating that pads must not cause discomfort or 
restrict normal playing movements.   
 
 
2.2.4  sPPE Construction Methods 
 
There are many construction methods for sports apparel, as the invention of new 
ones has given rise to a plethora of machines for seaming and embedding. 
However, most sports garments are still produced by cut and sewn methods 
(Troynikov and Watson, 2015). The suitability of embedding and joining 
construction methods depend on the fabrics and materials selected for that 
garment application. When making sPPE, lightweight stretch fabrics are 
combined with non-stretch pads (Figure 11a), which can restrict user movements 
(Tsui, 2011). Figure 11b shows that both a straight lock-stitch and twin needle 
coverstitch are used to embed padding; only the former prevents the stitched 
region of fabric from stretching due to firmly linking together two threads 























Figure 11: a) Rugby shoulder padding fitted to a mannequin b) Close-up of 
the padding embedding method (Authors Own Image, 2017) 
 
 
Venkatraman and Tyler (2016) note that flat lock (coverstitch) seams are used to 
provide enhanced comfort. Use of the flat locked seam to join padding to a rugby 
top can be seen in Figure 12a. The benefit of flat locked stitches in sportswear is 
that they reduce bulk (McLoughlin and Hayes, 2015) and have a spring-like quality 
allowing great extensibility and recovery along the length of the seam (Hayes, 
2018). Padding can be embedded within a pocketed region of a garment with 
overlocked seams (Figure 12b). However, this method creates added bulk at the 
seam as it is not sealed flat against the garment, so is considered less desirable 


































Figure 12: a) Shoulder padding joined to a stretch sports top with a flat 
lock/coverstitch seam, b) PPE embedded within a pocket joined to the top with 
overlock stitch (Authors Own Image, 2017) 
 
Within the sportswear industry, garment technology that produces a seamless 
appearance has become increasingly desirable. Heat sealing and laser methods 
have been utilised for thermoplastic materials and methods include hot air 
(Zimmer et al., 2018), hot wedge (Timothy and Hupp, 2013) and ultrasonic 
welding (Szafranska and Korycki, 2020). Integrally knitted garments, which are 
essentially knitted in one piece with few or no seams at all have become a 
promising construction method for functional performance sports garments 
(Troynikov and Watson, 2015). Vacuum moulding (Figure 12a; Figure 13) and 3D 
printing PPE (Brennan-Craddock et al., 2012; Cazon-Martin et al., 2018) has also 
encouraged this appearance. The benefit of these methods is the reduction of 
added bulk at seam edges because padding bulk can cause sPPE to be 









Figure 13: A micrograph cross-section of segmented closed cell foam (manual 
measurements indicate scale based on 0.5 cm depth of segments) vacuum 







Since protective materials are usually made of non-stretch componentry, other 
methods must be used to offer mobility. One method of helping pads to conform 
better to the body is to simply segment protective materials so that they can 
bend more easily (Watkins and Dunne, 2015; Figure 12a, Figure 13). Even rigid or 
non-stretch padding may be manipulated to conform to the body more 
effectively using segmenting techniques. Segmenting can be comprised of 
individual inserts of padding within channels of the overall pad by stitching 
(Diamond, 2012) or a process of shaping and laminating foams to stretch fabrics 
through vacuum moulding (Staub et al., 2017). Segmentation methods also 
include scoring part way or fully through padding (Morrow and Winningham, 
2006) with a blade, laser-cutting or die-cutting. However, sPPE design involves 
compromises because slicing or cutting away padding consequently affects 
protective coverage.  
 
 
2.2.5  Commercial Rugby Shoulder Padding  
 
Table 1 shows World Rugby (2019b) approved shoulder pads differ by 
segmentation type and coverage. Segmentation types include vacuum moulding 
and cut-segmenting in triangular, honeycomb and rectangular repeated 
segments. Pad shape and coverage differ between tops, in particular shaping to 
the contours of the collarbone, neck and shoulder were identified as a technique 
used to improve the conformability of the padding. During practise and match 
use, conformability of these pads to shoulder movement and garment stretch 
encourages use as discomfort is a leading factor in product uptake (Hughes et al., 
2020). Closed-cell foam was the only padding within the tops and flat 
lock/coverstitch seams were the most frequently used construction/embedding 
method for the tops comprised of stretch fabric composed of nylon and elastane 
(compositions shown in Table 1). Where pads featured segmentation and 
reduced/shaped padding coverage, it is likely that it would affect protective 
coverage compared to non-segmented pads,  for which padding has not been cut 




Table 1: Rugby shoulder padding market research 
*unspecified composition.  





















Image of shoulder region 





























35 84% Polyster 16% 
Lycra 
Pad:  
100% EVA foam, 
Breathable mesh 
cover * 
 Embedded: S/S 
at pad outer 
edge and T/N 
C/S between 
pads 
Medium  Non-segmented foam: 4 



















53 84% Polyster 16% 
Lycra 
Pad: 







to collar bone 
Cut-segmented: honeycomb 
pattern 
















80 Polyster* and 
lycra* mix 
Pad: 
100% EVA foam 
 
Joined: S/S Full shoulder 
to collar bone 
Vacuum moulded: triangular 
pattern  














75 Polyster* and 
lycra* mix 
Pad: 
100% EVA foam 
 
Embedded: C/S Full shoulder 
to collar bone 
Cut-segmented: triangular 
pattern 













  45 Polyster* and 
lycra* mix. 
Pad: 
100% EVA foam 
 
Joined to top: 
S/S 
Medium Vacuum moulded: 
honeycomb pattern 














50 Polyster* and 
lycra* mix,  
Pad: 
100% EVA foam 
 
Joined: C/S Full shoulder 
to collar bone 
drawing into 
a T shape 
Vacuum moulded: triangular 
pattern 

















moulded foam*  
Joined: C/S Medium Vacuum moulded: triangles 
and rectangles forming a 
diamond pattern 
















40 Polyster* and 



























60 Polyster* and 






Joined: C/S Full shoulder 
to collar bone 
Cut-segmented:  honeycomb 
pattern  





2.2.6  Protectiveness and Comfort of sPPE  
 
There are limitations as to how far sPPE can prevent impact and collision injury. 
Rugby shoulder padding is designed to attenuate forces (Harris and Spears, 
2010), preventing bruising and lacerations through absorbing or dissipating 
impact energy from direct blows. The foams used as protection in some 
commercial garments are not designed to prevent more severe shoulder injuries 
such as dislocation. Beer and Bhatia (2009) compared peak forces of rugby 
shoulder padding in different thicknesses to no padding and discovered that the 
different pads led to a 1% to 70% reduction. However, the padding was found to 
“bottom out” under high impact loads (Beer and Bhatia, 2009) this effect causes 
the material to flatten, offering little protection when the athlete was most 
vulnerable.  
 
The performance of sPPE is measured in relation to the product’s ability to 
protect against respective injuries, utilising quantitative test methods usually in 
relation to specific sporting bodies.  Padding should gradually decelerate an 
impacting body and spread the impact force into a form of energy less harmful 
to the body (Watkins and Dunne, 2015). In order to maintain certain sportswear 
properties such as good stretch, a light-weight sensation and conformability as 
well as injury reduction some materials have a limited protective function 
(Watkins and Dunne, 2015). Therefore, pad designers are challenged in producing 
sPPE with a protective functionality that does not restrict wearer movement.  
 
Stretch is important in sportswear because simple body movements may extend 
the body’s skin by about 50% (Senthilkumar et al., 2012a). In turn, fabric should 
respond by stretching with the body’s extension and recovering upon relaxation. 
Elastic garments are required to improve the stamina and speed of an athlete 
through quick recovery and lower stress with higher elongation (Senthilkumar et 
al., 2012b) enhancing the stamina, speed and power of the sports person. 
Uncomfortable sPPE could lead to irritation which may interfere with an 




challenges of designing sPPE with non-stretch pads is the difference between skin 
extension during movement and restrictiveness of the pads.  
 
Where padding resists the expansion of the stretch garment, pressure can be 
higher, affecting the comfort of the wearer (Jin et al., 2008). Garment pressure is 
generated when the girth of a garment at a particular body region is smaller than 
that of the body at the corresponding region (Wong et al., 2004) and can be 
measured by a pressure measurement device (Senthilkumar et al., 2012a). 
Pressure is affected by factors that include the shape of a body part - which may 
change under movement, such as the shoulder or knee, type of fabric used and 
finally the fit of the garment, influenced by its design. Pressure comfort is not 
included in the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification for shoulder 
padding, but locating regions of padding that generate higher pressure could 
describe the effect of padding fit issues on wearer comfort.  
 
Product performance assessments of sPPE focus on the effectiveness of product 
function (Sun et al., 2012) such as impact force attenuation (Harris and Spears, 
2010). However, perceived perceptions of sPPE can describe how effectively 
users feel they are able to work and play and have been conducted for sports 
including inline skating, skateboarding and snowboarding (Kroncke et al., 2008) 
and football (Braham et al., 2004). Bulkiness has been reported for sPPE as a 
cause for restricting user movements, identified in terms of the padding weight 
(Tsui, 2011). A comfort model by Webster and Roberts (2009) identified that the 
PPE user also perceives weight as an element of comfort. Therefore, perceived 
weight comfort could be used to describe sensations of padding bulkiness.  
 
In contrast to product performance, product comfort is predominantly 
investigated through qualitative research methods including focus groups and 
interviews (Roberts et al., 2001; Webster and Roberts, 2009). The comfort model 
developed by Webster and Roberts (2009) was segmented into six dimensions of 
perceived weight, thermal comfort, aesthetics and sensorial comfort and with 




comfort. A survey of 15-year-old schoolboy rugby union players by Finch et al., 
(2001) confirmed that the main reason for not wearing headgear was discomfort 
(61%). The study also identified that a belief in protective capabilities influenced 
more confident and risk-taking playing behaviour. Researchers, Branson and 
Sweeney (1990) acknowledge that the sPPE product user perceives its comfort. 
Therefore, protection can be perceived by the wearer as a realm of comfort and 
in addition to mechanical assessments can be assessed through user perceptions.  
 
 
2.2.7  User-Centred Design Approach to sPPE 
 
The design of sPPE involves achieving a balance between the level of protection 
that can be provided with other factors like mobility and comfort. Watkins and 
Dunne (2015) presented a design strategy for the development of functional 
clothing. The three-stage sequential process has transferability to rugby shoulder 
padding as it begins by firstly determining the problem, secondly ideating 
solutions and finally, implementation of the solution and assessment of its 
effectiveness. This formula is applied for other functional clothing design 
strategies (McCann and Bryson, 2014) as well as  PPE  for healthcare (Larson and 
Liverman, 2011). Strategies for sPPE and more specifically rugby shoulder pads 
have not been established but it is possible to tailor each stage to have relevance 
to rugby shoulder padding.  
 
 
Stage 1: Determining the sPPE Garment Design Problem 
 
The first stage of a user-centred design process for functional clothing  defines 
the problem, via the user, activity, body region and function (Larson and 
Liverman, 2011; McCann and Bryson, 2014; Watkins and Dunne, 2015). Even 
though protection is the function of sPPE garments, the design problem is defined 
by all factors which may influence product use. This requires an investigation into 




sporting body, the nature of the sport as well as user perceptions, injury patterns 
and respective body movements. Secondary research into user and product 
analysis may provide knowledge for this stage but in the case of rugby shoulder 
padding, research into subjective factors involving user comfort is limited. As 
such, user-centred design of sPPE garments may require investigation of the 
problem by examining perceptions of product use and commercial product 
analysis (Watkins and Dunne, 2015). 
 
 
Stage 2: Design Ideation and Development of sPPE 
 
Development of a design solution comes after synthesising findings regarding the 
user, sport, body region and product into the design problem. These findings 
direct the designer to the respective commercial realities, function (demands of 
the activity) and form (product), known as the Design Tree Model (McCann and 
Bryson, 2014). This enables the development of a hierarchy of design criteria, in 
the case of sPPE for example impact protection is thought to outweigh mobility 
in importance (Ledbury, 2018) as it is the function. The problem with this 
hierarchy is that discomfort has been identified as a reason for not wearing sPPE 
during rugby participation (Finch et al., 2001). Therefore, the ideation phase of 
sPPE development requires an emphasis on the enhancement of user-comfort 
which can be evaluated through participant interviews (Watkins and Dunne, 
2015) and wearer trials (Cooper et al., 2017). During this second stage of 
functional design, tasks include prototyping, evaluation, revisiting and refining 
solutions to the design problem (Hunter, 2016).   
 
 
Stage 3: Implementation and Assessment of sPPE Effectiveness 
 
The final phase of functional clothing design requires field use (implementation) 
and evaluation within the real-world scenario (Larson and Liverman, 2011; 




standard as well as unknown consequences of use (Larson and Liverman, 2011). 
Unidentified consequences of wearing rugby shoulder padding may relate to any 
of the scenarios involved during use which may not be possible to determine 
without participation in rugby. There is limited research into the effect of rugby 
shoulder padding design on user comfort and perceptions, which can provide 




User Centred Design Approach to Rugby Shoulder Padding  
 
Developing strategies for the enhanced conformability of rugby shoulder pads 
has potential to improve product uptake. At present World Rugby (2019) 
stipulations for padding standards focus on performance. In contrast, user 
centred design approaches determine users physiological and psychological 
needs before ideating and developing product solutions (Suh et al., 2010). 
Findings for how to improve padding conformability could be mapped out over a 
user-centred design strategy in order to improve wearer comfort. The strategy 
would enable pad designers to gage user experience alongside performance 
assessments at each development stage ensuring user satisfaction. 
 
Rugby shoulder pad discomfort has been reported (Hughes et al., 2020; Finch et 
al., 2001) and fit issues have been commented on for specific pad characteristics 
(Venkatraman and Tyler, 2016) yet there is limited research into the effect on 
comfort. Garment technology including overall fit and pad positioning have also 
been neglected from assessments of padding comfort. However, this research 
focuses on the enhanced conformability of rugby shoulder padding rather than 
the overall garment. Investigating one pad characteristic, such as segmentation, 
through quantitative research methods would benefit from objective and 
accurate results (Fink, 2015) which could be mapped out against a user-centred 





2.3  Auxetic Structures in Sports Apparel 
 
Auxetic materials are amongst the most promising new material applications for 
sPPE, due to their ability to offer enhanced impact force limitation (Lisiecki et al., 
2013; Allen et al., 2015) and indentation resistance (Alderson et al., 1994; Chan 
and Evans, 1998), biaxial expansion (Martin, 2011; Cross et al., 2015), synclastic 
curvature (Lakes, 1987; Wang and Hu, 2014) and breathability (Sanami et al., 
2014b). The negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) of auxetic structures can be described 
in terms of geometric frameworks at the macro, micro or nanostructure and the 
respective deformation mechanisms to external loadings (Ashby et al., 1995). The 
mechanical properties of auxetic structures relate to their geometry (Figure 14; 
Ashby et al., 1995) and therefore, can be associated with different applications; 
these shapes include arrowhead geometries (Figure 14a) re-entrant geometries 
(Figure 14b), chiral (Figure 14c) and rotating units (Figure 14d). NPR arises due to 
the unit cell opening and closing mechanism under respective tension and 













Figure 14: Auxetic structures including a) arrow-head (Lim, 2014), b) re-entrant 
with close up of one unit cell and eight ribs (Zhao et al., 2019), c) chiral and d) 







Auxetic structures have been fabricated for functional clothing. Commercial 
fabrication methods have included moulding PPE for an American football top 
(D30, 2015), printed PU auxetic shapes for trainer exteriors (Toronjo, 2013), 
applied in-plane. Developments of in-plane auxetic structures have been 
produced through additive manufacture (Jiang, 2016) as well as textiles, yarns 
and fabrics (Hu et al., 2011; Sloan et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2012; Bhattacharya 
et al., 2014; Lim, 2014), although not yet used commercially. Fabrication methods 
for through-the-thickness NPR including open cell foam conversion (Allen et al., 
2015), steam-penetration of closed cell foams (Fan et al., 2018) also require 
further development for commercial use in sPPE. Auxetic structures have also 
been laser-cut to segment sheets (Mizzi et al., 2020) and cut-segmentation is 
commercially used for rugby shoulder padding and therefore is an effective route 
to producing auxetic sPPE commercially.  
 
The theoretical Poisson’s ratio (v) range for isotropic auxetic materials is −1 <
𝑣𝑣 < 1
2
 (Mott and Roland, 2012). Isotropic structures have the same Poisson’s ratio 
in all directions, unlike anisotropic structures where Poisson’s ratio can change 
with direction (Evans et al., 1994). Altering the Poisson’s ratio will change the 
structure’s indentation resistance; shear modulus and toughness (Evans et al., 
1994). Therefore, the ability for an auxetic material to limit impact forces is 
dependent on particular elastic constants, which include its Young’s, shear and 
bulk modulus. A particular characteristic of auxetic materials is that the shear 
modulus is high while the bulk modulus is low (Evans, 1991a), enabling improved 
indentation resistance (Lakes, 1987) which is preferable for sPPE.  
 
It is possible to determine the stress and deflection properties of a material from 
ascertaining its Poisson’s ratio. When a structure is stretched, resulting in 
dimensional changes, Poisson’s ratio can be calculated as the ratio of that change 
(Figure 15). Poisson’s ratio is the diameter of the test specimen before and after 
elongation, divided by the length of the specimen before and after elongation 




combining a tensile test with digital image correlation (Fila et al., 2018). If the 
material is not isotropic, then its Poisson’s ratio will have more than one value 
(Rosato and Rosato, 2003), to potentially exploit the benefits associated with 










Figure 15: Lateral (vertical) deformation due to Poisson’s ratio under tensile 
axial (horizontal) loading for a) conventional material and b) auxetic material. 
Thick and thin arrows correspond to deformation due to loading and Poisson’s 
ratio, respectively (Duncan et al., 2018a) 
 
 
2.3.1  Auxetic Structures  
 
A wide variety of auxetic structures have been designed and are presented in this 
section. The finite element method is a route to obtaining and comparing the 
properties of auxetic shapes and structures for different uses (Lee et al., 1996; 
Scarpa et al., 2000; Huang et al., 2002; Yang et al., 2003). Adjustments in the 
geometry of auxetic structures have altered NPR values, and therefore offer a 
route to manipulating the mechanical properties (Wu et al., 2018). This section 
reviews established auxetic structures with the potential to offer protection for 
sPPE. 
 
An auxetic re-entrant honeycomb unit cell is comprised of ribs that are bent and 
protrude inward (Yang, 2004)(Figure 16). Negative Poisson's ratio re-entrant 
structures can be made from honeycombs by mechanically inverting each cell, 
provided that the cell walls are sufficiently flexible (Lakes, 1993). Research of 
auxetic honeycomb shapes largely focus on influencing factors such as geometric 




material constants (Huang et al., 2002) as well as electromagnetic, mechanical 
(Smith et al., 2002) and damping properties (Scarpa et al., 2000; Yang et al., 
2004). Elipe and Lantada (2012) identified that the re-entrant structure had the 
most negative Poisson’s ratio in their research. Additionally, the ability to induce 
NPR in conventional structures with honeycomb cells such as foam offered 












Figure 16: Re-entrant honeycomb structure showing a) its geometry and  
b) arrows show the geometry under lateral expansion (Carneiro et al., 2013) 
 
Grima and Evans (2000) gave the earliest account on the NPR and associated 
effects of rotating connected squares (Figure 17) exhibiting a negative Poisson’s 
ratio of -1. They showed that stretching the space filling tessellation of the 
structures resulted in relative rotation of the rectangles. The pore opening nature 
of the structure is considered useful for pore size variability applications (Gatt et 
al., 2015) such as smart filters and related systems. However, the structure was 
only identified as auxetic for loading in certain directions (Grima et al., 2011). 
Therefore, the pore opening properties of the structure were more consistent 










Grima and Evans (2006) expanded their work on rotating auxetic shapes to 
include triangles. The rotating triangle structure benefited from a wide range of 
Poisson’s ratio values; the shape of the triangles and the angles between them 
were relative to the magnitude and sign of their Poisson’s ratio (Lim, 2015). Grima 
et al., (2012) indicated that the structure was useful for explaining the behaviour 
of auxetic foam surface density, through which the triangles represented a two 
dimensional projection of the joints in NPR foam. Alderson and Evans (2001)  
developed the structure into a 3D model as a rotating tetrahedral framework 
(Figure 18) in which the tetrahedra was rigid and free to rotate cooperatively 
around the tilt axis whilst maintaining network connectivity, which could be 








Figure 18: Diagram of tetrahedral rotation deformation mechanism, a) rotation 
about the tilt axis through the centre of two of tetrahedra edges, b) maximum 
expansion and c) maximum compression (Alderson and Evans, 2001) 
 
In a chiral lattice model, the network is comprised of a ring connected by six ribs 
(Figure 19). The network allows for in-plane NPR because tensile loading in one 
direction causes growth through a clockwise rotation of the rings, consequently 
enlarging and opening out the entire network (Figure 19a; Lim, 2015). The chiral 
lattice is thought to have an equal shear modulus to the triangular lattice, despite 
its structural differences. The triangular lattice lends greater ability to expand 
laterally whereas the chiral lattice is subject to bending deformation (Spadoni and 





solids offer flexible volume change, which indicates potential for enhanced 
protection and energy absorption in sPPE. Chiral geometry is not conventionally 
symmetric at the beginning so its auxetic effect can be preserved for large 
deformation (Kalveram, 2016), offering the benefit of varying NPR and associated 










Figure 19: A chiral structure a) opened out and b) arrows show the structure 
under compression causing it to close (Kolken and Zadpoor, 2017) 
 
 




An advantage of auxetic structures over conventional ones is excellent shape 
fitting ability on a curved surface due to the formation of synclastic curvature 
under bending (Alderson et al., 2010; Sanami, 2014). Synclastic curvature occurs 
when the upper surface of the material biaxially expands and the lower surface 
biaxially contracts (Duncan et al., 2018a; Figure 20b). Shape fitting ability is 
critical to enable fabrics to be flexible in adapting to different shapes for garments 
or composite parts. Wang and Hu (2014) investigated the shape fitting ability of 
both non-auxetic and auxetic warp-knitted fabrics through placement on a 
spherical surface. The auxetic fabric conformed to the spherical surface (Figure 
20b), whereas the conventional counterpart did not (Figure 20a). It is unknown 
how synclastic curvature may influence the ability to limit impact forces of an 












Figure 20: Shape fitting ability of spacer fabrics: a) conventional; b) auxetic 
(Wang and Hu, 2014) 
 
Tailoring the density and geometry of an auxetic structure to provide synclastic 
curvature influences other mechanical properties. Evans (1991b) noted that 
properties of a material relating to buckling, shear modulus and flexural rigidity 
are affected by synclastic curvature. Surfaces under synclastic curvature can be 
stretched without distorting form due to the curvatures in opposite directions 
balancing each other at every point on the surface (Lewis, 2003). Tensioning the 
structure reduces its elasticity, decreasing its distortion when loaded. However, 
NPR decreases with an increase of its tensile strain (Yang et al., 2013). Therefore, 
despite recommendations for sPPE with auxetic elements, stretching the material 
with the garment during sport may have an adverse effect on its impact force 
attenuation.  
 
Indentation Resistance  
 
NPR can provide enhanced indentation resistance (Alderson et al., 1994; Chan 
and Evans, 1998) of 30% compared to the conventional counterparts. Enhanced 
indentation has been found for auxetic materials including composites (Li et al., 
2020),  foams (Chan and Evans, 1998), polyethylene (Alderson et al., 1994), 
spacer fabric (Xu et al., 2019) and woven structures (Liaqat et al., 2017). 
Indentation resistant is influenced by cell wall angle, thickness and density (Li et 
al., 2017). Indentation resistance in protective sports apparel can help prevent 





(Ankrah and Mills, 2003; Duncan et al., 2018b) and rugby (Fuller et al., 2010) 
where studded shoes are worn. As well as protecting the body, indentation 
resistance may lead to the enhanced longevity of a material such as that used for 
PPE, which may be subject to repeated impacts from different objects leading to 





Gradient auxetic materials have been developed for improved bending stiffness 
at the transition between positive and negative Poisson’s ratio regions of 
honeycomb structures (Hou, et al., 2014). Gradient foams have also been 
fabricated, by applying variable compression with rods passed through samples 
(Sanami et al., 2014; Duncan, et al., 2017). Gradient auxetic shapes also enabled 
variable compression (Alderson et al., 2013; Sanami et al., 2014). Despite no 
current sPPE applications, there is potential to develop auxetic structures and 
foams as rugby shoulder padding featuring energy absorbing auxetic regions and 
non-auxetic regions to diffuse and disperse the impact. 
 
 
2.3.3  Applications of Auxetic Textiles 
 
Researchers have developed various auxetic textiles, yarns and fabrics (Hu et al., 
2011; Sloan et al., 2011; Wright et al., 2012; Bhattacharya et al., 2014; Lim, 2014) 
which benefit from in plane NPR and associated effects. Of these, Hu et al., (2011) 
has noted their potential applications as fabrics that change colour under uniaxial 
strain, blast protection clothing and medical textiles that release drugs when the 
pores are opened through lateral expansion. The ability to produce auxetic yarn 
from standard fibre and conventional textile manufacturing processes has 
enhanced the potential to use them commercially (Miller et al., 2009). Potential 
ballistics PPE applications are owed to the high tensile strength of auxetic yarns 




incorporated within the spandex of rugby tops could improve the strength of the 
fabric where it is subject to friction during impacts and collisions but are 
otherwise limited in shoulder padding applications.  
 
Auxetic textiles are divided between conventional yarns knitted (Sun et al., 2019) 
or woven (Zulifqar and Hu, 2018) into auxetic patterns and NPR yarns (Miller et 
al., 2009) knitted (Goncalves et al., 2018) or woven (Ng and Hu, 2018). Sloan et 
al., (2011) investigated geometric properties of auxetic yarn comprised of core 
and wrap fibers (Figure 21). Wright et al., (2012) found that a lower wrap angle 
resulted in higher magnitude of NPR. For the same effect, Lim (2014) has stitched 
the non-core fibre in place, to control the extension of the fiber. This effect is 
transferable to auxetic sPPE design, it informs that the auxetic effect is 
controllable and demonstrates that the geometry of an auxetic structure can be 












Figure 21: Diagram depicting the NPR double helic yarn and its helix angles of 
wrap and core components (Sibal and Rawal, 2015) 
 
Flat knitting has enabled the fabrication of auxetic textiles. Weft knitted auxetic 
structures have been made using computerized flat knitting machines that are 
based on three kinds of geometrical structures, i.e., foldable structure, rotating 
rectangles and re-entrant hexagons (Hu et al., 2011). In contrast, Liu et al., (2009) 
reported that mesh warp knitted NPR structures have low elasticity and low 
recovery ability, restricting the auxetic behavior (Figure 22). The warp-knitted 




possible to fabricate an array of repeated auxetic unit cells that enable lateral 
expansion, but are influenced by fabrication technique and structure. It has been 
suggested that flat knitted auxetic structures have potential in sPPE but that 
further research needs to be undertaken to explore their potential (Liu et al., 
2010). Therefore, at present research into flat knitted auxetic structures, such as 
those displayed in Figure 22, have shown that fabrication methods and structural 
geometry are influential to auxetic behavior which may provide opportunity in 











2.3.4  3D Printed Auxetic Structures 
 
Additive manufacturing is the official industry standard term (ASTM, 2012) 
defined as the process of joining materials to manufacture objects from 3-
dimensional (3D) model data layer by layer in contrast to subtractive 
manufacturing methods. Jiang (2016)(Figure 23) modified 3D printed chiral 
structures to have softer hinges and centre cores than the rest of the structure 
to increase its internal rotation efficiency and magnitude of NPR. The internal 
rotation efficiency is controlled by the design of chiral cellular solids with centre 
cores and softer hinges, made possible by multi-material 3D printing. Under 
compression, the active ribs rotate and drive the passive ribs to rotate 
accordingly, leading to NPR. Therefore, using a multi-material 3D printer to 
manufacture auxetic structures (Huang et al., 2016) offers the opportunity to 
tailor the softness and hardness of the structure at designated regions to have  
harder cell ribs or softer corners (Jiang, 2016). However, although 3D printing can 




mass production (Sun and Zhao, 2017) making it an undesirable manufacturing 
technique for sPPE.  










Figure 23: 3D printed chiral structure: a) uncompressed and exhibiting NPR 
under lateral compression b) half and c) maximum (Jiang, 2016) 
 
 
2.3.5  Auxetic Foams 
 
Under impact, conventional materials move laterally away from the axis of 
impact (Alderson and Alderson, 2007), causing a decrease in density at the point 
of impact. In contrast, when an auxetic foam is impacted, the material around 
the impact increases in density in both the longitudinal and transverse direction 
(Evans et al., 1991). Auxetic foams that are converted from open cell foam, as 
seen in Figure 24, offer enhanced impact and indentation resistance, versatile 
breathability and synclastic curvature characteristics. The traditional method of 
converting open cell foam to auxetic foam involves four stages in the 
chronological order of triaxial compression, heating, cooling and relaxation (Chan 
and Evans, 1997). This process causes the cell ribs to protrude inwardly, forming 












Figure 24: Images from the high-speed camera showing maximum deformation, 
a) conventional at 2.2 J, b) auxetic at 2.2 J, c) conventional at 3.3 J, d) auxetic at 
3.3 J, e) conventional at 4.5 J, f) auxetic at 4.5 J, g) conventional at 5.6 J, h) auxetic 
at 5.6 J (Allen et al., 2015) 
 
In the conversion process of auxetic foam, creasing is common leading to an 
inconsistent surface, particularly when producing large samples (Duncan et al., 
2016). Such flaws are produced in the initial compression process of placing larger 
foam inside a smaller mould (Figure 25), which can be difficult to control. One 
tool that is used as an attempt to control the consistency of converted foam and 
reduce the amount of surface folding are through-the-thickness pins (Allen et al., 
2017). However, typically this minimises but does not always entirely remove 
surface imperfections. Additionally, through-the-thickness pins mark permanent 
holes in foam and so developing the controlling methods for foam conversion 









Figure 25: Cross-sectional view of closed mould with compressed foam and 
through-the-thickness rods (Allen et al., 2017) 
 
Research undertaking triaxial compression to produce auxetic foam largely 
results in rectangular or small cylindrical sample shapes (Alderson et al., 2012). 
In contrast, a process of manufacturing complex shaped auxetic foam has been 




process is divided by three methods of stretching, pleating, seaming separate 
pieces of foam as well as heating inside a curved or ‘half’ mould. The fabrication 
developments of curved and complex shaped auxetic foams highlights a potential 
to incorporate them into sport apparel where protective foams are shaped to fit 
or contour the body. However, auxetic open cell foams offer a limited solution to 
PPE for sports apparel as closed cell foams offer superior shock absorption.  
 
Inducing a negative Poisson’s ratio in closed cell foams has been attempted in a 
limited variety of trials with some success. The current thermo mechanical 
method of conversion typically used for open cell foams has a rupturing effect on 
the cell walls of closed cell foams (Choi and Lakes, 1992). Greater success was 
gained through a combination of thermal softening and high hydrostatic pressure 
(Martz et al., 1996). A heat of 110°C over 10 hours followed by the continuation 
of pressure for a further six hours after cooling resulted in a NPR in one axis of 
closed cell polyethylene foam. Heating the same foam for an hour at 86 °C before 
subjecting it to a vacuum pressure for five minutes also produced uniaxial NPR.  
 
Recently, there has been greater success in producing auxetic closed cell foams 
through a steam penetration process (Fan et al., 2018). The foam samples are 
immersed in water, covered before being subject to experimental heating 
processes of 100 °C, 80 °C and 60 °C each for 6 hours. The foams are then cooled 
through which steam condensation forms causing the foams to shrink. The 
highest temperature resulted in the most effective result, while at 60 °C water 
struggled to penetrate the cell walls and there was less deformation.  The 
development of NPR closed cell foams offers greater potential in the application 
of auxetic structures for sport PPE in future research.  
 
 
2.3.6  Applications of Auxetic Structures in PPE and Sports Apparel 
 
Recent attempts to exploit auxetics for protection and fit in sports apparel have 




of a trainer was designed to incorporate printed PU auxetic shapes in order to 
exploit synclastic curvature and biaxial expansion for improved flexibility during 
movement (Toronjo, 2013). Additionally, an auxetic rotating triangle structure on 
the outsole of a trainer (Cross et al., 2015) enabled biaxial growth through wearer 
movement. Closed-cell foam pads with embossed segmentation of an auxetic re-
entrant structure have been incorporated within the D30 (2018) trust helmet pad 
system, the foam pads are said to provide enhanced fit properties and 
deceleration under impact. Additionally, D30 (2015) technology has been 
developed as sPPE for an American football top. The pads are lightweight and flex 
with the body due to the moulded feature of a re-entrant repeated pattern, 
although the auxetic effect does not offer through-the-thickness NPR behaviour.  
 
Currently, the auxetic effect is only used in sports apparel in-plane (Toronjo, 
2013; Cross et al., 2015; D30, 2018), to enhance fit and comfort. Brands have not 
yet developed protective equipment that exploits through-the-thickness NPR to 
reduce peak forces under impact. Interest in the potential of auxetic sPPE has 
grown, the US Navy have identified the benefits of auxetic fabric for military PPE 
and commissioned further research into the application (Blacker, 2012). 
However, optimising processes of fabricating auxetic closed cell foams will 
improve the route to utilising auxetic foams as sPPE (Fan et al., 2018). In addition, 
increase in tensile strain decreases NPR and associated effects (Yang et al., 2013) 
yet it is unknown whether exploiting auxetic structures for synclastic curvature 
and biaxial expansion will affect impact protection of sPPE. Therefore, 
determining how auxetic structures can be tailored for the application of sPPE 
will also improve the potential for pad designers to utilise them commercially.  
 
 
2.4  Chapter Summary 
 
Rugby shoulder padding design is challenged by providing levels of protection 
without interfering with player mobility and comfort. EVA currently used for 




to extend (Borreguero et al., 2012), which could affect user comfort and 
restriction of body movement during wear. Rugby sPPE discomfort has been 
identified as the main reason for poor user uptake in a user perception survey 
(Finch et al., 2001), but shoulder padding was not assessed. The World Rugby 
Body Padding Specification (2019b) stipulates that shoulder pads must not 
interfere with player comfort or mobility yet only impact test methods are 
required in performance assessments. However, performance assessments of 
comfort and fit have been conducted for other types of sPPE through pressure 
comfort analysis (Webster and Roberts, 2009) and fit assessments involving 
active positions (ASTM, 2018). Additionally,  there is a lack of research into the 
effects of different types of padding segmentation types despite the wide 
commercial variety. Strategies for enhancing rugby shoulder padding must first 
determine user perceptions of the product as well as performance assessments 
of its comfort and fit. 
 
Research of 3D printed and textile auxetics have shown that adapting geometry 
of an auxetic structure can manipulate the auxetic effect including lateral 
expansion and curvature to domed surfaces (Wu et al., 2018). Additionally, 
auxetic foams at present do not have suitability to sPPE as further research is 
required to optimise these materials and respective production processes 
(Duncan et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2018). Conventional foams can be cut-segmented 
and molded with auxetic structures to exploit conformability benefits such as 
synclastic curvature and lateral expansion. However, it is unknown whether 
exploiting auxetic structures for synclastic curvature will affect the impact 
protection of sPPE.  The auxetic effect has been exploited in sports apparel for 
enhanced fit and comfort but strategies for the design of sPPE and rugby shoulder 
padding with auxetic structures remain unknown. The originality and value of this 






3  Methodology and Methods  
 
 
3.1  Research Methodology  
 
The chapter outlined a methodological framework and the strategies employed 
to realise the research objectives. The research methodology specified the ethical 
implications associated with the methods as well as the perspectives and 
philosophies adopted to undertake them. The limitations of each research phase 
have been assessed and related to the framework employed, researcher’s skills 
or facilities and time where appropriate. Research perspectives and philosophies 
adopted in the work have been justified in relation to current research of a similar 
nature. The methodology defined the approaches required to undertake the 
research.  This section outlines the methods of data collection applied to realise 
the research objectives and these methods include a user perception survey, 
pressure comfort and garment analysis as mechanical testing.  
 
 
3.1.1  Research Perspectives 
 
The philosophical perspective that guided the research was Pragmatism. Within 
Pragmatism, theories or beliefs are evaluated in terms of the success of real world 
applications (Schonheyder and Hordby, 2018). The pragmatic perspective was 
critical to determining how to enhance the comfort of rugby shoulder padding by 
conducting user perception surveys and physical tests (Goldkuhl, 2004). 
Development of sPPE with auxetic structures also required assessment through 
a series of physical tests in order to produce implementable findings for future 
auxetic pad design (Mander, 2008). This perspective enabled the development of 









User centred design and research is fundamental to pragmatism, through which 
the relationship between human beings and reality are under constant physical 
change (Rylander, 2012). One of the leading contributors to Pragmatic thought, 
John Dewey, argued that knowledge could only be understood in relation to its 
context, situating everything (Stromnes, 1991). As such, functional design was 
identified as an extension to the ideas of pragmatism. The research identified 
with finding solutions to wearer-issues of current rugby shoulder padding, it was 
considered a real-world scenario rather than theoretical. Therefore, pragmatic 
approaches appropriately underpinned the research methods toward a strategy 
for designing sPPE with auxetic structures. 
 
In pragmatism, inquiry has been used as a tool for transforming problematic 
situations through considered thought, leading to action, change or development 
(Capp, 2019). As such gaps in knowledge identified through the literature review 
regarding the design of sPPE and auxetic structures formed starting points for 
inquiry. The research was not required to find absolute truths but instead 
resolutions to the design problems and gaps in research. The findings were 
intended to contribute to knowledge of how auxetic structures can enhance the 
conformability of rugby shoulder padding. Therefore, the methods used to 
address the real-world problem in this research led to working solutions to aid 
future research and development.  
  
Scientific research methods are integral to pragmatism, in particular where it 
leads to legitimate and useful findings  (Mander, 2008). Therefore, research 
objectives were generated towards producing practical design strategies and 
scientific quantitative research methods were applied to do so including surveys 
and physical testing. Through scientific pragmatism, the research methods were 
designed to confirm and build upon or reject claims identified through the 





The outcomes of the research contributed to knowledge based on the specific 
methods employed. Although, consistency was critical of the methods to ensure 
trust-worthy findings which would display pragmatic and scientific research 
ethics (Sutter and Cormier, 2012) that would contribute to knowledge of sPPE 
with auxetic elements.  
 
 
3.1.2  Methodological Framework and Research Strategy 
 
The methodology was influenced by previous research into auxetic structures 
and assessments of sports apparel. Due to limited research into conformability 
of auxetic structures applied for rugby shoulder padding, new or adapted 
methods were required. Methods were adapted from standard test methods 
where possible. The methods were associated with both apparel practices and 
engineering/material science. Therefore, the methodological framework had an 
interdisciplinary approach to meet the research objectives: 
 
Objective 1: To critically evaluate literature pertaining to garment technology 
and wearer issues in padded sportswear and identify suitable auxetic structures 
and fabrication methods for application as sPPE.  
  
Objective 2: To analyse commercial rugby shoulder padding in relation to the 
comfort requirements of sporting participants. 
  
Objective 3: To apply auxetic patterns to sPPE through cut-segmentation and 
evaluate the effectiveness of the developed auxetic sPPE through impact tests 
under synclastic curvature and analyse pressure comfort and lateral expansion.  
  
Objective 4: To determine design parameters for the most suitable auxetic 
impact protective material (identified through objective 3), through manipulating 






The multiple pragmatic data collection methods deduced survey responses; 
rugby participant body scan data and sPPE dimensions; as well as pressure 
comfort measurements and impact forces. Analysis methods included means, 
ranges and statistics to produce the data. The research strategy was deductive 
rather than inductive as the research strategy was built to investigate previous 
research claims (Rahi, 2017). Prior assumptions were identified through the 
literature review and then investigated through the research methods. The 
methods were user-centred to provide new knowledge aimed at informing future 
pad design.  
 
The research strategy first empathised with the real-world wearer problems of 
current rugby shoulder padding through a survey and fit assessment. The 
methods were selected and designed to explore knowledge gaps related to rugby 
shoulder padding comfort, conformability and perceived protection, identified in 
Chapter 2. Following the determination that commercial rugby shoulder padding 
provides poor conformability (Griffiths, 2009) with potential to cause discomfort 
(Finch et al., 2001), developments of auxetic sPPE were proposed as an 
alternative solution. Recommendations that auxetic structures could offer an 
enhanced solution were then considered through a process of development, 
mechanical testing and validation. The research strategy was devised to 
determine the parameters to which auxetic structures may pose an enhanced 
solution to the current state of rugby shoulder padding. The experimental work 
was conducted through three phases and full ethical approval was sought before 










Phase I: User Perception Survey of Commercially Available Shoulder Padded 
Rugby Tops 
 
To address the knowledge gaps regarding user discomfort of rugby shoulder 
padding and whether it was a cause for poor uptake, a user perception survey 
was designed. Phase I was designed to address objective 2 and ensured that the 
research was pragmatic and not simply theoretical, based on a real-world 
scenario. An online survey was devised, using an established comfort model to 
deduct data intended to dispel or support current knowledge of rugby shoulder 
padding. Respondent criteria was that they had to be over the age of 18 and 
current participants of rugby Union, sampling was otherwise random. The data 
was collected in Qualtrics software and statistical analysis was performed using 
SPSS Statistics.   
 
 
Phase II: Fit Analysis of Commercial Rugby Shoulder Padding 
 
The methods in Phase II were designed to assess the conformability of different 
types of rugby shoulder padding, fulfilling objective 2. The research assessed a 
range of size XL rugby shoulder padded tops featuring different segmentation 
types that reflected the commercially available variety. There was a focus on 
menswear rather than women’s in this research because Women’s rugby 
shoulder pads extend to include breast coverage (World Rugby, 2019b). 
However, it was believed that new knowledge informing pad design which 
enhances conformability to shoulder curvature and movements would be 
transferrable to other types of sPPE, including Women’s rugby shoulder and 
breast padding. The XL tops were fitted to volunteer participants and the fit was 
recorded. Data collection included body scan measurements, pressure comfort 
readings and shoulder padding dimension specifications which were analysed in 







Phase III: Development of Auxetic Shoulder Padding 
 
Finally, the development and assessment of an auxetic alternative to rugby 
shoulder padding met objectives 3 - 4. The first stage of Phase III developed rugby 
shoulder padding with a range of auxetic and one non-auxetic segmentation. The 
unit cells for segmentation were drawn using Adobe Illustrator and laser cut-
segmented before being subjected to mechanical testing. The pattern that led to 
the lowest peak forces and offered the greatest conformability was manipulated 
in stage 2 and subject to repeated drawing, segmentation and test methods. The 
outcomes stipulated how far auxetic structures posed an alternative 
enhancement to current rugby shoulder padding within the constraints of the 




3.2  Phase I - User Perception Survey of Commercially Available Shoulder 





Phase I was designed to assess the prevalence of shoulder padding use and 
comfort perceptions among a sample of current rugby players. User discomfort 
has not yet been investigated for rugby shoulder padding in detail, yet discomfort 
is claimed to be the primary reason for inhibiting the use of PPE (Kajtaz and Subic, 
2019). Previous sport PPE surveys that determined user perceptions through 
survey questionnaires (Finch et al., 2001; Braham et al., 2004) identified 
motivating factors for its wear. A questionnaire survey was therefore a suitable 
approach and a recognised tool for exploring, explaining and evaluating people’s 





comfort perceptions of rugby shoulder padding informed future design tailored 
to improve wearability. This research partially addressed objective 2 of the PhD 
to analyse rugby shoulder padding in relation to participant comfort 
requirements, as follows: 
 
1. To establish which participants wore shoulder padding.    
2. To establish how critical shoulder padding was to user perceptions of 
safety and protection.  
3. To establish reasons for the wear of shoulder padding.    






Approximately 4 billion people in the world now have internet access (Onireti et 
al., 2016), making online surveys a fast and inexpensive route to distributing to 
and collecting respondents (Dillman et al., 2009). Other researchers have implied 
that online surveys can lead to biased samples of respondents neglecting 
participants that are harder to reach online, including the young and elderly 
(Horevoorts et al., 2015).  Online surveys have also been found to retrieve a lower 
response rate than questionnaire surveys conducted postally or face-to-face 
(Petchenik and Watermolen, 2011). However, online surveys distributed to 
participants by email enabled higher response rates (Ilieva et al., 2002). Online 
software, Qualitrics, was identified as the best route to conducting the 
questionnaire survey.  
 
The survey design used quantitative closed-ended question types; alternatively 
answers to open-ended questions provide difficulty in coding as they may require 
interpretation (Fink, 2015). Online surveys are recommended for obtaining and 





and answer formats are easy to replicate and follow. Qualtrics was set up to 
automatically delete incomplete responses, saving time and preventing human 
error by manually removing respondents that gave incomplete answers. The 
software used for the survey also processed and organised the data automatically 
for analysis externally on SPSS. Therefore, an online survey was a suitable method 





Previous research into user perceptions of sport PPE comfort have been explored 
through a comfort model: fit, protection, thermal, sensorial, weight and aesthetic 
(Webster and Roberts, 2009). The comfort model was deemed transferrable for 
the exploration of rugby shoulder padding comfort in Phase I. To address the 
objectives for Phase I survey question themes were developed: demographics, 
product use, injury, behaviour and attitude. The demographic questions formed 
the independent variables in the survey, whereas questions under the remaining 
four themes defined dependent factors.  The purpose was to distinguish 
relationships between the independent and dependent variables. The survey 
questions can be found in Appendix A. 
 
The survey themes were spread across a total of ten close-ended questions. The 
short survey was chosen to reduce respondent fatigue, enabling a higher rate 
(Crawford et al., 2001) and quality (Dolnicar et al., 2011) of response. The survey 
questions were categorical (nominal and ordinal). Categorical variables could be 
divided into distinct categories whereas continuous variables were those scored 
distinctly (Field, 2013) and therefore dependent on the nature of the questions. 
All background (demographic) questions were categorical whereas questions 
under the remaining themes were a mixture of categorical and continuous. 
Distinguishing between variable types was critical for determining suitable 






The background questions formed the independent variables in the survey as 
they were used to classify the sample (Salkind, 2010).  Gender, age, rugby training 
level and rugby playing position were chosen as the demographic questions for 
Phase I. Gender was critical to the background of the sample as rugby shoulder 
padding can be sold as gendered garments for men and women (Brisbine et al., 
2019). Research has linked higher injury risks in rugby to higher age and training 
level of players (Williams et al., 2013). Therefore, age and training level were also 
important to determining the sample background.   
 
Playing positions were deemed necessary to distinguishing between the sample 
as different playing positions are exposed to different injury patterns (Swain et 
al., 2016). Ten possible player positions were used for this survey, even though 
there are fifteen playing positions in rugby Union (Cahill et al., 2012). The 
positions were reduced by grouping Left and Right wing as Wing, Inside and 
Outside Centre as Centre, Blind-side and Open-side flanker as Flanker and finally, 
Loose-Head and Tight-Head Prop as Prop. It was possible to group similar 
positions to encourage a more even distribution of answers from the sample of 
respondents. This technique was of benefit as a route to reducing the 
respondents’ survey fatigue (Story et al., 2019). 
 
Likert scales and rank orders are encouraged for use as close-ended questions in 
user perception surveys (Fink, 2015). Likert scales have most popularly been used 
in previous user perception surveys of sports PPE (Akenhead and Nassis, 2016) 
and therefore they were used predominantly in Phase I. Question answers 
representative of the dependent variables utilised Likert disagree to agree 
interval scales and rank order as the purpose was to measure opinion. Where 
respondents were asked to rank the answer options, the ranked values ranged 
from 1st to 6th.  Likert scales were used the most frequently in Phase I and to 
prevent survey fatigue and engage respondents’ attention the values were 






After the four background questions, respondents were asked to describe their 
product use, to establish which participants wore shoulder padding and to what 
frequency. Product use could then be contextualised with reasons thought to 
affect its wear in questions 6 – 10. Question 6 asked how far respondents felt that 
shoulder padding had helped to protect them against four types of injury, 
increasing in severity. Question 6 was designed to identify how critical shoulder 
padding was to rugby Union participants perceptions of safety and protection. 
This question was selected based on previous research which has claimed that a 
lack of belief in the protectiveness of PPE has prevented its wear (Finch et al., 
2001).  
 
Questions relating to behaviour were intended to draw out respondent 
circumstance relating to the wear of shoulder padding. It had been suggested 
that rugby playing peers have not previously encouraged the wear of PPE, 
investigated through question 8. Whereas question 7 asked how far the wear of 
PPE had affected participants’ comfort, to then compare which had a greater 
effect on choice to wear. Attitude questions were placed at the end of the survey 
questionnaire because attitude is influenced by context (Pienaar et al., 2013); 
questions 9 and 10 sourced user opinions of comfort. Question 9 asked whether 
shoulder padding met respondent comfort needs and question 10 which of the 
same comfort factors was more important to the buying decision, as a form of 
triangulation (Fielding, 2012). 
 
Five hypotheses were required to define the relationship between the 
independent and dependent variables in the survey, as shown in the analysis plan 
(Table 2). The respondents were divided by the groups they were classified by, 
i.e. female and male; this data was then tested against the dependent variables 
to identify whether background affected user perceptions of shoulder padding.  
Each hypothesis was tested once to prevent type I or type II error. Type I error 





and conversely type II error results from accepting the null hypothesis when it is 
actually false (Banerjee et al., 2009). When the null hypothesis was rejected, the 
alternative hypothesis was accepted due to the process of exclusion, conversely 











































There will be no 
difference in the 
choice to wear PPE of 
participants: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  
3. Age groups  
4. Genders  
1. There will be a 
difference in choice 
to wear PPE of 
participants: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  










PPE (Q. 5) 
 
1 - 3. Sig: ANOVA/ 
Kruskal- Wallis. 
Measure of association: 
Gamma. 4.  Sig: T-test/ 
Mann- Whitney. 
Measure of association: 
Contingency coefficient/ 
Cramer’s V  
There will be no 
difference in beliefs 
of PPE protection by 
participants: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  
3. Age groups  
4. Genders 
There will be 
difference in beliefs 
of PPE protection by 
participants: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  











injury  (Q. 6) 
 
 
1 - 3. Sig: ANOVA/ 
Kruskal- Wallis. 
Measure of association: 
Gamma. 4.  Sig: T-test/ 
Mann- Whitney. 




wear PPE will not be 
dependent on 
participants:  
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  
3. Age groups  
4. Genders 
Encouragement to 
wear PPE will be 
dependent:  
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  
3. Age groups  














1 - 3. Sig: ANOVA/ 
Kruskal- Wallis. 
Measure of association: 
Gamma. 4.  Sig: T-test/ 
Mann- Whitney. 
Measure of association: 
Contingency coefficient/ 
Cramer’s V 
PPE comfort will not 
be dependent on 
participants: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  
3. Age groups  
4. Genders 
PPE comfort will be 
dependent on 
participants: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  














1 - 3. Sig: ANOVA/ 
Kruskal- Wallis. 
Measure of association: 
Gamma. 4.  Sig: T-test/ 
Mann- Whitney. 
Measure of association: 
Contingency coefficient/ 
Cramer’s V 
PPE will not meet 
participant needs 
dependent on their: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  
3. Age groups  
4. Genders  
PPE will meet 
participant needs 
dependent on their: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  
3. Age groups  













1 - 3. Sig: ANOVA/ 
Kruskal- Wallis. 
Measure of association: 
Gamma. 4.  Sig: T-test/ 
Mann- Whitney. 




comfort realms will 
not be dependent on 
participants: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  
3. Age groups  
4. Genders 
Prioritisation of 
comfort realms will 
be dependent on 
participants: 
1. Training levels  
2. Playing positions  















PPE (Q. 10) 
1 - 3. Sig: ANOVA/ 
Kruskal- Wallis. 
Measure of association: 
Gamma 
4.  Sig: T-test/ Mann- 
Whitney. 







SPSS was used to both manage and interpret the data which was analysed at a 
univariate and bivariate level. SPSS automatically set the confidence interval at 
95% for analysis, to ensure confidence in the sample. Univariate analysis was 
intended to summarise and scrutinise the data obtained for each variable 
independently (Field, 2013); whereas bivariate analysed one independent and 
one dependent variable, as shown in Table 2. Finally, a series of parametric 
assumptions had to be met to run parametric tests on the data, applying to data 
established as having approximately normal distribution and homogeneity of 
variance. Where the parametric assumptions were not met non-parametric tests 
were ran instead.  
 
 
Sampling Strategy  
 
The survey used a mixture of purposive and volunteer sampling strategies to 
reach male and female rugby union participants, over the age of 18. Typically, 
power sample size calculations are required to determine a reliable sample size, 
proportional to the target population and avoid error in doing so (Ryan, 2013). In 
a power sample size calculation, the confidence interval is directly proportional 
to the sample size such that a 95% confidence interval, allowing for a 5% error 
margin, is indicative of a larger and more rigorous sample, reflective of the 
population (Jones et al., 2004). However, error margins of between 5% and 10% 
are deemed rigorous for statistical analysis (Harrison et al., 2020). Therefore, 
based on a population of 9.6 million rugby participants (World Rugby, 2018) and 
error margins of 5% and 10%, a sample size was calculated as requiring 97 – 385 
participants. However, in accordance with the time-line for Phase I, the responses 
were to be capped after three months provided the responses reached the 









Participant Information, Consent and Distribution Channel 
 
Upon entering the online survey its contents and purpose were summarised. The 
participant information also declared that respondents could opt out at any time 
and incomplete surveys would be automatically deleted within the Qualtrics 
software. Participants details were anonymised within the software such that this 
information was unknown even to the researcher. Survey data was to be stored 
by Manchester Metropolitan University on a locked computer for up to five years 
and then destroyed. The researchers details were shared with the participant 
such that they could ask further questions about taking part in the study. Online 
distribution was also employed, offering the potential to gain a wider geographic 
sample across distant locations that might normally be both time-consuming and 
difficult to reach. Online distribution via social media enabled the recruitment of 
an international sample with more ease than traditional recruitment methods 
(Branley et al., 2014).  
 
 
Data Management  
 
Once the raw data had been collected, it was necessary to re-code answers to 
background questions that received an unbalanced representation. Where 
answer categories to a question were limited and it was possible, such as for age, 
categories were collapsed and given a larger regrouping. Table 3 shows the 
answers which were re-coded to produce less answer categories, with the aim of 
being able to make inferential claims about the sample. In order to re-code 
question 3 the ten playing positions were instead collapsed into three groups 
which showed exposure to tackles. It was then possible to determine whether 

















Reason for re-coding 
Q. 1 What is your 
age? 
18 - 24, 25 - 34, 35 - 
44, 45 – 54, 55 – 64, 
65 – 74, 75 years or 
older, prefer not to 
answer 
18-24, 25-34, 35+ (all 
groups in 35 plus 
years) 
Categories including 
the ages 35-75+ 
received fewer 
responses.  
Q. 3 What position 
do you play in rugby 
Union? 
Wing, centre, fly-half, 
scrum-half, number 
eight, flanker, 
hooker, prop, 2nd 
row, full-back 
Position exposed to: 
Least tackles (wing, 
fly-half, scrum half, 
full-half), a mid 
number of tackles 
(prop, hooker, 
centre), most tackles 
(flanker, 2nd row, 
number 8) 
To group and relate 
positions to levels of 
danger.  
Q. 4 What standard 















3.3  Phase II  
 
 
3.3.1  Pilot Study: Characterisation of Rugby Shoulder Padded Tops  
 
The pilot study analysed the fit of commercially available rugby shoulder padded 
tops to one size XL male participant, whose chest fitted within the measurement 
range for a size XL. Five commercially available men’s rugby shoulder padded tops 
(appendix D) were selected for analysis. Menswear was chosen rather than 
women’s because the womenswear shoulder pad protection market largely 
consists of padding that extends to the chest in order to protect breast tissue. It 
was identified that by initially focusing the research on a smaller, curved body 
region, the findings would benefit the enhancement of both men and women’s 
protective wear. The objectives of the study were as follows: 
 





2. To identify how different designs of rugby shoulder padding correspond to 
various fit issues.  
3. To determine which rugby shoulder padding type enabled the greatest fit.  
 
Garment fit was analysed in relation to the respective technical specifications, 
and can be found in Appendix D. The technical specifications included a 
construction method, componentry list and measurement chart. To gain an 
accurate profile of each rugby shoulder padded top, technical drawings were also 
created to coincide with the technical specifications. Measurements provided by 
the technical specification added quantitative value to the fit assessment that 
was otherwise largely subjective, based on observation. The overriding objective 
of the pilot study was to profile the fit issues associated with the different types 





The commercially available, IRB approved shoulder padded rugby tops chosen for 
the pilot study were required to reflect the market variety. The study benefited 
from a Manchester Metropolitan University bursary, granting the purchase of five 
representative tops, two of each. The literature review market research 
identified that current shoulder padding varied by shoulder coverage and 
segmentation type as shown in Table 4. Shoulder padding varied by coverage due 
to the World Rugby Body Padding Specification (2019b) that stipulated only the 
maximum protected region and reducing coverage can enhance conformability 
(Barbour, 2014). Regulation 12 (2012) also outlined that shoulder padding should 
not restrict normal playing movements, hence a variety of segmentation 
techniques exist, attempting to decrease the hindrance and discomfort caused 







Table 4: Shoulder padding segmentation and coverage variety 
 
Segmentation Coverage (Size and Shape) 





































Gilbert Triflex XP1 
 














C. Contoured  
Collarbone 
 













The shoulder padded tops selected for the pilot study were required to reflect 
the variety identified through market research conducted in Chapter 2. Selection 
criteria for the five tops ensured that each top represented a unique combination 
of the segmentation and coverage types. All the segmentation and coverage 
types had to be seen across the five garments, outside of that criteria the 





based on the bursary budget and therefore sampling was a mixture of purposive 
and random. Figure 26 shows the rugby shoulder padded tops that were selected, 
including its segmentation type number and coverage type letter from Table 4.  
 
4D) Canterbury                        2A) Canterbury                      3B) Gilbert  
        Vapodri Raze                             Vapodri Raze Pro                  Triflex XP1                                                              














                          3C) Kooga                                      1D) Optimum 















Figure 26: The five shoulder padded rugby tops (Authors Own Image, 2017) 
 
 
Fit Model Sample Strategy 
 
In 2015 the average weight of England rugby players that participated in the 





115kg (Rhodes, 2015). The players all came in over 6ft with the highest player 
reaching 6ft 6inches (World Rugby, 2015). It has been identified that rugby 
players are becoming more powerful due to increased weight and height. 
Therefore, the selection process for the fit model involved identifying a current 
participant of rugby Union, whose height was between 6 and 6.6ft, with a weight 
between 84 and 115kg. The model selected was as follows: 
 
• Weight - 114kg 
• Height - 6ft.6inches 
• Position – Prop 
• 28 years old 
• Identified through word of mouth: Garments were first obtained and then 
fitted to a range of size XL fit models who fit the remaining criteria; the 
rugby player with the best fit was identified. 





Each garment was deconstructed to obtain its construction method; 
measurement charts and garment technical drawings were also produced. As two 
of each garment was purchased, the second was used for a fit assessment with 
the chosen model. The information obtained for each garment was reported in 
appendix D. The garment specifications were collected to provide context for the 
fit assessment. Understanding the make up of the garments was considered an 
ideal starting point for assessing effect on quality of functionality and fit (Bell et 









Documentation of Garment Appearance 
 
The five garments were drawn using Adobe Illustrator CC (Adobe Systems 
Incorporated, USA) as reference for the measurement chart, the two are 
presented together in Appendix D. Drawing the garments was deemed more 
suitable than taking photographs of them on a flat surface to clearly show stitch 
types and seam positions. Images of the five garments were also taken on a size 
XL Alvanon soft series mannequin (AVF 19921/40). The photographs were taken 
for permanent documentation of the garments in a consistent and clear format. 





The garments were placed on a flat surface so that they were not subject to 
stretch when manual measurements were taken according to previous methods 
for recording garment dimensions (Myers-McDevitt, 2004; Bubonia, 2014). It was 
decided that every panel within the garment would be measured, providing a 
wealth of data. In addition, specifications for garment measurement charts 
(Zakaria, 2014) have indicated that the centre front and centre back are critical 
garment measurements. Therefore, the number of measurements taken from 
each garment was dependent on the number of panel pieces within that top. The 
most critical measurement was considered the shoulder pad circumference as it 
outlined the shoulder coverage of each pad.  The measurement chart for Gilbert 

















The deconstruction of one copy of each top provided a reverse order 
understanding of the construction methods (Bubonia, 2014). Through the 
process, the sewing machine stitch type, seam allowance and construction 
operation were recorded in the logical order. The seams used for the construction 
of the five garments were identified as overlock, flatlock and adhesive (Beaudette 
and Huiju, 2016). The seam types were used as a reference for the measurement 
chart and the technical garment drawings. The construction methods also 
provided contextual information for the fit assessment where it was necessary to 
describe seam positioning. The construction method was documented in a table 





Protective garment fit has previously been assessed through body positions that 
mimic those of the respective sporting tasks (ASTM, 2018). The moving body 
positions are referred to as active positions (Braganca et al., 2016) and a standard 
for the fit assessment of rugby Union shoulder padding does not yet exist. 
Therefore, suitable active positions were identified for use in the pilot study fit 
assessment. The fit assessment was conducted with the model’s arms first in a 
relaxed pose, by his side; as well as arm raised level with the shoulder, both out 
to the side and forward. The positions were chosen based on arm raises required 
during rugby Union tackling and scrummaging (World Rugby, 2014) in order to 
show how fit would be affected during movements related to rugby participation.  
 
The five garments were designed by four sportswear brands. As such the 
dimensions of the garments reflected four different men’s size XL body types and 
regions of shoulder pad coverage. Therefore, it was likely that the overall 





assessment had a greater focus on conformability of the padding to the shoulder 
region than of total garment fit. The fit analysis was documented with pictures 
which aimed to gain a total perspective of the shoulder padding, including front, 
back and side views.  
 
 
3.3.2  Fit Analysis of Current Rugby Shoulder Padding 
  
Phase II focused on the conformability of nine Rugby shoulder pads, analysed 
through a fit assessment and pressure comfort analysis. Pressure comfort 
analysis has been used to measure the pressure (mmHg) generated at a region of 
the body due to garment wear (Senthilkumar et al., 2012). Therefore, 
determining the pressure generated through shoulder padding wear provided an 
understanding of its effect on body comfort. Pressure comfort has been 
neglected in previous assessments of closed cell foam body padding but has been 
used in the comfort analysis of cricket leg guards (Webster and Roberts, 2009) 
which have a hard-outer shell. Phase II addressed objective 2 of the research to 
analyse current rugby shoulder padding for rugby through fit and pressure 
comfort assessments, as follows: 
 
1. To determine how far current shoulder padded rugby tops provide good 
pressure comfort through a fit assessment and pressure comfort 
analysis. 
2. To establish the fit issues common to all rugby shoulder pads.  
3. To identify how segmentation techniques used for shoulder padding led 
to different fit issues.  
 
The nine shoulder protective rugby tops obtained were all a Men’s size XL, as 
justified for the pilot of Phase II. Four of the garments used for the pilot study 
were in the same condition they were bought in and therefore were used again 





brands Body Armour, Canterbury and Gilbert to the Manchester School of 
Engineering. Therefore, the selection process used for the pilot study was not 
repeated. All of the shoulder pads were 1 cm thick.  
 
The size guides for a Men’s XL varied between the five brands and the variety can 
be observed in Figure . All brands provided a chest measurement range 
recommendation for the XL tops, Canterbury was 109 – 114.5 cm; Gilbert 
indicated 107 – 113 cm; Kooga had 110 – 115 cm; Body Armour’s was 112 – 117 
cm. A chest circumference range of 107 and 115 cm was suitable for all the tops 
which the participants chests were required to sit within. As the study focused on 
menswear, participants were required to be male and over the age of 18. 
Participants were recruited from Manchester Metropolitan University (MMU) 
rugby team for ease, and all size XL players were invited to volunteer, sampling 




Figure 27: The nine garments selected for the study (Authors Own Image, 2017) 
 
The suitability of each size XL top to the six participants was determined by 
comparing garment chest circumference ranges to the participants. A full body 
surface scanner (Size Stream Body Scanner v16.0, Cary, NC, USA) measured the 





body scanner captured 53 landmarks across the full body, although the axilla 
chest circumference was used as the landmark for indicating fit suitability. The 
body scanner also created a data map of the body with the fit models in close 
fitting underwear, so to display their true measurements. The image created of 
the body data map was then used as a reference for the participant’s body shape.   
 
 
Participant Information and Consent 
 
Volunteers were provided with a participant information form upon arrival. They 
were given the opportunity to raise questions or opt out of participation. Those 
that chose to take part then signed the consent form outlining the data 
protection, their rights and that they could withdraw at any point during the 
study. Participants faces were not included in photographs to protect their 
identity and they were coded by number rather than name for this reason also. 
Participants received an additional consent form on behalf of the Manchester 
Metropolitan University Manchester Fashion Institute and their demographic 
information was recorded  and their consent was coded to ensure privacy.  
 
 
Pressure Comfort Measurements 
 
Pressure comfort was measured (mmhg) using a 50 mm diameter PicoPress 
sensor (PicoPress M-677, Microlab, Padova, Italy). The Picopress sensor has been 
regarded accurate and repeatable by some researchers (Partsch et al., 2006; 
Schuren, 2014; Rahimi et al., 2016) but less so by others (Khaburi et al., 2011; Lao 
et al., 2019). In addition, body padding has been found to move out of position 
during movement (Jewell et al., 2006). Therefore, three measurements were 
taken at each landmark and the mean was calculated for reliability. The sensor 
was placed flat between the skin and each garment by hand and measurements 






Both a front and back shoulder landmark were measured using the PicoPress 
sensor for comparison. The shoulder landmark was identified on each participant 
as 3 cm below the meeting point of the Clavicle and Acromion shown in Figure 
28, at the front and back of the shoulder. The landmark was chosen for study as 
it sits at the top of the shoulder, from which abduction, adduction, rotation, 
circumduction and flexion happen. Therefore, the landmarks had great exposure 













Figure 28: Front landmark of a shoulder region marked by a black circle 
 
Three main positions were derived from the range of shoulder movements 
required for performing rugby tasks. The identified positions were arms raised to 
the side, mid height (a), arms raised forward, to a mid-height (b) and overhead 
(c) as seen in Figure 29. A stationary position with arms relaxed by the 
participants side was also used to reflect the body position between movements. 
The six participants assumed the four active and stationary positions in each of 
the nine tops; the front and back pressure comfort measurements were taken 
three times in each. Analysis of the pressure comfort data was conducted by 
comparing means and range of means between the front and back, and across 











a)  side, mid height                  b) forward, mid-height             c) over head 
 
 









Figure 29: Arm positions during a) maul, b) side-on shoulder tackle and c) ruck 
(World Rugby, 2014) 
 
Elastane enables medical and sports compression garments to transfer benefits 
to the wearer, as rugby shoulder pads are without elastane, medical and sports 
compression grade pressure values were deemed to be too high. Light medical 
elastic compression has been defined as 10-14 mmHg, mild  as 15-21 mmHg and  
23 - 49 mmHg ranges from moderate to very strong (Lymed, 2020). The lowest 
pressure reported at the shoulder region of a commercially available sports 
compression top was 3.2 mmHg (Brubacher et al., 2017), although it was not 
identified whether that pressure level would distribute any benefits to the 
wearer. Therefore, 3.2 mmHg was considered above the pressure range that 
should be obtained for rugby shoulder padding. Finally, ‘0 mmHg’ pressure 
comfort revealed loose garment fit; it quantified that the shoulder padding sat 





The fit assessment used the same process purposed for the pilot study. However, 
in contrast to the pilot, the Phase II fit assessment was conducted on the 
participants in one position, stationary, rather than active positions too. Fit 
assessments through the chosen active positions were not found to lead to rich 





determine the effect of the shoulder pads on wearer comfort. Therefore, the fit 
assessment in Phase II observed the overall padding fit and conformability not 
through body movement and suitability of garment to participant’s size.  
 
 
3.4  Phase III - Development of Auxetic Shoulder Padding  
 
Phase III addressed recommendations (Foster et al., 2018; Zhao et al., 2019) that 
PPE with auxetic structures exhibiting synclastic curvature and biaxial expansion 
could provide enhanced conformability to curved body regions. Previous 
research has shown a variety of auxetic structures under biaxial expansion 
(Martin, 2011; Cross et al., 2015) and synclastic curvature (Lakes, 1987; Wang and 
Hu, 2014). However, the effect of impact forces on materials under synclastic 
curvature and biaxial expansion are not yet known. Additionally, auxetic 
structures have been found to enable different behavioural characteristics (Elipe 
and Lantada, 2012). Phase III addressed objectives 3 – 4 of the PhD to apply and 
manipulate the geometry of auxetic structures to PPE as segmentation and assess 
the effect on conformability and peak forces, as follows: 
 
1. To apply auxetic patterns, through thickness manipulation on PPE. 
2. To identify which auxetic shape had the greatest suitability to rugby 
shoulder padding through physical assessments of conformability and 
impact protection. 
3. To establish whether tailoring the chosen shape by unit cell scale, cut 
widths and anisotropy affected the conformability and peak forces 
under synclastic curvature of the PPE.  
 
The research was separated into two stages using identical assessment methods. 
The first stage determined the most conformable and impact force attenuating 
shoulder pad of five different segmentation patterns, including one non-auxetic 





conformability and attenuated the lowest peak forces was then manipulated in 
stage two. The same assessment methods were used for stage one and stage two, 
as shown in the Phase III methods flowchart (Figure 30). Phase III ascertained 
which of five auxetic segmentation patterns and nine manipulations led to the 
































Stage 2 – Tailor the identified auxetic 
shape for enhanced conformability. 
Draw auxetic shapes: rotating squares, 4-
pointed star, chiral and 3-pointed star as well as 
non auxetic – honeycomb using Adobe 
Illustrator CC (22.1) such that each unit cell is 
comprised of ribs 10 mm long, within a 12 x 12 
cm repeated pattern with 1 mm space between 
unit cells. 
Draw the shape identified in stage 1 using 
Adobe Illustrator CC (22.1) in 9 variations, 
laser cut widths of 0.1, 0.3 and 0.5 cm; unit 
cell scales of 1.5, 2 and 3.5 cm; as well as 
varying increments of anisotropy in the 
horizontal increasing these ribs by 0, 0.3 
and 0.5 cm.  
Laser cut (Lotus Laser Systems LL10060, 0.1 mm laser beam) the patterns into EVA foam (Nanan 
Hongyang, 20kg/m ³;  70% PE, 20% EVA, 7% foaming agent, 2% talcum, 1% colourant), producing 
3 samples of each pattern.  
 
Tensile Test: Tensile displacement was recorded three times on the Testometric Micro 500 (15 cm 
gauge) but lateral displacement at T, M, B was measured manually at maximum vertical extension, 
identified by audible or visible signs of the EVA foam breaking. 
 
Dimensional Changes: Mark shoulder region of size XL Alvanon soft series mannequin (AVF 19921/40) 
and pin four corners of EVA pads in place. Place mannequin arm in four arm raise positions, take 
pictures from different angles of conformability, measure extension/reduction of total pad and of 
laser cut-segmented regions.  
 
Pressure Comfort: a 50 mm diameter PicoPress sensor (PicoPress M-677, Microlab, Padova, Italy) 
was placed flat between the pads and front and back shoulder landmarks over the four arm raises, 
three measurements were taken at each landmark, to the nearest 1mmHg.  
 
Impact attenuation test: use a bespoke drop tower rig with domed striker made to the World Rugby 
Body Padding Specification (2019b) with both a domed anvil and a flat anvil. Four load cells (208C05-
Force Sensor, PCB Piezotronics) were attached to the anvils with a sensitivity of 0.009109 m V/N, as 




Commence Stage 2 with the best auxetic 
structure from stage 1. 
Stage 1 – Identify the most 
















































Best candidate has been identified. 





3.4.1  Part 1 – Determining Behavioural Changes of Auxetic Structures Through 
Physical Testing 
 
The World Rugby Body Padding Specification (2019b) requirements for shoulder 
padding indicated that it should not restrict wearer mobility or cause discomfort. 
Methods of enhancing conformability to the shoulder region have been 
employed in the design and construction of shoulder padding often through 
segmentation (Diamond, 2012). Segmentation can reduce material depth at 
regions where vacuum moulding is used (Berger et al., 2005) and increase 
porosity where cuts are created (Morrow and Winningham, 2006), typically 
leading to a trade-off with protective coverage. Therefore, the auxetic structures 
applied as segmentation for shoulder padding were required to offer the greatest 
coverage possible. Auxetic structures either protrude from central vertices or 
they do not; Figure 31b displays an arrow-head auxetic structure which does not 
protrude from a central vertex.  
 










Figure 31: Repeated patterns of auxetic shapes that do not protrude from a 
central vertex 
 
Phase III stage 1 applied only auxetic structures with unit cells that protruded 
from a central vertex as segmentation patterns to maximise protective coverage.  
The chosen auxetic structures included rotating squares, chiral, the three pointed 
and four-pointed star, as shown in table 6. The chosen shapes were also required 
to display isotropic NPR, to ensure that structural behaviour would not be 





pattern, selected as the Canterbury Raze Pro honeycomb segmented pattern 
offered the greatest conformability in Phase II. The unit cells of the five patterns 
were approximately 2.0 x 2.0 cm, with 0.2 cm between each unit cell to match 
the Canterbury Raze Pro honeycomb repeated unit cells.  
 
Table 6: The five laser-cut segmentation patterns 
 




























Ethylene Vinyl Acetate (EVA)(Nanan Hongyang, 20kg/m ³;  70% PE, 20% EVA, 7% 
foaming agent, 2% talcum, 1% colourant) was donated by Canterbury for use in 
Phase III. The foams were therefore compliant with the Body Padding 
Specification (World Rugby, 2019b) and comparative with current commercially 
available shoulder pads. Additionally, EVA was selected as the sole protective 
material in Phase III as the most popular used form of shoulder padding under 
study in Phase II.  EVA was used at a thickness of 10mm, as that padding thickness 
was used for all nine garments in Phase II. Each laser cut pattern was fabricated 





The segmentation patterns were drawn using Adobe Illustrator CC (Adobe 
Systems Incorporated, USA). Body padding has been cut-segmented via methods 
such as laser cutting (Gordon et al., 2015) and die-cutting (Morrow and 
Winningham, 2006). However, laser cutting was the only readily available cut-
segmentation resource to the researcher, enabling a cut quality similar to the 
standard of the Canterbury Raze Pro. A laser cutter (Lotus Laser Systems LL10060, 
0.1 mm laser beam) was employed for the development of EVA with segmented 
by the five patterns. Additionally, computer aided manufacturing (CAM) provide 
more quality and control than by hand (Tharpe and Costin, 2019). 
 
 
Garment and Shoulder Pad 
 
Each shoulder pad was inserted into a top for assessment in Phase III. The 
Optimum Tribal Five Pad rugby top was chosen for insertion of the developed 





padding. Therefore, each of the developed pads could be inserted and switched 
by hand into the pre-made, commercially available rugby top. The shoulder pads 
were required to match the dimensions of the Optimum Tribal Five Pad shoulder 
padding so that they would fit inside each pocket as originally intended by the 
brand. Each shoulder pad had a 60.5 cm circumference, the same 8 figure shape 
with a narrowest middle width of 8.4 cm and widest top and bottom widths of 
















Figure 32: Shoulder pad with dimensions including T, M, B based on the 
Optimum Tribal Five Pad rugby top (Authors Own Image, 2017) 
 
 
Tensile Displacement (Test 1) 
 
Each of the five shoulder pads were subject to tensile displacement on a 
Testometric Micro 500 to confirm which samples were auxetic. Each sample was 
marked with three identical horizontal landmarks, T, M, B as shown in Figure 34, 
measured before and after tension. Each sample was subject to maximum 
extension in the vertical direction under tensile force in a 15 cm gauge, identified 
by audible or visible signs of the EVA foam breaking, three times for reliability. 
Tensile displacement was measured and timed by the Testometric Micro 500 but 
lateral displacement at T, M, B was measured by hand using a metal ruler. 
Internal structures that enabled lateral expansion under tensile displacement 




narrowest width (M) 
 
 





were determined auxetic and that which biaxially contracted was found not to 
be.  
 
Tensile displacement also assessed the opening consistency of each 
segmentation pattern in relation to its porosity and lateral displacement. The 
percentage difference between the mean biaxial displacement of widest widths 
T, B and narrowest M were calculated and the results were compared. Of the five 
shoulder pads, that with a higher percentage difference showed less consistency 
and higher porosity at regions of highest axial strain. A greater difference in 
porosity at locations across the shoulder pads identified that regions of higher 
axial strain would have higher exposure to rugby impacts. Therefore, the ideal 
shoulder pad consistently opened out throughout the pad to minimise impact 
exposure at regions of highest axial strain. Tensile displacement tests were 
conducted on the same day within a lab with an expected room temperature of 
± 20 °c.  
 
 
Lateral Expansion of Pads Fitted to a Mannequin (Test 2) 
 
Test 2 was designed to obtain the same lateral displacement data as test 1 but 
with the additional constraint of subjecting the shoulder pads to synclastic 
curvature. The five shoulder pads were separately inserted into the right-hand 
shoulder region of the Optimum Tribal Five Pad rugby top and fitted to a size XL 
Alvanon soft series mannequin (AVF 19921/40). The shoulder pads were curved 
over the shoulder region and embedded within a top stretched over the 
mannequin. Dimensional changes to the shoulder pads were assessed between 
fitting on a mannequin and in the original state on a flat surface. This method was 
conducted to demonstrate how shoulder curvature and extension of the stretch 
top affected the opening consistency and lateral expansion of pads featuring 
different auxetic segmentation patterns. The test was repeated three times for 







Pressure Comfort (Test 3) 
 
Test 3 repeated the Phase II pressure comfort (mmHg) assessment method, as 
such a 50 mm diameter PicoPress sensor (PicoPress M-677, Microlab, Padova, 
Italy) was used. Measurements were obtained for the front and back shoulder 
landmarks over the four arm raises also justified for use in Phase II. Three 
measurements were taken at each landmark and the mean was calculated for 
reliability. The shoulder pads were embedded within the same top and fitted to 
the same mannequin as for test 2.  The sensor was placed flat between the 
garment and the front and back shoulder landmarks by hand, as identified in 
Phase II, measurements were taken to the nearest 1mmHg.  
 
 
Impact Tests (Test 4) 
 
The five shoulder pads were subject to impact force attenuation tests over 
domed, cylindrical and flat anvils, as shown in Figure 33. Test 4 was performed 
using a bespoke drop tower rig, with a flat striker on two linear guide rails. The 
five shoulder pads were subject to a mass of 5 kg, impacted from a height of 10.2 
cm. Four load cells (208C05-Force Sensor, PCB Piezotronics) were attached to the 
anvils with a sensitivity of 0.009109  m V/N, as detailed by the manufacturer). 
Thirty seconds was left between each impact, repeated three times for each pad, 

























































Figure 33: Bespoke impact rig made to the World Rugby Body Padding 
Specification (2019b), consisting of a domed striker, from a 10.2 cm height over 
a) flat, b) cylindrical and c) domed anvils (Authors Own Image, 2019) 
 
 Four load cells (208C05-Force Sensor, PCB Piezotronics) attached to the anvil with a 
sensitivity of 0.009109  m V/N, as detailed by the manufacturer). 
ICP Signal  
Conditioner 
(480B21, PCB) 
Digital oscilloscope  






3.4.2  Part 2 – Manipulation of One Auxetic Structure To Assess Suitability for 
Rugby Shoulder Padding  
 
Part 2 of Phase III focused on the manipulation of one auxetic structure by 
tailoring its unit cell walls, known as ribs (Yang et al., 2004). The structure was 
identified as that which attenuated the lowest peak forces and greatest 
conformability across the four tests in stage 1. The ribs of the internal structures 
were manipulated by overall length, laser cut widths and anisotropy. Nine 
shoulder pads were developed and assessed in total, including eight 
manipulations plus the original structure. Identical materials and segmentation 





In Phase II, it was identified that the dividing space (widths) between segments 
(unit cells) of the commercial rugby shoulder pads varied. The widths between 
the unit cells of commercial pads included 0.1, 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 cm. Therefore, as 
laser cut-segmentation was used for Phase III, the space between each unit cell 
was defined as the cut widths between segments. The original sample developed 
in stage 1 featured cuts of 0.1 cm widths, the width of the laser beam, as such 
the manipulated versions featured increased cut widths. Only two variations 
from the original could be produced with manipulated cut widths, with the 






The length of each cell wall within the opened out auxetic structures were 





regarding  cells within auxetic foam (Yang et al., 2004). The rib lengths of the 
repeated unit cells that formed the segmentation patterns assessed in Phase II 
varied. The rib lengths reported for the Phase II rugby tops ranged from 0.5 cm 
to 1.5 cm. The stage 1 structures had rib lengths approximately 1.0 cm in length. 
Therefore, the manipulations explored the lower and upper bound of the range 





All five segmentation patterns in stage 1 were comprised of the same length ribs.   
Anisotropic auxetic structures, which have more than one NPR value (Evans et 
al., 1994), have been found to achieve higher negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) than 
some isotropic (Yang et al., 2012), which have the same NPR value in all 
directions.  
It was likely that one commercial rugby pad assessed in Phase II was also 
anisotropic, as its unit cells were comprised of varying rib lengths. Therefore, 
anisotropy was determined a suitable factor for exploration by manipulation. The 
rib lengths explored for anisotropy were 1.5 cm and 2.0 cm; vertical and 
horizontal ribs were manipulated separately, producing four samples in total.  
 
 
3.5 Chapter Summary 
 
The methodology and methods chapter has outlined the pragmatic research 
perspectives that underpinned the research strategy. The methodological 
framework has been designed to address objectives 1 – 4. Methods were formed 
for three Phases including a user perception survey (Phase I) and fit analysis of 
commercial rugby shoulder padding (Phase II) and development of auxetic 





implications of the research were described, and the findings are presented in 




4  Results and Analysis (Phases I to III) 
 
 
4.1  Introduction 
 
Discomfort has been found to detract sports participants from wearing personal 
protective equipment (PPE) (Finch et al., 2001). Discomfort of sPPE can be 
attributed to its bulkiness, poor pressure comfort (Webster and Roberts, 2009) 
as well as restricting wearer movements (McQuerry et al., 2019). In contrast, 
auxetic structures have been broadly recommended for sport PPE, enabling 
synclastic curvature and greater conformability to curved surfaces (Liu and Hu, 
2010). Sport PPE (sPPE) is available in sport and position specific variety, 
therefore this research had a product specific focus with the intention that its key 
findings would contribute to recommendations with possible implementation for 
rugby. Wearer discomfort has been commented on for rugby shoulder padding 
in the literature (Venkatraman and Tyler, 2016) but evidence based on user 
perceptions and garment analysis is limited.  
 
Through a quantitative user perception survey, Phase I identified the user 
experience of rugby shoulder padding comfort (thermal, sensorial, aesthetic, 
protective, fit and weight). The survey sample comprised of male and female 
rugby Union participants’, over the age of 18. In Phase II, six participants were 
fitted to nine commercially available rugby shoulder padded tops and pressure 
comfort was recorded from the front and back shoulder regions over four arm 
raises. The commercial rugby tops were categorised by shoulder pad 
segmentation type and fit was assessed in combination with pressure comfort. 
Phases I and II determined commercial rugby shoulder padding conformability 
and comfort; following this Phase III assessed how far geometric manipulations 
of auxetic structures could provide greater conformability compared to the 




Adequate conformability and fit of rugby padding proved difficult due to the 
curvature of the shoulder and its movement mechanisms. Previous investigations 
as to whether auxetic structures offer sPPE greater fit and conformability have 
neglected whether synclastic curvature affects impact protection. Therefore, 
Phase III was comprised of two parts; Part 1 identified the most suitable shoulder 
pad segmentation of five internal structures, including four auxetic and one non-
auxetic for comparison. Physical tests included tensile, dimensional, pressure 
comfort and impact tests over one flat and two curved surfaces that imposed 
synclastic curvature. In Part 2, the internal structure that offered the greatest 
conformability, opening consistency and lowest peak forces was manipulated by 
scale to produce nine samples. The nine samples were subject to identical tests 
and validation from Part 1 providing enhanced knowledge of how sPPE cut-
segmented with auxetic structures can enhance conformability. 
 
This chapter presents the results from Phases I to III. The research problem was 
first investigated through the user (Phase I) and then the product (Phase II), to 
address the problem within the context of the current state of rugby shoulder 
padding. Findings from Phases I and II were critical to developing and accessing a 
possible alternative to current rugby shoulder padding (Phase III).  This chapter 
reports the quantitative analyses and an overview of the key findings obtained 
for each phase.  The chapter fulfils objective 2 (Phases I and II) and objectives 3 – 
4 (Phase III).  
 
 
4.2  Phase I - User Perception Survey of Commercially Available Shoulder 
Padded Rugby Tops 
 
This section reports data obtained from the rugby shoulder padding user 
perception survey, shown in Appendix A. Current research of rugby shoulder 
padding has a focus on impact protection (Harris and Spears, 2010), largely 
neglecting user perceptions of comfort (Webster and Roberts, 2009). The survey 
identified the distribution of participants that wore shoulder padding and its 
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criticality to their perceived safety during rugby participation. Phase I determined 
how far the six realms of comfort; aesthetic, protection, sensorial, fit, thermal 
and weight (Webster and Roberts, 2009) influenced the participants’ wear and 
purchase of rugby shoulder padding. The survey was distributed over a period of 
three months and completed by a total of 139-rugby Union participants. The 
results are presented thematically by participants background, product use, 
injury, behaviour and attitude. 
 
 
4.2.1  Participants Background 
 
Of the 139 participants, males aged 25 - 34 years old were the highest 
represented group, as seen in Figure 34. The gender distribution was consistently 
skewed towards men across all three-age categories and the groups were not 
continuous. Of the 7.23 million rugby Union players in 2014, only 1.76 million 
were female (Jacobs and Sellars, 2019). 2.7 million women were found to 
participate in rugby Union in 2019 (BBC Sport, 2019), yet they remain a smaller 
percentage of rugby players. The survey reached 30% female respondents in its 
distribution compared to 70% male – over double the female sample, therefore 
the sample reflected the gender population.  
 



























Of the respondents, 21% played positions that exposed them to the least number 
of tackles, 38% played roles that left them exposed to a medium number of 
tackles and 42% of respondents were exposed to the highest number of tackles. 
Therefore, the responses remained uneven after re-coding, such that the 
majority of respondents played Flanker, 2nd row and Number 8 positions. 
Respondents were also asked to categorise their training levels and Figure 35 
shows that 67% of the respondents played at a competitive level, for example 
organised rugby Union through a University. The results also indicated a lower 
representation of professional (club level participation) and recreational training 
levels (participation organised locally with no authoritative management). 
 
 
Figure 35: Respondents training levels 
 
 
4.2.2  Statistical Analysis of the User Perception Survey 
 
Statistical and key findings were analysed per survey theme: product use, injury, 
behaviour and attitude. Statistical analysis determined relationships between the 
independent and dependent variables. Parametric assumptions were identified 
using Levene’s test and normality Q-Q plots, which were reported in Appendix B. 
The parametric assumptions enabled the identification of the correct bivariate 
analysis tests to run per variable. Where parametric assumptions were acheived, 









Whitney test for significance was performed, full data sets can be found in 
Appendix C. Respondents were given the option to choose ‘prefer not to say’, 
these responses were excluded from the analysis presented in this section.  
 
 
4.2.2.1  Rugby Shoulder Padding Product Use 
 
In this section of the user perception survey, respondents reported the frequency 
of wearing rugby shoulder padding. The response option ‘never’ was answered 
by participants that had never worn rugby shoulder padding before. The 
remaining response options showed varying frequencies to which participants 
wore rugby shoulder padding. Figure 36 presents the frequency of shoulder 
padding wear.  
 
Figure 36: Shoulder padding wear 
 
No significance (p > 0.05) was identified between age, training level, position or 
gender and the choice to wear shoulder padding. Two thirds of respondents 
never wore shoulder padding, whereas sometimes, half or most of the time 
accounted for two fifths of respondents and a fifth always wore rugby shoulder 
padding. It was striking that two thirds of participants, did not wear shoulder 
padding. In 2001, Finch et al., (2001) identified that fewer than 40% of a sample 













sample did not wear rugby shoulder padding implies that product use was similar 
to that identified by Finch et al., (2001) twenty years ago.  
 
 
4.2.2.2  Injury 
 
Respondents were asked to score how they perceived rugby shoulder padding 
had helped to protect them against injury. Participants that did not wear rugby 
shoulder padding had the option to choose not applicable and their answers were 
excluded from the results for this section.  Injury was categorised as four types; 
minor injuries including soft tissue damage and lacerations as well as major 

































Figure 37: Belief in the protectiveness of shoulder padding against injury  
 
Rugby shoulder padding is designed to protect against minor injuries that include 
soft tissue damage, cuts and lacerations, as they can bottom out under the high 
impacts that cause severe injuries (Harris and Spears, 2010). Therefore, it was 
interesting that approximately half the respondents believed shoulder padding 
protected them against severe injuries like dislocation and breakage. However, a 
higher majority of participants believed that rugby shoulder padding protected 
against minor injuries than major injuries. Figure 39 shows that over 14% of 
participants felt protected against lacerations and soft tissue damage, whereas 
less than 4% felt confidently protected against dislocation and breakage. In 























offered them no protection against major injuries, compared to 21% that felt it 
offered no protection against minor injuries. No significance (p > 0.05) was 
identified between age, training level, position or gender and participants beliefs 
in the protectiveness of PPE.  
 
 
4.2.2.3  Behaviour 
 
This section of the survey identified peer and comfort to influence participants 
choice to wear rugby shoulder padding. Survey respondents reported the 
perceived effect of rugby shoulder padding across six realms of comfort during 
rugby participation. Responses were also recorded for how far family, teammates 
and coaches influenced their choice to wear rugby shoulder padding. For each 
realm of comfort respondents were given the option to choose not applicable 
and these answers were excluded from the results presented in Figure 38.   
 
 
Figure 38: Responses for the effect shoulder padding had on the six realms of 
comfort during a match 
 
No significance (p < 0.05) was identified between the age, training level, position 































wearing shoulder padding. Figure 38 showed that protection and fit were the 
most satisfactory realms of comfort through shoulder padding wear, yet only 29% 
felt strongly that rugby shoulder padding provided fit comfort. Beliefs that 
wearing rugby PPE can increase injury risk (Malcolm et al., 2005) are still 
prevalent, as 20% of respondents felt strongly that rugby shoulder padding 
hindered their protective comfort. User satisfaction was low for all six realms of 
comfort including sensorial and thermal but the strongest negative association 
with comfort were the respondents perceived weight comfort. Almost half of the 
respondents felt strongly that shoulder padding had a negative effect on their 
perceived weight comfort; this realm of comfort has posed a challenge across the 
design of other sport PPE (Abdelmalek, 2019; Schneider et al., 2019; Tong, 2019) 
including helmets (Stolker, 2018).  
 
Figure 39 shows that the majority of respondents felt their decision to wear or 
not wear rugby shoulder padding had not been influenced by family (61%), 
teammates (58%) or coaches (73%). However, family was the only group that 
respondents felt had encouraged (30%) more than they had discouraged (9%) 
them from wearing PPE. In particular, a statistically significant difference of p = 
.02 was identified, showing that the 18 – 24 years group were more encouraged 
to wear PPE based on influence from their family members than those over 35 
years. Carter (2015) argued that children are more physically vulnerable to rugby 
injury. Therefore, as the youngest of the three age groups it was not surprising 
that the 18 – 24 age group received more encouragement to use injury reduction 





Figure 39: Responses for how far the wear of shoulder padding was influenced 
by teammates, family and coaches 
 
A statistically significant difference of p= .03 was found between the training 
levels of respondents and how far discouragement from teammates had affected 
their choice to wear PPE. Further post hoc analysis of p = .02 revealed that 
professional participants had received greater discouragement from their 
teammates than competitive level respondents. Injury management varies 
between playing levels (World Rugby, 2019a) where those playing at professional 
levels had greater access to resources such as team doctors present at matches. 
As such, it is arguable that without the same level of injury management, non-
professional rugby players may have more appreciation for accessible injury 
reduction measures, such as PPE. However, teammate discouragement from 
wearing rugby shoulder padding suggests that within the sport, the wear of PPE 
may be believed to cause more injuries than it prevents (Low, 2015).  
 
 
4.2.2.4  Attitude 
 
Respondents’ attitude to wearing rugby shoulder padding were assessed. Figure 






























across the six realms of comfort. Respondents were given the option to select not 
applicable; the highest number of responses were received for fit comfort. Figure 
40 displays respondents’ rank positions for how critical the six realms of comfort 
would be to them in purchasing rugby shoulder padding.   
 
 
Figure 40: Responses for how far shoulder padding met comfort requirements 
 
Respondents that did not wear rugby shoulder padding were able to choose the 
Not Applicable (N/A) option when it was a requirement for answering that 
question. Figure 40 showed that fit gained approximately 50% more responses 
than the remaining five comfort realms in whether shoulder padding met rugby 
participants’ comfort requirements. A third of respondents selected N/A for the 
remaining five realms of comfort, rather than skipping the questions which 
implied that they were not subject to survey fatigue (Story et al., 2019). The 
observed higher counts for fit suggested that it was more critical to their comfort. 
Therefore, it was identified that fit played the most memorable part in the 
wearer’s experience of garment comfort.  
 
Figure 40 shows that perceived protection was found to meet respondent 
requirements more so than any other realm of comfort; ‘slightly does’ was the 





























to meet respondents’ aesthetic comfort requirements. The responses showed 
that recreational level players felt that rugby shoulder padding provided 
significantly poorer aesthetic comfort than competitive level respondents, which 
was p = .03. Significance p < .01 was also identified for gender and fit comfort; 
shoulder padding slightly met the fit requirements of men but it slightly did not 
meet female respondents’ comfort requirements. Shoulder padded rugby tops 
can be bought as gendered garments to prevent breast injuries (Brisbine et al., 
2019), fit comfort can be worse as the closed cell foam is typically of a larger 
surface area that covers the bust.  
 
Respondents were asked to rank the six realms of comfort in order of influence 
on their shoulder padding purchasing decision; no significance (p > 0.05) was 
identified with respondent backgrounds. Respondents were least likely to 
compromise on protection and fit comfort when purchasing rugby shoulder 
padding, as seen in Figure 41. This finding was interesting given that protection 
slightly met respondents’ comfort requirements and fit most popularly slightly 
met the requirements of male participants. Therefore, respondents were more 
likely to compromise on the realms of comfort that were not found to meet their 
weight, thermal, aesthetic and sensorial comfort requirements. However, given 
that fit and protection were most critical to respondents’ purchasing decision and 
only a third of respondents wore shoulder padding, a more satisfactory 





Figure 41: Responses for the rank order of importance of the six realms of 
comfort to the shoulder padding purchasing decision 
 
 
4.2.3  Summary of the User Perception Survey 
 
Survey respondent shoulder padding use was similar but 7% lower than research 
from 2001 (Finch et al., 2001), despite an increase in the rate of rugby injury since 
that time (Montgomery et al., 2018; World Rugby, 2018). 80% of the respondents 
believed in the protective capabilities of shoulder padding against the minor 
injuries it was designed for. Over half the respondents thought that shoulder 
padding was able to protect them against dislocation and breakage. Therefore, 
more survey respondents believed in the intended protective capabilities of 
shoulder padding than those that wore shoulder padding, suggesting there are 
other reasons that have detracted players from wearing PPE. Instead 
discouragement from rugby teammates and coaches contributed to the low 
popularity of shoulder padding wear and more so for respondents that played at 
professional levels.  
 
Despite beliefs in the protective capabilities of rugby shoulder padding, the 





























considered the primary reason for not wearing sPPE (Kajtaz and Subic, 2019) and 
the findings suggest that discomfort may have been a leading factor for shoulder 
padding unpopularity in the sample. It was identified that protection and fit were 
the most critical comfort factors to the respondents’ decision to purchase rugby 
shoulder padding. This finding was unsurprising as fit is critical to proper 
positioning of PPE (Cubeddu, 2016) and protection is its purpose. Fit and 
protection were the most satisfactory realms of comfort, yet they only ‘slightly’ 
met respondents’ comfort requirements and fit comfort was reported as 
unsatisfactory for female respondents.   
 
Weight, thermal, sensorial and aesthetic comfort were found to cause discomfort 
during rugby participation and did not meet the requirements of the 
respondents. Previous research has described non-stretch rugby shoulder 
padding, embedded within a streamline stretch sports top, as bulky (Tyler and 
Venkatraman, 2012); the closed cell foams are non-breathable and can trap air 
(Wyner et al., 2017), providing poor thermal comfort. The findings from this study 
confirmed that the bulky appearance of shoulder padding was detrimental to 
respondents’ perceived aesthetic comfort. Bulkiness of shoulder padding also 
increases the sensation of weight and a difference in stretch between the padded 
region and non-padded regions leads to poor pressure comfort which can be 
experienced sensorially (Sweeney and Branson, 1990). Therefore, findings from 
the study suggested that the bulkiness, non-breathable and non-stretch of 
current shoulder padding led to poor comfort, which may have resulted in the 
low percentage of respondents that wore rugby shoulder padding.  
 
The findings from the survey confirmed that user discomfort had a detrimental 
effect on the wear of rugby shoulder padding. Due to the ability for auxetic 
structures to open out and expand, these structures offer the potential to 
enhance the breathability of PPE (Sanami et al., 2014b), and improve thermal 
comfort. The ability for auxetic structures to expand (Sanami et al., 2014a) 
laterally under tension (Martin, 2011; Cross et al., 2015) could enable 
conformability to stretch fabrics, in turn improving perceived sensorial and 
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weight comfort. The synclastic curvature of auxetic structures (Lakes, 1987; Wang 
and Hu, 2014) also has potential to improve the fit of rugby shoulder padding by 
conforming better to that curved body region. The fit and comfort of particular 
shoulder pad types must be determined in order to assess whether auxetic 
structures have potential to enhance the comfort of PPE.  
 
 
Summary of Key Findings 
 
Phase I established that 58% of the sample do not wear shoulder padding 
compared to the 22% that always wore them. It was established that rugby 
shoulder padding is not critical to the majority of respondent perceptions of 
safety and protection during rugby participation. Additionally, a higher majority 
believed in the protective capabilities of padding against minor injuries than 
major injuries. The survey also established that respondents wear rugby shoulder 
padding due to influence from family members, in particular younger participants 
are more likely to feel encouraged to do so. However, respondents may not wear 
rugby shoulder padding due to influence from their teammates and coaches; 
professional level players reported greater discouragement. The survey 
determined that the level of fit and protection provided by rugby shoulder 
padding were the most important realms of comfort to respondents.  
 
 
4.3  Phase II  
 
 
4.3.1  Pilot Study: Characterisation of Rugby Shoulder Padded Tops 
 
The findings from the pilot study are found in appendix D. The fit pictures showed 
that Gilbert and Canterbury garments were more suited to the participant’s size, 
whereas the Optimum and Kooga tops both appeared much tighter throughout 
the garments. The measurement charts confirmed that the Optimum and Kooga 
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tops had narrower chests compared with the other XL garments. Fit analysis of 
one participant was deemed suitable for this study as the investigation focused 
on differences between pads. However, It was established that a greater range 
of size XL body types were required to confirm which rugby top had the most 
conforming, best fitting shoulder pads. Therefore, the choice to use one 
participant for the fit assessment was considered a limitation of the pilot.  
 
The fit analysis established issues common to all of the shoulder padded tops, as 
shown in appendix D. In particular, none of the pads were found to conform fully 
to the curved shoulder region. Although some segmentation types led to greater 
conformability than others. In addition, the ways in which the shoulder pads 
failed to conform fully were dependent on segmentation type. Figure 42 presents 
the fit and conformability of each of the five rugby tops to the participant’s right 
shoulder region. 
 
a) Canterbury                           b) Canterbury                            c) Gilbert  










                            d) Kooga                                      e) Optimum 











Figure 42: Front view of each righthand shoulder pad fitted to the participant 




In Figure 42e, towards the participant’s neck the unsegmented shoulder pad 
appeared raised away from the body.  Figure 42a displayed the same fit problem 
for the quartered and individually pocketed padding. Although the Canterbury 
Vapodri Raze (Figure 42a) padding was quartered to improve conformability, the 
four pieces of foam on either shoulder were not subject to further segmentation.  
In addition, the padding of the Canterbury Vapodri Raze was of a smaller 
circumference than the Optimum Tribal Five Pad, which would have enabled it to 
conform better. Therefore, the Canterbury Vapdori Raze shoulder padding could 
have been considered partially unsegmented and it showed similarity to the 
entirely unsegmented Optimum rugby top.  
 
Vacuum moulded shoulder pads enabled greater fit than the unsegmented 
alternative yet were also problematic. In both figure 42c and 42d, the vacuum 
moulded pads pulled away from the shoulder. At the upper arm, where the 
vacuum moulded shoulder pads pulled away from the shoulder there was 
noticeable pulling of the surrounding fabric, as seen in Figure 43. Whereas, when 
the participant’s arms were raised, the pads sat flat against that region of the 
shoulder. Therefore, it was evident that the vacuum moulded shoulder pads were 
able to move position during wear, showing poor conformability.   
 














Figure 43: Lefthand side view of the vacuum moulded shoulder pads fitted to 




The rugby shoulder padded top with the best observed fit was the cut-segmented 
Canterbury Vapodri Raze Pro. In figure 42b, the cut-segmented top appeared to 
conform well to the curvature of the shoulder region. However, the fabric that 
the padding was embedded within bunches at the padding circumference and 
does not sit flat. Both Canterbury garments appeared to have excess fabric that 
bunched surrounding the shoulder padding, although the garments were 
otherwise taught across the fit model’s chest and body. Loose fitting shoulder 
pads could lead to improper positioning on the body (Cubeddu, 2016) particularly 





The pilot obtained findings from one body type; Phase II developed on this to 
compare multiple participants of a range of XL body shapes. The study also 
benefited from a variety of shoulder padded garments within each segmentation 
type, in order to identify similarities in the segmentation type characteristics. In 
addition, the technical specification data provided some use for understanding 
the garment fit but it did not reveal the effect of poor fitting shoulder padding. 
Therefore, pressure comfort analysis was utilised instead in Phase II as a known 
route to quantifying the effect of garment fit on the body. The literature review 
identified that researchers have used pressure comfort analysis to determine 
changing pressure levels produced between clothes and body landmarks during 
movement.   
 
The pilot of Phase II profiled the fit issues common to different types of shoulder 
pad segmentation and those common to all three segmentation types. All pad 
types were found to splay away from the shoulder but this was most problematic 
for unsegmented pads. In contrast, segment bunching was identified exclusively 
for vacuum moulded pads. It was significant that segmentation types influenced 
particular fit patterns despite differences in pad positioning on the shoulder and 
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overall garment fit. Therefore, it was identified that enhancing padding 
conformability could be investigated through segmentation. 
 
The research has a focus on the conformability of padding rather than the overall 
garment technology. As such, the garment specifications were excluded from 
Phase II. However, the garment specifications showed that padded tops 
comprised of different joining technologies, construction methods and 
dimensional differences. The differences in garment technology all contributed 
to the overall fit of the garment. Investigations into garment technology will be 
critical in wider research of sPPE with enhanced fit and may incorporate the 
findings of this research regarding padding segmentation. 
 
 
4.3.2  Fit Analysis of Current Rugby Shoulder Padding 
 
Rugby shoulder pads have been subject to impact tests, as an established method 
of assessing performance (Beer and Bhatia, 2009), neglecting user comfort. Other 
sPPE has been found to cause wearer discomfort (McIntosh and McRory, 2001; 
Gentry, 2018; Rome, 2019). Rugby tasks are also associated with dynamic and 
athletic movements encompassing a range of shoulder mechanisms (World 
Rugby, 2014). As such, rugby shoulder pads should generate good, consistent 
pressure comfort during body movements (Senthilkumar et al., 2012), although 
a range has not yet been defined. In Phase I, rugby shoulder padding led to 
perceived discomfort, associated with its bulkiness and restrictiveness, which can 
be experienced through pressure comfort (Webster and Roberts, 2009).  
 
Phase II assessed the pressure comfort and fit of nine rugby shoulder padded 
tops, by recording a front and back measurement at four arm raises. The shoulder 
pads were categorised as non-segmented, laser cut and vacuum moulded and 
analysed per segmentation type. The optimum pressure comfort values for 
shoulder padding are not defined, therefore a fit assessment was conducted. Fit 
assessments identified conformability to the shoulder region, including puckering 
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and splaying of the padding, in which it lifts away from the body. Body scan data 
for each of the six participants was obtained to determine their suitability to the 
garments, affecting fit and pressure comfort.  
 
 
4.3.3  Fit Assessment Participants  
 
Table 7 shows the chest circumferences of the six participants obtained from 
body scan data and the corresponding upper body maps. The chest 
circumferences were within the range identified for the nine XL rugby tops, 107 
– 115 cm. Participants 4 – 6 chest circumferences were approximately 115 cm, 
the upper limit of the range identified for Phase II.  Whereas, the chest 
circumference of participant 2 was approximately 107 cm, the lower limit. The 
chest circumferences of participants 1 and 3 were 109 cm and 112 cm 
respectively, the middle of the range. Therefore, participants 1 and 3 were 
expected to find the most suitable fit across the tops but all participants were 
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4.3.4  Garment Analysis 
 
Each of the nine rugby shoulder padded tops was selected in a size XL but the 
respective shoulder pads differed in scale and shape. Table 8 presents the 
technical drawings for the nine shoulder pads and the respective segmentation 
types. Dimensional differences between the nine shoulder pads were also 
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documented in Table 8. The smallest shoulder pad circumference was identified 
for garment A, whereas, garment D had the largest. The shoulder pad with the 
largest segmentation space between unit cells was garment B and the smallest 












































































































































14.2 18.1 70.3 
(half) 
0.4 Hexagonal: 
1 x 1 x 1 x 1 








17.8 24.9 75.4 0.1 Triangular: 3 








17.5 23.2 76.9 0.3 Triangular: 2 







10.8 23.0 70.4 0.2 Hexagonal: 
2 x 2 x 2 x 2 






15.7 23.0 76.0 0.1  Triangular: 
1.8 x 1.8 x 
1.8 
G Kooga IPS V 
 
 
 17.0 22.0 72.0 0.2 Rectangular: 
3 x 1.4 x 2 x  
1.2 
Triangular: 

















15.1 26.2 82.1 0.1 Hexagonal: 
1 x 1 x 1 x 1 





4.3.5  Garment Fit 
 
The six participants were photographed from a front and back position in each of 
the nine garments. Fit evaluations for each top were based on observations of 
the conformability of the shoulder pads to the shoulder region. Indicators of poor 
conformability were determined by observed puckering and splaying of the fabric 
or protective material, identified largely across the vacuum moulded shoulder 
pads. Garments H and D were found to splay the most, the former was 
unsegmented and the latter had the largest pad circumference and was 
considered bulky. The garment fit assessments can be found in Appendix E. 
 
The narrowest chest circumferences were recorded for Body Armour garments H 
and I. Garments H and I had the worst fit on the participants exhibited by fabric 
pulling where it surrounded the shoulder padding, indicating that it was too tight. 
Therefore, it was unsurprising that garments H and I had the best fit on 
participants 1 and 2, as they had the smallest chest circumference.  In contrast, 
garment E had the loosest fit across the six participants, it appeared oversized 
and loose fitting even for the broadest participants 4, 5 and 6. The ideal fit was 
identified as that which sat close and flat against the shoulder region, with 
adjoining fabric taught against the body; Canterbury garments A and B provided 
the best fit.  
 
 
4.3.6  Pressure Comfort Measurements of the Shoulder Pads 
 
Three repeated measurements were taken using the pressure comfort sensor 
from a front and back shoulder landmark of the six participants in each of the 
nine tops, over four arm raises. Body surface differences between participants 
have been found to affect pressure comfort accuracy (Chassagne et al., 2016; 
Thomas, 2014), therefore the mean was calculated from the three repeated 
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measurements for reliability. An inability to control the movement variance of 
each top between tests also influenced the decision to calculate the mean. Table 
9 displays the mean pressure comfort measurements obtained for Phase II, the 
full set of results can be found in Appendix E. 
 






Front Back  
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 
A 
 
Stationary 5.0 1.3 1.0 0.3 1.0 0.7 4.0 1.7 4.3 2.0 7.3 1.7 
Mid raise 2.0 3.0 0 0.7 1.0 0 1.0 1.7 3.0 2.3 2.0 1.0 
45 degrees 1.3 1.0 1.7 2.7 6.3 0 1.0 1.0 0.7 1.0 1.0 0 
Overhead 1.3 5.3 1.0 2.7 7.0 2.0 1.0 0 0 0.7 1.0 0 
B 
 
Stationary 5.7 1.0 3.3 2.7 6.3 2.7 3.3 3.3 3.0 3.7 5.3 1.7 
Mid raise 1.3 0.7 0 1.0 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 3.7 
45 degrees 0.3 0.7 0 0 2.3 0 0.3 0.7 0 1.0 2.0 1.0 
Overhead 3.7 2.7 0.7 0 4.7 0.3 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 
C 
 
Stationary 4.3 0.7 2.0 0 0 3.7 1.3 1.7 1.7 1.0 7.3 2.3 
Mid raise 2.7 0.7 0 0 5.7 0 0 0 1.0 4.7 1.0 1.7 
45 degrees 0.7 0 0.7 0 1.0 0 0 1.0 0.7 1.0 5.0 0 
Overhead 1.3 2.3 7.7 0 0 0 1.0 1.0 0 1.0 4.0 0.7 
D 
 
Stationary 8.3 0 0.7 0 2.0 0 0.7 0 0 1.0 3.0 1.3 
Mid raise 0.3 0 0 0.7 0 0 0.3 0 1.7 1.0 4.7 1.7 
45 degrees 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0.7 2.0 0 
Overhead 0.7 0 2.7 1.3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E 
 
Stationary 0.3 0 0.7 0 0 6.7 1.3 1.0 0.7 0.7 3.0 1.0 
Mid raise 0.3 0.7 0.7 0.7 4.7 0.3 0 0 0.7 2.3 1.0 0.7 
45 degrees 0 0 0 1.0 3.0 0.3 0 0.7 0 0 1.0 0.7 
Overhead 0 0 0.7 2.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 0 
F 
 
Stationary 4.3 0 0.7 1.0 0 2.3 0.7 0 0.7 1.0 5.7 0 
Mid raise 3.7 1.0 0 0.7 3.0 0.3 0.7 0 1.0 3.0 1.0 1.0 
45 degrees 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.7 0 0.7 0 0 0 1.0 0 




Stationary 3.7 1.3 1.0 0 2.0 0.3 1 0.7 2 1.7 6.7 3 
Mid raise 1.3 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.7 3 3 2.7 
45 degrees 1.0 0 0 4.3 2.0 0 1 0 0 1.3 2 0 
Overhead 1.3 0.7 1.7 11.0 4.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
H 
 
Stationary 3.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 3.7 1.0 2.0 1.0 3.7 4.3 
Mid raise 0.7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.0 1.7 2.0 3.7 
45 degrees 0.3 0 0 0 3.0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 
Overhead 6.3 4.3 0 0 2.0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I 
 
Stationary 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 4.0 1.0 2.0 1.7 5.7 2.7 
Mid raise 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 0.7 0 0.7 2.7 5.0 2.7 
45 degrees 0 0 0 0 0 0 4.0 0 0 1.0 2.0 1.0 
Overhead 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
* 0 mmHg = No Contact  
* a) Canterbury Vapodri Raze, b) Canterbury Vapodri Raze Pro, c) Gilbert Triflex Match V3, d) 
Gilbert Chieftain V3, e) Gilbert Atomic Zenon, f) Gilbert Triflex XP1, g) Kooga IPS V, h) Body Armour 




An ideal pressure comfort range was defined as > 0 mmHg and < 3.2 mmHg, based 
on current knowledge of medical (Lymed, 2018) and sports compression wear 
(Brubacher et al., 2017). Stretch enables medical and sports compression 
garments to transfer benefits to the wearer but rugby shoulder pads are without 
stretch. Therefore, medical and sports compression grade pressure values were 
deemed to be outside of the ideal range for this research, including 
measurements above 3.2 mmHg. Finally, ‘0 mmHg’ pressure indicated that the 
shoulder pad was not in contact with the shoulder and was a bad fit, hence 0 
mmHg was defined as lower than the ideal range. Table 9 shows that Canterbury 
garment A fitted to participant 4 recorded values between 0.3 – 2.7 mmHg, 
indicating that it was the only garment that provided the ideal pressure comfort 
range, which is analysed in the following section.  
 
 
4.3.7  Pressure Comfort and Fit Analysis  
 
Patterns in pressure comfort measurements were analysed for shoulder pads of 
the specific segmentation types; vacuum moulded, cut-segmented and 
unsegmented. Across the results, the standard deviation from the mean was in 
the range of 0 – 2.9 mmHg, with a mean standard deviation of 0.3 mmHg. The 
highest standard deviation, 2.9 mmHg was obtained for garment F on participant 
2 and garment C on participant  6. Both garment C and F were vacuum moulded 
Gilbert rugby shoulder padded tops which indicated that they provided the least 
consistent pressure comfort. The pressure comfort measurements were analysed 
in combination with garment fit observations per segmentation type.  
 
 
4.3.8  Vacuum Moulded Pads 
 
Garments C, E, F and G comprised of shoulder padding with vacuum moulded 
segmentation. The widest range of pressure comfort values between 0 – 11.0 
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mmHg were recorded as documented in Table 9. The results were outside of the 
ideal pressure comfort range defined for rugby shoulder padding in this research 
as > 0 mmHg and < 3.2 mmHg. Values of 0 mmHg were reported for all vacuum 
moulded garments, excluding garment F fitted to Participant 4, suggesting that 
the pads lifted away from the shoulder.  Figure 44 exhibits technical drawings of 
the different vacuum moulded pads. 
 


















Figure 44: Technical drawings of the shoulder pads from garments C, E, F and G; 
regions that lifted away from the body are circled (Authors Own Image, 2018) 
 
The range of results recorded for garment F were between 0 – 4.3 mmHg in the 
front shoulder region, the lowest recorded range of the vacuum moulded tops. 
Garment F had the most suitable fit on Participant 4 who had the median chest 
circumference and therefore was suited to a wider variety of tops. Therefore, 
garment F generated the most consistent pressure comfort of its segmentation 
type, providing the best pressure comfort during body movements. Garment F 
had a 76.0 cm pad circumference and Figure 44 shows that it was the largest of 
the vacuum moulded pads. Due to its larger pad circumference, it is possible that 
garment F would have also provided more protective coverage across the 




Contoured regions of the vacuum moulded tops were found to pucker or sit away 
from the shoulder and are circled in Figure 45. In particular, garment C appeared 
loose fitting and seemed to pucker, as seen in Figure 45 on participant 4 in the 
stationary position. Garment C had the second largest pad circumference of the 
vacuum moulded pads, its scale may have contributed to its poor conformability 
to the curved shoulder region. In Table 9 garment C generated 0 mmHg pressure 
in the stationary position, indicating that its loose fit was a factor for the recorded 
poor pressure comfort. Garment C also generated 0 mmHg values across three 
arm raises whilst fitted to participant 6, despite having the largest chest 
circumference, it appears puckered in Figure 46. Loose fitting padded garments 
have potential to move or slide during sport participation and under impact, 
where the padding slides out of place that shoulder region is more vulnerable 
(Watkins and Dunne, 2014).   
 





















Figure 45: Front view of vacuum moulded shoulder pads fitted to participant 4; 















Figure 46: Front and back view of garment C fitted to participant 6; a region that 
lift away from the body is circled (Authors Own Image, 2018) 
 
Garment G had the tightest fit of the vacuum moulded tops, fabric surrounding 
the shoulder padding was seen to pull as illustrated in Figure 45.  The graph in 
Figure 47 showed that peak pressure comfort values generated for participants 
1, 4 and 5 were higher than the ideal range, recorded measurements were within 
the range of light medical compression. In contrast, the graph in Figure 48 
showed that the range between 0 – 7.3 mmHg recorded in the back of the 
vacuum moulded shoulder pads was lower than the front. Figure 45 illustrated 
that all four pads were less conforming to the shoulder in the front than the back 
(Figure 49). The results and observations confirmed that greater consistency in 
pressure comfort of vacuum moulded shoulder pads were identified for those 

























Figure 47: Mean pressure comfort measurements obtained from the front 
















Figure 48: Mean pressure comfort measurements obtained from the back 

































Figure 49: Back view of vacuum moulded shoulder pads fitted to participant 4 
(Authors Own Image, 2018) 
 
The brand sizing recommendations of the vacuum moulded garments were not 
consistent. In particular, the three Gilbert vacuum moulded tops appeared to 
offer varying fit to individual participants, also seen from the back view in Figure 
49. Garment E had the smallest pad circumference and was loose across the torso 
of participant 4, shown in Figure 49, which may have enabled the generation of 
lower pressure values. The shoulder pads of garment F had the greatest fit of the 
Gilbert vacuum moulded tops but the garment was otherwise loose. Garments C 
and G were a tighter fit across the torso than F, but generated higher pressure in 
the shoulder region. In summary, vacuum moulded pads that provided more 
consistent pressure comfort and shoulder padding fit were loose across the main 







4.3.9  Cut Segmented Pads 
  
Garments B, C and I were comprised of shoulder pads with cut segmentation. It 
was not known whether the method used to slice segments out of the pad was 
laser cut or die-cut as both can produce that effect (Hui, 2014; Gordon et al., 
2015). The cut patterns varied in shape, sliced widths, unit cell scale and the pads 
varied in overall shape and circumference, as shown in Figure 50. Cut segmented 
pads conformed better than vacuum moulded, as the padding did not pucker, 
reflected by the low range of pressure comfort measurements recorded between 
0 – 8.3 mmHg. Nonetheless, the overall range was outside the ideal pressure 
range defined for rugby shoulder padding.  
 
















Figure 50: Technical drawings of the shoulder pads from garments A, D and I; a 
curved region that lifts away from the body is circled 
 
The fit of the cut-segmented garments differed such that garment I was the 
tautest and garment D the loosest. In general, it was observed that garment B 
had the best fit across the participants of the cut segmented pads, having the 
smallest pad circumference was likely to contribute to its conformability to the 
curved shoulder region. However, there was also evidence to suggest that the 
unit cell of garment B pads had auxetic elements; its geometry enabled the pad 
to be compressed improving its conformability. The segments of garment B were 
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comprised such that the triangular unit cells rotate around the hexagon unit cells, 
which enabled the cut widths between segments to close laterally under 
compression. However, the geometry of the pad did not enable lateral expansion, 
restricting its NPR characteristics. 
 
Figure 51 showed that the shoulder pads of garment B had a good observed fit 
on participant 2, whose chest circumference was smallest as well as participant 
6, whose was the largest. The similar observed fit of garment B across the 
participants was reflected by a similar pressure comfort pattern which emerged 
for all six participants in the front shoulder region, shown by the graph in Figure 
52. Pressure was highest in the stationary position, when the arms were level 
with the shoulders. In mid and 45 degree arm raises, pressure decreased and 















Figure 51: Front and back view of garment B fitted to participants a) 2 and b) 6 
















Figure 52: The Mean pressure comfort measurements obtained from the front 
shoulder landmarks of the cut segmented pads 
 
Figure 53 shows that the padding of garment D splayed away from the shoulder 
at the front of participant 6 who had the largest chest circumference. The poor 
fit was reflected by the low pressure 0 mmHg reported to the front shoulder 
region for participant 6 as well as participant 2, as seen in Figure 52. Garment D 









largest circumference; therefore it was considered bulky. In addition, garment D 
had a loose fit and both factors seemed to prevent it from conforming to the 








Figure 53: Front and back view of garment D fitted to participant 6; a region 
that lifted away from the body is circled (Authors Own Image, 2018) 
 
In Figure 54, garment I appeared tight fitted to both participant 1 who had one 
of the smallest chest circumferences and participant 5, one of the largest.  
Despite appearing tight, garment I obtained a range between 0 – 1.0 mmHg in 
the front shoulder region and its fabric appeared to bunch, lifting away from the 
front shoulder.  In contrast, the graph in Figure 55 showed that garment I was the 
only top for which pressure levels were higher in the back, by up to six times and 
the back shoulder region appeared tighter than the front. The spaces between 
the segments of garment I were the smallest of the cut segmented pads, 0.1 cm, 
whereas those of garment B were 0.4 cm and garment D had cut widths of 0.3 
cm. Larger cut widths appeared to enable padding to conform better to the 














Figure 54: Front and back view of garment I fitted to participants a) 1 and b) 5 







Figure 55: Pressure comfort measurements obtained from the back shoulder 
landmarks of the cut segmented pads 
 
The segmentation pattern of garments B and I had the appearance of a repeated 
honeycomb. However, the cut segments that created a honeycomb appearance 
differed. Figure 50 showed that the repeated slices of padding B were 
rectangular, repeated six times in a honeycomb orientation and then repeated 









stars in a honeycomb orientation. The segmentation pattern of garment D had a 
triangular appearance, produced by slicing three 6-pointed stars and was the 
least conforming garment in Phase II. Findings for the cut segmented shoulder 
pads indicated that honeycomb patterns offered the greatest conformability but 
that specifically garment B was the most conformable to all participants. 
 
 
4.3.10  Unsegmented Pads 
 
Garment H comprised of one entirely unsegmented shoulder pad, embedded to 
both pocketed shoulder regions. The padding of garment A was unsegmented but 
each shoulder region comprised of four separately pocketed pads, therefore it 
was categorised as unsegmented. Figure 56 displayed the quartered effect of 
garment A compared to the entirely unsegmented padding of H. The range of 
pressure comfort values obtained for the unsegmented pads was 0 – 7.3 mmHg.  
The range of pressure measurements recorded for unsegmented pads were the 
lowest of the three pad segmentation categories. 
  
A) Canterbury Vapodri Raze                             H) Body Armour Tech Vest BA 












Figure 56: Technical drawings of the shoulder pads from garments A and H; a 
region that lifted away from the shoulder is circled (Authors Own Image, 2018) 
 
A similar pattern was observed in the pressure values obtained for garment A and 
H in the front and back shoulder regions. The graph in Figure 57 shows that in the 
back shoulder region, pressure was higher in the stationary position, decreasing 
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with each consecutive raised arm position. This finding was also identified for the 
vacuum moulded and cut segmented padding, suggesting that neither 
conformed well to the back of the shoulder during the four arm raises.  In the 
back shoulder region of garment A fitted to participant 5, obtained the range 
between 1.0 – 7.3 mmHg, the least consistent pressure reported for the 
unsegmented pads.  Figure 58 showed that the back shoulder region was a tight 
fit on participant 5 in the stationary position, causing garment A to generate 












































Figure 57: Mean pressure comfort measurements obtained from the a) front 





















Figure 58: Front and back view of garment A fitted to participant 5 (Authors 
Own Image, 2018) 
 
Garment H generated pressure ranging from 0 – 6.3 mmHg, marginally lower than 
the range between 0 – 7.5 mmHg recorded for garment A. The shoulder pads of 
garment H were found to splay away from the body which caused the 
surrounding fabric to pucker and lift away from the body, as seen in Figure 59. In 
particular, the results showed that in the mid arm raise, five out of six participants 
experienced 0 mmHg pressure. The poor fit of garment H was shown on both 
participant 5 with a chest circumference close to the upper limit in the study and 
participant 2 whose was closest to the lower limit. Therefore, the pressure range 
obtained across the participants in garment H may have been lower than in 
garment A because the foam pads splayed, lifting away from the body. Where 
the shoulder padding of garment H was entirely unsegmented, it had a bulky 
appearance and the short sleeves seem to pull away from both participants upper 
































Figure 59: Front and back view of garment H fitted to participants a) 2 and b) 5; 
regions that lifted away from the shoulder are circled (Authors Own Image, 
2018) 
 
Pressure was not recorded within the ideal range for the unsegmented tops , the 
one exception was Garment A fitted to participant 4. Figure 60 showed that 
garment A fitted to participant 4, appeared to conform well to the curvature of 
the shoulder and across the participant’s chest. However, loose fabric appeared 
to bunch where it surrounded the shoulder pads in the front region and where 
the top of the arms met the padding. Garment A offered the lowest pressure 
comfort range but the shoulder padding was of the smallest circumference, 59.5 
cm which would have benefited its conformability. The circumference of the 
remaining eight pads were in the range 70.3 – 82.1 cm. In particular unsegmented 
garment H had a 72.3 cm pad circumference and might have provided more 

















Figure 60: Front and back view of garment A fitted to participant 4 (Authors 
Own Image, 2018) 
 
A similar pressure range and pattern was generated for the unsegmented pads 
but the fit of the garments varied. In particular, garment H splayed away from the 
shoulder region of all six participants whereas garment A appeared to conform 
well. It was likely that garment A had improved fit because its pad circumference 
was 22% smaller than garment H. The fit of garment A also benefitted by the 
quartering of the each pad into four individual pockets per shoulder. In contrast, 
garment H had a poorer fit but might have provided more protective coverage 
due to its larger pad circumference.   
 
 
4.3.11  Summary of Fit Analysis of Current Rugby Shoulder Padding 
 
Through Phase II patterns in the conformability of different types of shoulder 
padding were identified. In particular, vacuum moulded garments that offered a 
close fit to the wearer led to poor pressure comfort, in the most extreme case 
pressure reached that of light medical compression wear. Bunching of shoulder 
padding was associated with vacuum moulded and not with cut or unsegmented 
shoulder pads. Splaying was seen across the three shoulder padding categories, 
and was most extreme for the unsegmented garment H in which it lifted away 
from the shoulder.  However, Garment A did not splay, both because the pad was 
quartered and the individual pieces were separately pocketed. However, it had 





In Phase II it was identified that the laser cut shoulder pads had the greatest 
observed fit as a category. However, garment D was oversized for all the 
participants and therefore did not conform well  to the shoulder region. 
Therefore, it was difficult to compare how conformable the triangular 
segmentation pattern of garment D was against the honeycomb segmentation of 
garments B and I. However, the honeycomb segmentation pattern of B and I 
appeared to conform well to the shoulder region of the participants. Of the cut-
segmented honeycomb pads, garment B offered more consistent pressure 
comfort across the participants.  
 
 
Summary of Key Findings 
 
Phase II established that current rugby shoulder padding can cause poor pressure 
comfort where it does not conform well to curved body regions. It was identified 
that all three segmentation types provided poor pressure comfort that was not 
in the ideal range or inconsistent during the active body positions associated with 
rugby participation. In addition, all three segmentation types led to splaying of 
the pads away from the shoulder region. Segmented shoulder pads were found 
to provide the best fit, as the pads did not pucker or bunch, which was a fit issue 
seen across the vacuum moulded pads. However, the non-segmented pad led to 
greater lifting away from the shoulder than segmented pads.    
 
 
4.4  Phase III: Development of Auxetic Shoulder Padding  
 
Previous research has identified problems with the conformability and comfort 
of PPE for impact and collision sports (Finch et al., 2001; Rome, 2019;). In 
particular, wearer discomfort was reported for rugby shoulder padding but 
evidence based on user perceptions and garment analysis is limited (Nayak et al., 
2017). Segmentation is often used to reduce the restrictiveness and limited 
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conformability of bulky body padding. Webster and Roberts (2009) indicated that 
one route to improvement is to provide more consistent pressure levels. Auxetic 
structures can enable conformability to curved regions (Lakes, 1987; Wang and 
Hu, 2014) but it is not yet known how the impact protection of auxetic structures 
differ when subject to synclastic curvature.  
 
Phase I of the research identified that thermal and weight comfort were 
perceived by rugby shoulder padding wearers as the most unsatisfactory realms 
of comfort. Generally, the sample were dissatisfied with rugby shoulder padding 
comfort, the highest satisfaction was identified for perceived fit and protective 
comfort. Fit and protection were also identified as the most critical realms of 
comfort to respondents and over half of the respondents never wore rugby 
shoulder padding. Phase II determined that rugby shoulder padding was bulky 
and non-conforming to the shoulder region as it provided poor pressure comfort 
and puckered across the fabric and PPE. However, rugby shoulder padding with 
laser-cut segmentation led to the greatest conformability, maintaining consistent 
pressure comfort measurements and not puckering.  
 
Phase III critically analysed shoulder padding with auxetic segmented patterns to 
investigate how far it offered an enhanced compromise between conformability 
and protection. The behavioural differences of five shoulder pads with four 
auxetic and one non-auxetic internal structure were investigated in part one of 
Phase III. Four physical test methods were used to determine which structure 
obtained the lowest peak forces and conformability.  The physical testing 
included tensile, dimensional, pressure comfort and impact tests. The identified 
internal structure was manipulated through cut widths, anisotropy and rib 







X - axis 
4.4.1  Part 1 – Determining Behavioural Differences Between Auxetic Structures 
Through Physical Testing 
 
Five EVA shoulder pads were cut-segmented with auxetic internal structures that 
were chiral (C001), rotating squares (RS002), 3-pointed star (3PS003) and 4-
pointed star (4PS004) as well as a non-auxetic pattern (HC005) (Figure 61) for 
comparison. Rugby shoulder padding is subject to impact over a curved body 
region under dynamic movements related to rugby Union participation (Harris 
and Spears, 2010). Part 1 investigated which shoulder padding internal structure 
offered the greatest conformability as well as impact tests over flat and curved 
surfaces. The consistency and scale of each pad’s lateral displacement were 
assessed; recording data under synclastic curvature on a mannequin, during 
tensile strength tests. Data was measured at the widest (T and B) and narrowest 
(M) horizontal landmarks and longest vertical landmark (L) (Figure 61).  
Furthermore, the pressure comfort provided by each shoulder pad was measured 
through different arm raises to identify conformability through body movement.  
 

















Figure 61: Technical drawings of the five pad samples with segmented laser cut 
shapes: a) chiral, b) rotating squares, c) 3-pointed star, d) 4-pointed star and e) 

















4.4.1.1  Tensile Displacement (Test 1) 
 
Under tensile displacement, non-auxetic structures can laterally contract, often 
at different rates throughout the structure (Joun et al., 2007). In contrast, auxetic 
structures can laterally expand (Kolken and Zadpoor, 2017) at different rates, 
rather than consistently throughout the pad. Therefore, it is possible that a 
shoulder pad with an internal structure that opens out at a concentrated area 
would offer less coverage at that region than one that opens out consistently. 
The results in Table 10 presented the landmarks T, M, B of the five shoulder pads 
at maximum tensile displacement. Maximum tensile displacement was reached 
when visible or audible signs of failure were identified for the internal structures, 
the full set of results are shown in appendix F. The percentage difference in lateral 
displacement of landmarks T, M, B were also presented for the five pads; a lower 
percentage represented a more consistent opening mechanism throughout the 
pad, rather than at concentrated regions.   
 
Table 10: Lateral expansion at maximum tensile displacement 
*measured to an assumed accuracy of 0.1 cm 
 
Table 10 confirmed that HC005 was not auxetic, it had negative lateral expansion 
across all three-landmark widths at maximum tensile displacement (Domaschke 
et al., 2019). In contrast, all four of the pads with auxetic laser cut patterns (001 
– 004) were confirmed auxetic, indicated by their positive lateral expansion at T, 

































































































C001 8.1/54 50 2.4/2.6 2.5/21 4.1/48 27 
RS002 5.4/36 32  1.9/2.1 2.0/17 2.2/26 9 
3PS003 6.2/ 41 46 0.8/1.6 1.2/10 2.6/31 21 
4PS004 8.3/55 51 1.2/1.1 1.2/10 2.2/25 15 
HC005 1.3/9 7 - 0.4 / - 0.3 - 0.4/-  3 - 0.4/- 5 - 2 
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et al., 2020), the centre (M) was determined the narrowest and subject to the 
greatest lateral expansion. Therefore, a lower percentage lateral displacement 
was calculated at the widest widths, T and B. The five pads led to varying 
percentage displacements between the narrowest and widest widths which 
ranged from – 2% to 27%, for HC005 and C001 respectively. Table 10 showed that 
the internal structure of RS002 had the most consistent opening mechanism 








































    a) 0 seconds                           b) 4 seconds                          c) 8 seconds  
 
































Figure 62: A sequence of the internal structure of RS002 opening at 4 second 
increments up to maximum tensile displacement (Authors Own Image, 2019) 
 
A range of maximum tensile and lateral displacements were recorded for all five 
pads, as the individual opening mechanisms differed, as shown in Figure 63. In 
particular, the internal structures of C001 and 3PS003 appeared to open out 
considerably at the narrowest width M, compared to the widest T, B. Table 10 
indicates that at maximum displacement, the greatest percentage difference 
between the narrowest and widest widths of the five pads was obtained for C001 









internal structure of C001 and 3PS003 were the least consistent. C001 and 
3PS003 were found to have the greatest lateral expansion at M, as such it was 
possible that the central region (M) would offer the least protective coverage.  
 
        a) C001              b) RS002           c) 3PS003        d) 4PS004          e) HC005 









Figure 63: The five segmented pads at the timed mid-point, circled is an opened 
region of 3PS003 (Authors Own Image, 2019) 
 
At full extension as seen in Figure 64, 4PS004 generated 55% tensile 
displacement, the highest, whereas 9% was recorded for HC005 which was the 
lowest. However, at maximum tensile displacement (Table 10), 4PS004 obtained 
the lowest lateral expansion of the auxetic pads. Furthermore, images d in Figures 
63 and 64 showed that 4PS004 opened out unsymmetrically, appearing to twist 
to the right and left, known as shearing (Lipton, 2018). In contrast, RS002 had the 
lowest percentage difference (9%) between M and T, B of the auxetic pads, 
opening evenly and consistently, as illustrated in image b in Figures 63 and 64. 
Due to obtaining the lowest percentage difference in lateral expansion between 























            a) C001             b) RS002         c) 3PS003         d) 4PS004         e) HC005 










Figure 64: The five segmented shoulder pads at maximum tensile displacement, 
circled is an opened region of 3PS003 as well as the shearing of 4PS004 (Authors 
Own Image, 2019) 
 
RS002 recorded high lateral expansion at the widest widths (17%) and narrowest 
(26%) and its opening mechanism was identified as the most consistent. Due to 
the consistent lateral expansion of RS002 it was possible that it would provide 
more protective coverage throughout the pad. During sport, skin can extend up 
to 50% at different regions (Senthilkumar et al., 2012) and sportswear is required 
to support this extension and recovery. The lateral and tensile displacement of 
RS002 was less than 50% but otherwise greater than the non-auxetic alternative 
HC005. Manipulating the internal structure of RS002 has potential to enhance its 
lateral and tensile displacement yet maintain its opening out consistency.  
 
 
4.4.1.2  Lateral Expansion of Pads Fitted to a Mannequin (Test 2) 
 
Table 11 presents dimensional changes to the shoulder pads when fitted to a 
mannequin. Dimensional change is recorded as the displacement at the shoulder 
pads vertical length (L) as well as the widest (T, B) and narrowest widths (M). 
Figure 65 presented one of the five shoulder pads (HC005) embedded within the 
pocketed shoulder region of a rugby top, fitted to a mannequin, with arms at its 
side. The test identified which samples generated positive dimensional change 
(auxetic) and conversely negative dimensional change (non-auxetic) when curved 
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over the shoulder (Timoshenko and Goodier, 1970). Of the five pads, lower 
percentage difference between dimensional change at T, M, B had potential to 
offer more protective coverage, opening out consistently rather than at 
concentrated regions of the pad.   
 

























































































1 2.6/12 0.3/0.4 0.4/3 - 0.2/- 2 5 
2 2.6/12 0.2/0.3 0.3/3 - 0.3/- 4 7 
3 2.8/13 0.3/0.3 0.3/3 - 0.2/- 2 1 
RS002 
1 2.4/11 0.3/0.4 0.4/3 1.1/13 10 
2 2.5/12 0.4/0.4 0.4/3 1.0/12 9 
3 2.4/11 0.4/0.5 0.5/4 1.1/13 9 
3PS003 
1 2.4/12 0.2/0.0 0.1/1 0.8/9 8 
2 2.6/12 0.5/- 0.2 0.2/2 0.8/9 7 
3 2.4/12 0.5/- 0.1 0.2/2 0.7/8 6 
4PS004 
1 1.5/7 0.2/- 0.4 - 0.1/- 1 0.0/0.0 - 1 
2 1.4/7 0.1/- 0.5 - 0.2/- 2 - 0.1/- 1 - 1 
3 1.6/7 0.1/- 0.6 - 0.3/- 3 - 0.1/- 1 - 2 
HC005 
1 0.8/4 0.0/- 0.1 - 0.1/1 - 0.4/- 4 - 5 
2 1.1/5 0.0/0.0 0.0/0 - 0.6/- 7 - 7 
3 1.0/5 0.0/- 0.1 - 0.1/1 - 0.6/- 7 - 8 



















a) front  (showing T)                                             b) side  (showing M)        



























Figure 65: HC005 (non-auxetic comparison) inserted within the pocketed region 
of a rugby top and fitted to a size XL men’s mannequin  (Authors Own Image, 
2019) 
 
The percentage difference between manual measurements at T, M, B presented 
in Table 11 indicated that C001, 3PS003, 4PS004 and HC005 decreased at one or 
more landmarks. Tolerances in garment construction are typically between 0.1 
and 0.3 cm (Montazer et al., 1987), as such the measurements were taken to an 
assumed accuracy of 0.2 cm. In addition, C001, 4PS004 and HC005 all generated 
negative dimensional change with the additional 0.2 cm assumed accuracy. In 
contrast, RS002 generated positive dimensional change at all three widths in the 
three tests, even by subtracting the 0.2 cm assumed accuracy. Therefore, RS002 




RS002 had a 10% difference in test 1 and 9% difference in tests 2 and 3 between 
the lateral expansion of T, M, B, the largest of the five shoulder pads. However, 
the other shoulder pads resulted in negative lateral expansion which was not 
ideal. Therefore, RS002 was found to conform better to the shoulder as it enabled 
positive lateral expansion throughout the measured landmarks. In contrast, 
HC005 and 4PS004 generated the greatest difference in negative lateral 
displacement between T, M, B. Figure 65, Image d showed that during the tensile 
test 4PS004 opened out unsymmetrically throughout the shoulder pad. The 
unsymmetrical opening to the internal structure of 4PS004 led to shearing. 
HC005 and 4PS004 also generated the lowest length displacement and therefore 
were considered the least conforming to the shoulder region and provided the 
least consistent opening mechanism.  
 
RS002 and 3PS003 recorded similar lateral expansion and percentage difference 
between T, M, B. However, the opening mechanism of 3PS003 was less consistent 
than RS002, such that expansion recorded at B was negative and expansion at T 
was positive in all three tests. Where 3PS003 was found to contract (negative 
expansion) on one side of the pad by opening out, it was likely that it would have 
led to less protective coverage in the region that opened out. RS002 performed 
the best of the five shoulder pads, conforming well to the shoulder region of the 
mannequin. However, manipulation of the internal structure of RS002 could be 
improved to enhance the opening consistency between T, M, B and in turn 
potentially increase protective coverage.   
 
 
4.4.1.3  Pressure Comfort (Test 3) 
 
Pressure comfort is a leading factor in the wearer’s sensation of comfort in tight 
fitting garments (Das and Alagirusamy, 2010). There are no optimal pressure 
comfort measurements for shoulder padding (Li and Wong, 2006), therefore the 
ideal pressure comfort range defined as > 0 mmHg and < 3.2 mmHg in Phase II 
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was used and referred to in Phase III. In addition, current research has identified 
that changing pressure levels during body movement can cause discomfort (Li 
and Wong, 2006). The five shoulder pads were embedded within the pocketed 
region of a rugby top, fitted to a mannequin for reliability and repeatability. 
However, this meant that the results were not comparable with those of pads in 
Phase II which conducted assessments on human participants. Pressure comfort 
was measured at four arm raises that reflected the shoulder mechanisms 
required to perform rugby tasks. Table 12 presented the mean pressure comfort 
measurements obtained from the front and back shoulder region across the four 
arm positions.  
 
Table 12: The mean pressure comfort measurements of the five pads 
 
The Four Arm Positions (mmHg) 
Pads Shoulder Region  Stationary Mid  45 Degrees Over Head 
C001 Front 1.0 2.3 3.3 5.0 
Back 3.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 
RS002 Front 1.7 1.3 1.7 3.0 
Back 1.3 1.0 1.7 1.7 
3PS003 
 
Front 2.0 1.0 1.3 2.3 
Back 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
4PS004 
 
Front 2.3 1.3 1.0 2.0 
Back 2.0 1.0 2.0 0.7 
HC005 Front 2.3 0.0 1.0 1.7 
Back 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.3 
 
The results in Table 12 showed that the pressure comfort values obtained from 
the front shoulder landmarks across the five pads ranged between 0.0 – 5.0 
mmHg. In the back shoulder region, a range between 0.7 – 3.0 mmHg, which was 
smaller than the front and within the ideal pressure comfort range. The front 
shoulder landmark of all five pads obtained the highest pressure measurements 
in the overhead and stationary arm positions. Whereas, lower pressure comfort 
was recorded at mid and 45-degree arm positions. Therefore, lower pressure was 
typically obtained through positions in which the arm was relatively level with 





The graph in Figure 66 showed that C001 obtained the highest range of pressure 
comfort values, outside of the ideal range for rugby shoulder padding. Therefore, 
of the five pads C001 was the least conformable. It was also identified from the 
results that the auxetic shoulder pads gained higher mean pressure comfort 
values in the front than the back-shoulder region where it was less conforming. 
HC005 obtained 0 mmHg in the mid-raise position and therefore was found to lift 
away from the shoulder region. Research has shown that PPE discomfort can 
cause distraction (Tirloni et al., 2018), as such changing pressure comfort levels 
between body movements could too. Therefore, C001 and HC005 were the most 
likely to cause discomfort that could lead to distraction from performing rugby 




























Figure 66: Mean pressure comfort measurements (mmHg) of five shoulder pads 
at a) front and b) back shoulder landmark across four arm raises 
Between arm positions, RS002 and 3PS003 measurements ranged between 1.3 – 
3.0 mmHg and 1.0 – 2.3 mmHg respectively, providing the most consistent 
pressure comfort. In the stationary position 3PS003 had a marginally higher 
difference of 1.0 mmHg between its front and back landmark than RS002. There 
was a difference of 0.5 mmHg recorded for RS002 in the stationary position 
between front and back pressure comfort measurements. 4PS004 also obtained 
pressure values within the good pressure comfort range for shoulder padding, 
yet the range was higher and therefore less consistent. In summary, RS002 and 







consistency in pressure comfort with potential to cause less distraction during 
rugby union participation.  
 
 
4.4.1.4  Impact Tests (Test 4) 
 
Further to the assessment of conformability, the five shoulder pads were subject 
to impact tests. Auxetic open cell foams have been subject to impact under 
synclastic curvature  by Foster et al., (2018). However, closed cell foam with 
auxetic structures cut into them have not yet been subject to impact when under 
synclastic curvature. Therefore, impact on closed cell with auxetic structures 
were impact tested on flat, cylindrical and domed anvils for comparison.  The 
results displayed the peak forces obtained for the five shoulder pads subject to 
an impact of 5 J in the same position. Tests were repeated three times following 
60 second intervals (World Rugby, 2019) and the mean was calculated as seen in 


















Table 13: Peak force (N) from impact tests of five shoulder pads over three 
anvils 
 
Shoulder Pads Anvil Test 1  Test 2  Test 3  Mean  
C001 Flat 2180 2257 2287 2241 
  Cylindrical 4259 5444 5484 5062 
  Domed 9280 10389 10672 10114 
RS002 Flat 2155 2229 2266 2217 
  Cylindrical 4480 4514 4700 4565 
  Domed 8800 10089 10376 9755 
3PS003 Flat 2256 2338 2367 2320 
  Cylindrical 3894 4622 4899 4472 
  Domed 8763 9958 10272 9664 
4PS004 Flat 2213 2289 2308 2270 
  Cylindrical 4333 5197 5407 4979 
  Domed 9255 10288 10571 10038 
HC005 Flat 2170 2256 2291 2239 
  Cylindrical 4001 4078 4140 4073 
  Domed 9225 9418 9683 9442 
 
The mean peak forces obtained over the flat anvil ranged between 2217 – 2320 
N, RS002 and 3PS003 had the lower and upper bound of the range respectively, 
as shown in Table 13. The mean peak forces obtained for pads impacted over the 
cylindrical anvil ranged from 4073 – 5062 N, the lower and upper bound of the 
range was identified for HC005 and C001 respectively, which were around double 
those obtained from the flat anvil. A range between 9442 – 10113 N (HC005 and 
C001 had the lower and upper bound of the range respectively) was obtained for 
pads impacted over the domed anvil around triple those obtained from the flat 
anvil. Graphs in Figure 67 demonstrated that peak forces increased with the 
curvature of the anvil. Under curvature the pads internal structures opened out 
and as a result, it is possible this could decrease the pads protective coverage of 
the shoulder region when in use. Despite the differences of internal structures, 
the mean peak forces for RS002 and 3PS003 were higher, but comparable over 






















































































Figure 67: Forces (N) from the impact tests of five shoulder pads over three 
anvils; a) flat, b) cylindrical and c ) domed 
 
HC005 to obtain the lowest range of peak forces over curved anvils between 
impact tests 1 and 3 (Figure 67, graphs b and c). Therefore, the non-auxetic 
shoulder pad HC005 obtained lower peak forces between impact tests compared 
to those that opened out due to having an auxetic internal structure (structures 
001 – 004). This finding suggested that commercial padding did not degrade as 
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quickly as the auxetic pads; some degradation was observed but images were not 
taken. Peak forces obtained over a flat surface were otherwise very similar for all 
five pads. This finding further implied that peak forces were dependent on the 
opening mechanism of the pad as they were similar prior to opening.  
 
C001 and 4PS004 exhibited the highest peak forces for impacts over curved anvils 
(cylindrical and domed). It was identified through the tensile test that C001 had 
the least consistent opening mechanism of the pads. Therefore, under increased 
curvature (Figure 67, graphs b and c) it was possible that the internal structure of 
C001 opened out the most. In contrast, RS002 was not comprised of ligaments, 
due to its arrangement of non-intersecting cut lines and was identified through 
the tensile test as having a consistent opening mechanism. Therefore, it was 
possible that a consistent opening mechanism enabled RS002 to obtain the 
lowest mean peak forces over a flat anvil of the five pads.  
 
Over curved anvils RS002 obtained the third lowest mean peak forces of the 
shoulder pads. 3PS003 obtained the second highest mean peak forces over 
curved anvils, despite attenuating the lowest peak force over the flat anvil. The 
internal structures were controlled by maintaining the same rib length and 
therefore, the unit cell scales varied slightly. Due to the hexagonal structure of 
3PS003 which had the largest number of sides, the unit cells also appeared the 
largest of the auxetic internal structures. Therefore, over curved surfaces, the 
larger unit cell scale of 3PS003 may have enabled lower peak forces.  
 
HC005 performed the best during the impact tests, where lowest peak forces 
were recorded over curved anvils and the second lowest over the flat anvil. Lower 
peak forces were obtained for internal structures with shorter connecting points 
between unit cells as well as internal structures with larger unit cells/protective 
segments. Therefore, of the auxetic shoulder pads, RS002 was identified as 
having performed the best across tests on flat and curved anvils. 3PS003 obtained 
lower peak forces over curved anvils but the highest peak forces over the flat 
anvil. Due to 3PS003’s hexagonal internal structure it appeared to have the 
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largest unit cell scale but longer connecting points, the inconsistency may have 
been due to unit cell positioning between the different anvils. Manipulating 
RS002 to have larger unit cells has potential to obtain lower peak forces over 
curved anvils.     
 
 
4.4.1.5  Behavioural Differences Between Auxetic Structures Summary  
(Part 1) 
 
In summary, of the five pads, the rotating squares internal structure enabled the 
most consistent lateral expansion in the tensile test and when fitted to a 
mannequin. In contrast, HC005, the non-auxetic shoulder pad decreased in 
length laterally during the tensile test and dimensional change test. RS002 and 
3PS003 had the most consistent pressure comfort levels and therefore 
performed the best in the three tests relating to conformability (tests 1 – 3). 
Second to the non-auxetic internal structure, RS002 also exhibited lower peak 
forces under impacts on all three anvils. Therefore, of the five shoulder pads, 
RS002 presented the best compromise between reducing peak forces and 
enhancing conformability.  
 
 
Summary of Key Findings 
 
Through the tensile test, the most consistent lateral expansion was identified for 
RS002. High lateral expansion was also identified for C001 and 3PS003 but 
opening out of the internal structures was less consistent. In contrast,  4PS004 
opened out unsymmetrically, appearing to shear and HC005 decreased at the 
three measured widths. Through insertion within the pocketed region of a rugby 
top fitted to a mannequin, in test 2, RS002 was the only pad that enabled positive 
dimensional change at all landmarks. HC005 and C001 were not found to obtain 
the ideal pressure comfort range in test 3. Of the pads within the ideal pressure 
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comfort range, RS002 and 3PS003 obtained the smallest range of values, 
therefore providing the most consistent pressure comfort.  
 
3PS003 obtained the lowest over the flat anvil but the highest over curved, 
whereas RS002 which had the most consistent opening mechanism of the auxetic 
pads obtained consistently low peak forces over the three anvils out of the 
auxetic pads. The quantity of foam removed through segmentation was not 
examined through this research and as such it was unknown whether this 
affected peak forces. However, when placed over cylindrical and domed anvils 
respective auxetic structures opened out to different degrees, affecting the 
quantity of foam exposed to the impact striker. This research examined opening 
mechanisms and found a correlation between consistent opening mechanisms 
with auxetic structures which obtained lower peak forces over curved anvils 
compared to auxetic structures with inconsistent opening mechanisms. 
However, as HC005 was segmented with a non-auxetic pattern it was unable to 
open out and as such exhibited the lowest peak forces over curved anvils and 
second lowest over the flat anvil in test 4.  
 
 
4.4.2  Part 2 – Manipulation of the Rotating Squares Structure for Rugby 
Shoulder Padding Segmentation 
 
Researchers have identified that tailoring the geometry of an auxetic structure 
can change its mechanical properties and behaviour (Mizzi et al., 2020). 
Therefore, in Part 2, manipulation to the rotating squares structure was 
performed to determine the suitability in relation to conformability and impact 
protection. Table 14 displays the manipulated internal structures of the rotating 
squares segmentation pattern by anisotropy, cut widths and rib lengths. The nine 
samples were subject to identical test and analysis methods performed in Part 1. 
Through geometric manipulation the most suitable internal structure for 
segmenting rugby shoulder padding obtaining low peak forces as well as the 
greatest opening consistency and conformability will be recommended. 
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Rotating Squares Internal Structure 
Manipulation (cm) 
Cross-section 
RS006 Original Rotating Squares internal 
structure 
 
RS007 Laser cut widths: 0.25   
RS008 Laser cut widths: 0.4   
RS009 Rib lengths: 0.5  
RS010 Rib lengths: 1.5   
RS011 Anisotropic - rib length aspect ratio: 
1.5 (horizontal): 1.0 (vertical) 
 
RS012 Anisotropic - rib length aspect ratio: 2.0 
(horizontal): 1.0 (vertical) 
 
RS013 Anisotropic - rib length aspect ratio: 1.0 
(horizontal): 1.5 (vertical) 
 
RS014 Anisotropic - rib length aspect ratio: 1.0 




4.4.2.1  Tensile Displacement (Test 1) 
 
Table 15 presents percentage lateral displacement (expansion) across the top (T), 
bottom (B) and middle (M) of each of the nine pads, at maximum tensile 
displacement. The results calculated for the maximum tensile and lateral 
displacement of the nine pads were visible or audible signs of failure were 
identified for each individual internal structures. The difference between lateral 
displacement at the narrowest (M) and widest (T, B) widths was also determined. 
Shoulder pads with the lowest percentage difference in lateral displacement 
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between landmarks T, M, B would potentially offer more protective coverage. 
The results reveal how manipulating an auxetic geometry can affect its opening 
consistency under tensile displacement. Table 15 presents the data from test 3, 
the full set of results (tests 1, 2 and 3) are shown in appendix G. 
 
 
















Lateral Displacement Difference Between 
M and 
Mean of 









RS006 6.8/45 51 2.0/1.9 2.0/16 2.0/24 8 
RS007 4.6/31 29 0.6/1.2 0.9/8 2.0/24 16 
RS008 5.5/37 34 0.7/1.1 0.9/8 1.9/22 14 
RS009 4.7/31 29 0.2/0.4 0.3/3 1.2/14 11 
RS010 5.5/37 27 1.3/0.5 0.9/8 3.2/38 30 
RS011 6.4/43 38 1.4/1.5 1.5/12 2.7/32 20 
RS012 4.6/31 26 1.2/1.0 1.1/9 3.0/35 26 
RS013 6.5/43 39 0.9/1.0 1.0/11 1.7/15 4 
RS014 8.9/59 53 0.7/0.8 0.8/6 0.6/7 1 
*measured to an assumed accuracy of 0.1 cm 
 
Table 15 presents that positive lateral expansion was obtained at maximum 
tensile displacement for all three width landmarks T, M, B, confirming that all 
nine shoulder pads were auxetic. RS009 and RS006 respectively recorded 3% to 
16% lateral displacement, at the widest landmark widths (mean T, B). Percentage 
lateral displacement was highest at M and ranged between 7% to 38%, RS014 
and RS010 obtained the lower and upper bound of the range respectively. 
Difference between the lateral displacements of T, M, B ranged from 1% to 30%; 
RS014 was the lowest and RS010 the highest. Therefore, the latter opened the 
least consistently, providing potentially less consistent protective coverage 
throughout the pad. Figure 68 presents anisotropic pad RS012 with horizontally 
orientated ribs increased by 2.0 cm opening when subject to tensile force over 4 









































Figure 68: The internal structure of anisotropic pad RS012 with horizontally 
orientated ribs increased by 2.0 cm in an opening out sequence of 4 second 
increments up to maximum tensile displacement (Authors Own Image, 2019) 
 
Figure 69 showed that there was a 13 seconds difference between the shoulder 
pads with the smallest (RS009) and highest (RS014) tensile displacement at the 
timed mid-point. Figure 69 also showed that RS009 had the least consistent 
opening mechanism and that RS014 was the most consistent. RS009 was 
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manipulated such that it had the shortest rib lengths (0.5 cm) of the nine shoulder 
pads. The percentage lateral displacement of RS009 (Table 15) was the lowest of 
the pads at the widest landmark (mean T, B: 3%) and second lowest at the central 
width (M: 14%). Therefore, decreasing rib lengths led to an observed decrease in 
the tensile and lateral displacement of the shoulder pad, in turn potentially 
restricting the extension of the stretch garment it could be joined to.      
 
a) RS006              b) RS007               c) RS008           d) RS009             e) RS010 










               f) RS011              g) RS012             h) RS013          i) RS014                










Figure 69: The nine segmented pads at the timed mid-point, circled is an 
opened region of RS014 (Authors Own Image, 2019) 
 
The nine shoulder pads opened at different rates between the widest (T, B) and 
narrowest (M) widths (Figure 69) at the timed mid-point of tensile displacement. 
The lowest percentage difference in lateral displacement between the narrowest 
(M) and widest (T, B) landmarks was identified for RS013 (4%) and RS014 (1%) in 
table 15 and observed in Figure 69. For the remaining 7 shoulder pads, the 
narrowest width M expanded at a greater rate than the widest widths, T, B as 
observed in Part 1. RS014 obtained the lowest lateral expansion at M and the 
highest tensile displacement of the pads, due to having the longest horizontally 
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orientated ribs. Therefore, RS014 was found to be less conformable under tensile 
displacement as it generated the lowest lateral expansion.  
 
The maximum tensile displacement of RS009 ended at 18 seconds, whereas 
RS014 opened out for 44 seconds, Figure 70 showed that the former was less 
conforming. Shoulder pads with increased laser cut widths of 0.25 cm (RS007) 
and 0.4 cm (RS008) obtained the second lowest tensile displacement of the nine 
pads. Lateral displacement at M was 14% for RS007 and 16% for RS008, 
comparative to the original rotating squares internal structure (RS006). In 
contrast, lateral displacement at the widest widths (mean T, B) of RS007 and 
RS008 was approximately half of RS006 (8%). The ribs of RS006 were cut to the 
diameter of the laser beam which was 0.5 cm. In order to increase the cut widths 
of RS007 and RS008 the ribs were drawn as rectangles instead of lines. Therefore, 
increasing the cut widths of the rotating squares structure led to less 




















a) RS006              b) RS007               c) RS008            d) RS009               e) RS010 











                   f) RS011               g) RS012           h) RS013           i) RS014                











Figure 70: The nine segmented shoulder pads at maximum tensile 
displacement, circled is an opened region of RS014 (Authors Own Image, 2019) 
 
Shoulder pads manipulated by anisotropy, RS011 – 014, obtained the greatest 
tensile displacement. However, a difference of 20% and 26% was respectively 
recorded for RS011 and RS012 between lateral expansion at the widest T, B and 
narrowest M widths of those with increased horizontally orientated ribs. 
Therefore, opening of RS011 and RS012 was less consistent than the 
unmanipulated shoulder pad, RS006, which had a difference of 8% between T, M, 
B. At maximum tensile displacement, it was observed that RS010, RS012 and 
RS014 had the most consistent opening mechanisms of the nine shoulder pads. 
RS010, RS012 and RS014 were manipulated such that they had the longest ribs, 
opening out to a larger scale than the other internal structures.  
 
It was identified that by increasing the cut widths of the internal structure, the 
difference between lateral displacement was increased and in turn so was 
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opening inconsistency. Altering rib lengths of RS009 and RS010 also lead to a 
reduction in the consistency of lateral displacement as well as reduced tensile 
displacement. Anisotropic manipulation enabled a greater consistency in lateral 
displacement, especially pads with horizontally orientated ribs, but also led to 
low overall lateral displacement. The shoulder pads with increased vertically 
orientated ribs obtained greater percentage lateral displacement, but lower 
tensile displacement. In summary, manipulating the internal structure of the 
rotating squares auxetic shoulder pad led to behavioural differences, but the 
largest and most consistent lateral displacement was identified for the 
unmanipulated structure, RS006.  
 
 
4.4.2.2  Lateral Expansion of Pads Fitted to a Mannequin (Test 2) 
 
Table 16 presented lateral expansion to the nine auxetic shoulder pads 
embedded within a rugby top. Lateral expansion to the nine shoulder pads was 
recorded at the vertical length (L) as well as widest (T, B) and narrowest widths 
(M) when fitted to the mannequin.  Shoulder pads with a lower percentage 
difference between the lateral displacement at T, M, B would be representative 
of an internal structure comprising of a consistent opening mechanism, ideal for 










































































































RS006 1 2.0/10 1.3/0.2 0.8/7 0.4/5 2 
2 2.1/10 1.1/0.2 0.7/6 0.3/4 2 
3 2.0/10 1.4/0.2 0.8/7 0.3/4 3 
RS007 1 1.1/5 0.0/0.0 0.0/0 0.0/0 0 
2 1.1/5 0.0/0.0 0.0/0 0.1/1 1 
3 1.3/6 0.0/0.1 0.1/1 0.0/0 1 
RS008 1 1.1/5 - 0.1/0.4 0.2/2 0.4/6 4 
2 1.1/5 - 0.1/0.5 0.2/2 0.3/4 2 
3 1.2/6 - 0.3/0.2 - 0.1/- 1 0.4/6 7 
RS009 1 0.7/3 - 0.2/- 0.2 - 0.2/- 2 0.0/0 2 
2 0.7/3 - 0.3/- 0.2 - 0.3/- 2 - 0.1/- 1 1 
3 0.6/3 - 0.3/- 0.1 - 0.2/- 2 - 0.1/1 3 
RS010 
 
1 1.0/5 - 0.2/0.0 - 0.1/- 1 0.1/1 2 
2 1.4/7 - 0.1/0.0 - 0.1/- 1 0.2/2 3 




1 1.3/6 0.1/0.0 0.1/1 0.6/7 6 
2 1.2/6 0.3/0.0 0.2/2 0.7/8 6 
3 1.2/6 0.1/0.1 0.1/1 0.5/6 5 
RS012 
 
1 1.0/5 0.0/0.1 0.1/0 0.3/4 4 
2 1.3/6 0.0/0.0 0.0/0 0.3/4 4 
3 1.3/6 0.0/0.0 0.0/0 0.5/6 6 
RS013 
 
1 1.4/7 0.1/0.1 0.1/1 0.2/2 1 
2 1.4/7 0.0/0.1 0.1/1 0.2/2 1 
3 1.5/7 0.0/0.0 0.0/0 0.2/2 2 
RS014 
 
1 2.0/10 0.1/0.3 0.2/2 0.3/4 2 
2 2.2/11 0.1/0.4 0.3/3 0.5/6 3 
3 2.3/11 0.2/0.5 0.4/3 0.3/4 1 
                *measured to an assumed accuracy of 0.2 cm 
 
RS009 and RS010 manipulated by rib lengths had negative lateral expansion 
across T, M, B and were therefore identified as non-auxetic through the 
constraints of the test. RS008 decreased at T and this was not within the 0.2 cm 
assumed accuracy in test 3 and therefore also appeared non-auxetic. The length 
displacement of the shoulder pads ranged between 3% to 11%, which was similar 
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to the results recorded in Part 1. The difference between the percentage lateral 
expansion of the widest T, B and narrowest M widths (0% to 7%) were also within 
a similar range to Part 1. Therefore, manipulation of rib scale, anisotropy and cut 
widths did not significantly affect the opening consistency of the rotating squares 
structure at its width landmarks.   
 
It was identified that increasing the cut widths of the internal structure in RS007 
and RS008 led to lower tensile displacement compared to the original rotating 
squares structure, RS006. Manipulating the rib length of the internal structure to 
be shorter in RS009 as well as longer in RS010 also led to lower length 
displacement than the original, RS006. In test 1, no lateral displacement was 
recorded for RS007. In contrast, anisotropic shoulder pads generated 5% to 11% 
lateral displacement at L and 2% to 8% at the narrowest width M. However, mean 
lateral displacement at the widest widths was 0% to 3% for the anisotropic 
shoulder pads, which was lower.   
 
Dimensional change at L was decreased by manipulating rib lengths of RS009 and 
RS010 and cut widths for RS007 and RS008 by approximately half. Manipulating 
the anisotropy of the rotating squares structure led to varied results. Vertical 
orientated rib lengths that were increased for RS011 and RS012 obtained 
approximately half the dimensional change at L compared to the original sample 
RS006. However, RS014 had horizontal orientated ribs, increased by 1.0 cm and 
gained similar tensile displacement to RS006. In summary, manipulating the 
rotating squares internal structure did not lead to an enhanced opening 
consistency and as such RS006 was the most consistent shoulder pad. 
 
 
4.4.2.3  Pressure Comfort (Test 3) 
 
Table 17 displayed the mean pressure comfort values recorded for the nine 
shoulder pads fitted to a mannequin. The results displayed the difference in 
pressure comfort between the front and back shoulder region across four arm 
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positions. Patterns emerged for the three manipulation techniques which were 
compared to the original rotating squares structure, RS006. The ideal pressure 
comfort was defined as > 0 mmHg and < 3.2 mmHg, as used in Part 1. 
 
Table 17: Mean pressure comfort measurements of the nine pads 
 
The Four Arm Positions (mmHg) 
Pads Shoulder Region  Stationary Mid  45 Degrees Over Head 
RS006 Front 1.7 2.0 1.7 4.3 
Back 0.7 1.0 1.0 1.3 
RS007 Front 2.7 4.0 6.0 9.7 
Back 1.7 2.3 4.3 7.0 
RS008 
 
Front 1.0 3.7 7.0 10.0 
Back 1.3 1.3 2.3 4.0 
RS009 
 
Front 1.3 1.7 2.3 4.3 
Back 1.0 1.3 1.7 2.3 
RS010 
 
Front 1.0 2.7 3.7 4.3 
Back 1.3 1.0 2.0 3.0 
RS011 Front 1.3 1.7 2.0 3.3 
Back 0.0 1.0 2.0 2.3 
RS012 Front 1.0 2.3 2.3 3.0 
Back 0.3 1.3 2.3 3.0 
RS013 
 
Front 1.0 2.0 5.0 10.0 
Back 0.7 1.0 2.3 4.0 
RS014 
 
Front 1.0 2.0 4.3 8.3 
Back 1.0 1.0 2.3 3.3 
 
Table 17 documented that pressure comfort was within the range 1.0 – 10.0 
mmHg for the front shoulder landmark across the nine pads, which was higher 
than Part 1. The range of results were smaller in the back for all nine pads, 0.0 – 
7.0 mmHg. Shoulder padding with increased cut widths for example, RS007 and 
RS008 obtained the highest range in the back region. The results demonstrated 
that the greatest change in pressure between the four arm positions was to the 
front shoulder region, similar to the results presented in Part 1. In particular, the 
pressure comfort measurements obtained for the front shoulder region 
increased with the amount that the arms were raised as well as in the back-
shoulder region. Therefore, pressure comfort increased as the shoulder padding 




The original rotating squares shoulder pad RS006 obtained 0.7 – 1.3 mmHg in the 
back shoulder region, the smallest range of all nine pads, as displayed in the full 
set of results shown by the graph in Figure 71. RS006 obtained 1.7 – 4.3 mmHg in 
the front shoulder region across the four positions, the second lowest in the 
front, however it was above the ideal range. 0.3 – 3.0 mmHg was recorded for 
the front and back for RS012, it was the most suitable as the only pad within the 
ideal range. In general, pads with increased vertical orientated ribs, RS011 and 
RS012, obtained the lowest range of pressure comfort values in the front 
shoulder region and comparatively low in the back. Conversely, anisotropic 
shoulder pads with increased horizontal orientated ribs, RS013 and RS014, had 























a )                                                                       
 
b)                                                                
 
 
Figure 71: Mean pressure comfort measurements (mmHg) of nine shoulder 
pads at a) front and b) back shoulder landmark across four arm raises  
 
In summary, compared to Part 1, the pressure comfort measurements were 
considered within the higher range across the nine shoulder pads. The original 
rotating squares shoulder pad had greater consistency in pressure comfort than 
shoulder pads manipulated with increased cut widths and anisotropic pads with 
increased horizontal orientated ribs. Therefore, shoulder pads with greater cut 
widths and increased horizontal ribs were identified as the least conformable 







than many of the shoulder pads and as such manipulation did not enhance 
conformability. However, it was identified that anisotropic rotating squares 
structure manipulated with lengthened vertical orientated ribs, RS012, had the 
greatest conformability of the shoulder pads.  
 
 
4.4.2.4  Impact Tests (Test 4) 
 
Nine shoulder pads were subject to impact tests over the flat, cylindrical and 
domed anvils. In Part 2 of the research, the results identified patterns in the peak 
forces obtained for shoulder pads with different manipulation techniques.  The 
results in Table 18 display the peak forces obtained for the nine shoulder pads 
subjected to an impact energy of 5 J over three anvils. Shoulder pads that 
obtained low peak forces across the three anvils were thought to be the most 
suited to provide impact protection in shoulder padding. Tests were repeated 























 Pads Anvil Test 1  Test 2  Test 3  Mean  
RS006 Flat 2076 2104 2168 2116 
  Cylindrical 3171 3875 4341 3795 
  Domed 8459 8966 9094 8840 
RS007 Flat 1970 2142 2152 2088 
  Cylindrical 3070 3680 3727 3492 
  Domed 8932 9448 9973 9451 
RS008 Flat 2095 2115 2123 2111 
  Cylindrical 3124 3744 3885 3584 
  Domed 9382 9963 10086 9810 
RS009 Flat 1906 1992 2056 1985 
  Cylindrical 3042 3387 3485 3305 
  Domed 7654 8730 9134 8506 
RS010 Flat 1949 2028 2063 2014 
  Cylindrical 2869 3255 3484 3203 




Flat 1961 1979 2058 1999 
Cylindrical 3014 3195 3356 3188 




Flat 1888 2004 2026 1973 
Cylindrical 2911 3225 3275 3137 
Domed 5337 8085 8835 7419 
RS013 
 
Flat 1931 2011 2051 1997 
Cylindrical 3100 3326 3465 3297 




Flat 1952 2033 2084 2023 
Cylindrical 2928 3248 3312 3162 
Domed 7451 8477 8636 8188 
 
Impact tests on the flat anvil led to results within the range of 1973 – 2116 N, 
RS012 and RS006 had the lower and upper bound of the range respectively, as 
shown in Table 18. Over the cylindrical anvil, the range of mean peak forces were 
3137 – 3795 N, RS012 and RS006 had the lower and upper bound of the range 
respectively, approximately double the range obtained over the flat anvil. Peak 
forces recorded from the domed anvil were within the range 7419 – 9810 N, 
RS012 and RS008 had the lower and upper bound of the range respectively, 































































demonstrated that increasing the anvil curvature led to an increase in peak 
forces, as the internal structures to opened out, also identified in Part 1. Mean 
peak forces in Part 2 were lower than those in Part 1 and the original structure in 
Part 2 obtained the highest peak forces over flat and cylindrical anvils. Therefore, 
lower peak forces were obtained for manipulated samples.  
 




































Figure 72: Forces (Newtons) from the impact tests of nine shoulder pads over 




The highest peak forces were obtained for RS006 and shoulder pads with 
increased cut widths (RS007 and RS008), over the three anvils, which may have 
been caused by the increased width of material cut away from the pads. Whereas 
anisotropic shoulder pads, RS011 – 014 and shoulder pads with manipulated rib 
lengths RS009 and RS010 obtained the lowest peak forces over all three anvils. In 
particular, RS012 which had the greatest increase in vertical orientated ribs, 
obtained the lowest mean peak force over each anvil. However, peak forces may 
have differed depending on the positioning of the internal structure within the 
impact region, despite having the same over all pad position. Due to the 
differences in the manipulated internal structures, the individual unit cells of the 
pads may have been positioned differently under the impact striker, potentially 
affecting recorded peak forces.   
 
In summary, in Part 2, the original rotating squares structure obtained higher 
peak forces than the manipulated shoulder pads, therefore manipulation 
enabled decreased peak forces. It was not surprising that shoulder pads with 
increased cut widths obtained higher peak forces under impact, having the 
largest segmented surface area before opening out. In contrast anisotropic 
manipulated variations enabled lower peak forces than the un-manipulated pad. 
RS012 obtained the lowest peak forces of all nine pads. Therefore, it was 
identified that anisotropic manipulation of vertically orientated ribs led to the 
best results for the shoulder pads.   
 
 




In adjusting the rib lengths of the rotating square structure, RS009 and RS010 
showed that conformability was not enhanced. The ribs of RS009 were shorter 
than the original and the ribs of RS010 were longer, yet no pattern emerged 
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across the tests in increasing rib lengths of the structure. It was found that across 
the conformability tests RS009 and RS010 had a reduced opening consistency and 
lateral displacement compared to RS006, the non-manipulated rotating squares 
structure. Poor conformability was also indicated by the high range of pressure 
comfort values obtained for the shoulder pads. Finally, shoulder pads with 





The shoulder pads with increased cut widths had poorer conformability than the 
original structure, RS006. Through the tensile test, RS007 and RS008 had the 
second lowest tensile displacement and its opening mechanism was less 
consistent. The pressure comfort measurements of the two shoulder pads were 
in the highest range and as such by increasing the cut widths they were less 
conforming to body movements. It was shown that increasing cut widths for 
RS007 and RS008 resulted in increased peak forces across the three anvils.  
However, it was identified that increasing cut widths created a rectangular shape 
rather than the pointed ribs of the unit cells, this difference may have affected 
the conformability of the internal structure. Future investigations of cut widths 





Anisotropic shoulder pads obtained the lowest peak forces over the three anvils 
and as such performed better than the original RS006. Additionally, it was 
identified that RS011 and RS012, with increased vertically orientated ribs, had 
consistent pressure comfort and therefore were the most conforming. RS011 and 
RS012 also obtained high lateral displacement during the tensile and dimensional 
changes tests, obtaining the greatest opening inconsistency, with potentially less 
protective coverage. Shoulder pads with longer horizontally orientated ribs, 
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RS013 and RS014 enabled lower lateral displacement but which was more 
consistent throughout the pad, and also achieved higher tensile displacement. 
The range of pressure comfort measurements were higher for RS013 and RS014 
than those with manipulated vertically orientated ribs, as such were less 





Phase III presented that some auxetic structures can enhance the conformability 
of rugby shoulder padding without sacrificing protection. Manipulation of the 
rotating squares structure led to lower peak forces under impact, identified for 
anisotropic shoulder pads. All nine of the structures in Phase III led to increased 
conformability compared to the non-auxetic honeycomb shoulder pad in Part 1. 
However, the original rotating squares structure remained the most conformable 
shoulder pad in Phase III, Parts 1 and 2. The rotating squares structures with 
increased vertical orientated ribs were identified as the most suited to padding 
segmentation through the constraints of the tests in Phase III.  
 
 
4.5  Summary of Chapter 4  
 
This chapter presented the findings from Phases I to III. Phase I identified that 
discomfort prevented the majority of rugby playing respondents from wearing 
shoulder padding; wearer issues were identified across all six realms of comfort - 
thermal, weight, aesthetic, fit, sensorial and protection. Further analysis of the 
pressure comfort and fit of shoulder padding samples segmented three ways 
identified that none sat within the ideal pressure comfort range and most offered 
poor fit. Cut segmentation led to the greatest conformability and laser cutting 
also offered an effective route to producing auxetic patterns. Phases I and II 
identified that rugby shoulder padding discomfort was largely caused by poor 
Chapter 4 
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pressure comfort and poor fit, which had not been evidenced in previous 
research.  
 
The results presented in Parts 1 and 2 of Phase III determined that auxetic 
structures can be manipulated to offer rugby shoulder padding enhanced 
comfort benefits. Manipulation led to obtaining the ideal pressure comfort 
measurements defined for rugby shoulder padding in this research and auxetic 
structures led to generally greater conformability. However, some of the auxetic 
structures analysed in Phase III opened out less consistently and had potential to 
provide less protective coverage although compromises between fit and 
protection are common in sPPE development. Therefore, this research has 
identified that research recommending auxetic structures for protective body 
padding should take into account that synclastic curvature and biaxial expansion 
may affect protective coverage. There is need for the characterisation of a larger 
range of auxetic structures and manipulations, that further investigates impact 




5  Discussion 
 
 
5.1  Introduction 
 
This chapter critically discusses key findings from the literature review and results 
from phases I to III which met objectives 1 - 4. Key drivers for conducting this PhD 
were that sport personal protective equipment (sPPE) provides poor conformability 
and auxetic structures have the potential to offer an enhanced solution. sPPE is 
designed to protect against sport-specific injuries; however, it is thought that 
discomfort can reduce product use. The literature review, which fulfilled objective 1, 
showed that rugby sPPE materials offer poor conformability (Griffiths, 2009) and 
comfort (Finch et al., 2001). Webster and Roberts (2009) categorised comfort as six 
realms which are fit, protection, aesthetics, thermal, weight and sensorial. Therefore, 
to address the overall aim of the research which sought to identify the optimum 
parameters for the development of rugby shoulder padding that utilises auxetic PPE, 
this study was completed in three phases. Phase I quantified user perceptions and 
product use of commercial rugby shoulder padding, in response to objective 2. Phase 
II assessed product fit and pressure comfort to contextualise product performance 
with user perceptions, fulfilling objective 2. The final Phase (III) was designed to 
provide new insights into how auxetic structures can provide sPPE with enhanced 
conformability to the body in response to objectives 3 - 4.  The key findings are 
synthesised to produce a recommended design process for rugby shoulder padding 
with auxetic elements offering enhanced conformability.  
 
 
5.2  The Use of sPPE in Rugby  
 
Rugby Union participants have a higher risk of injury than any other collision or 
impact sport (Moore et al., 2015), yet Phase I reported that 58% of respondents 




and it has not featured in World Rugby’s (2018) 8-point plan to reduce injury which 
suggests that the use of sPPE in rugby is not considered critical to player safety. This 
may have contributed to the poor user uptake reported in Phase I as safety has been 
cited as the main reason for wearing rugby sPPE (Finch et al., 2001). This is further 
supported by the survey findings that 20% of respondents perceived that padding 
provided poor protective comfort. The same percentage felt that pads provided no 
protection against minor injuries soft tissue damage and lacerations, which padding 
is designed to protect against. In addition, players of all training levels were 
discouraged from wearing rugby shoulder padding by coaches and teammates. 
Discouragement was most significant for professional players. According to World 
Rugby (2019a) only at a professional training level must medics be present during 
participation as such lower training levels may feel that rugby shoulder padding is 
more critical to injury reduction. Therefore, it is likely that low beliefs in the 





The shoulder is at highest risk of injury from Rugby Union tasks and movements 
(Funk, 2012), especially the tackle (Swain et al., 2016). Surprisingly, two thirds of 
survey respondents never used rugby shoulder padding and tackle exposure of player 
positions was not found to affect product use. Furthermore, 20% less respondents 
wore rugby shoulder padding than those that believed in its protective function 
against minor injuries. This was striking given that perceived protection was found to 
be the most important realm of comfort in the study. However, approximately half 
the survey respondents were aware that shoulder padding would not protect them 
against major injuries, such as dislocation and breakage, similar to the number of 
respondents that did not wear padding. The findings implied that if padding provided 
protection against major injuries it would have potential to encourage product 
uptake due to the high risk of shoulder injury and criticality of protection to perceived 







Family were the only external influencers of rugby shoulder padding use in 
comparison, to coaches and teammates, on the rugby pitch. The discomfort of 
wearing rugby shoulder padding reported by players may explain the 
discouragement between rugby peers. As Kerr (2018) and Morrell (2017) explain 
rugby is regarded as an aggressive sport with traditional sporting values (Morrell, 
2017; Kerr, 2019). Therefore, it was possible that discouragement stemmed from 
preserving the nature of the contact sport.  Whereas, family may have been more 
likely to encourage product use due to their external position as observers of the 
sport and its associated risks.  
 
Even though Finch et al., (2001) reported that the appearance of rugby sPPE was its 
most important design feature to players, aesthetic comfort was perceived 
unsatisfactorily by the majority of survey respondents in Phase I. The poor 
conformability of commercial pads analysed in Phase II lifted and bunched, causing 
bulkiness which is considered detrimental to the appearance of PPE (Dabolina and 
Lapkovska, 2020). Recreational level players reported the least satisfaction with 
aesthetic comfort and yet were least likely to be taught strategies for effective 
technique and injury reduction (Hendricks and Lambert, 2010) or receive medical 
attention on the pitch (World Rugby, 2019a). Survey findings showed that aesthetics 
were least likely to influence the purchase of rugby shoulder padding yet were 
influenced by fit problems, which were most likely to prevent a purchase. Poor 
aesthetic comfort has been shown to decrease self confidence in social environments 
including rugby (Russell, 2004) and as such it was likely that aesthetic comfort would 
influence product use amongst rugby peers. 
 
 
5.3  World Rugby Regulations (WRR) 
 
The World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification advises that shoulder pads 




nine commercial pads obtained poor and inconsistent pressure comfort between 
four active positions and poor pressure comfort can restrict mobility and comfort 
including fit (Webster and Roberts, 2009). Fit comfort of padding was identified as 
unsatisfactory to survey respondents in Phase I. Therefore, the findings from Phases 
I and II confirmed the association between poor pressure comfort and fit comfort of 
rugby shoulder padding with likelihood to interfere with normal player movements. 
Sections below discuss the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification in 
respect to the conformability and fit issues identified for commercial pads in Phase 





The World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification shoulder pads must be 
homogenous such that internal and external faces are of the same texture, density 
and hardness, with no rigid projections. However, Phase II showed that the internal 
and external faces of vacuum moulded commercial pads did not have a homogenous 
texture. This was because the segments protruded on the external but not the 
internal face, exhibiting a different feel and appearance. In addition, the segments of 
Gilbert Triflex V3 commercial pads were finished with a harder shell on the external 
face, whereas the internal face was finished with a fabric of nylon and elastane 
composition. Therefore, the product user would have been exposed to a softer 
texture on the internal face compared to the external which faced the opponent. The 
four vacuum moulded commercial pads bunched, also generating poorer pressure 
comfort than the three cut-segmented pads considered to have homogenous 
texture, density and hardness. Where vacuum moulded segments bunched it was 
likely that the bulk of protective closed cell foam also increased. Pad bulkiness is 
associated with weight (Hur et al., 2013) which can cause discomfort (Park et al., 
2014), this research showed that pad bulkiness provided poor weight comfort 
because it received the lowest satisfaction in the Phase I survey.  Therefore, the 




commercial pads were likely to provide discomfort that could disrupt normal player 
movements.    
 
 
Zone of Coverage 
 
The World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification stipulate that the maximum 
zone of coverage extends between the sternoclavicular, acromioclavicular and 
glenohumeral joints. In Phase II, the nine commercial pads varied in shoulder position 
within the maximum zone of coverage.  Of the assessed pads, the largest design 
(Body Armour Flexitop BA) led to poorer conformability. Commercial pads designed 
to extend over the top of the shoulder also provided poor conformability. Vacuum 
moulded pads led to bunching and remaining commercial pad types lifted away. 
However, Beer and Bhatia (2009) have reported soft tissue bruising of the trapezius, 
the deltoid, the pectoralis major muscles and those surrounding the shoulder which 
extend beyond the maximum zone of coverage. This implies that the current zone of 
coverage is not sufficient and 40% of survey respondents felt that wearing rugby 
shoulder padding did not improve their perceived protective comfort. Therefore, the 
maximum zone of protective coverage should be increased but improving 
conformability of the pads is critical to increasing protective coverage.  
 
None of the Phase II commercial pads utilised the maximum dimensions of the zone 
of coverage (World Rugby, 2019b). The commercial pads were designed in a variety 
of sizes and a 40% difference was identified between the largest (Body Armour 
Flexitop BA) which was 82.1 cm and 59.5 cm, the smallest (Canterbury Vapodri Raze). 
However, commercial pads with smaller circumferences generally displayed greater 
conformability compared to those with larger circumferences of the same 
segmentation type. Fit and protection were the most critical comfort realms to 
survey respondents yet increasing protective coverage was a compromise found to 
reduce  conformability and quality of fit, proving that the two remain trade-offs in 
the development of auxetic sPPE. Pain et al., (2008) identified that the 




during the front on tackle. Their findings implied that positioning and size of padding 
were likely to influence location of force reduction, yet Body Padding Performance 
Specification (World Rugby, 2019b) does not stipulate critical shoulder protective 
regions.   
 
 
5.4 Conformability of Commercial and Auxetic Rugby Shoulder Pads 
 
In Phases II and III, commercial and auxetic rugby shoulder pads differed by segment 
unit cell scale and shape. In Phase III, the auxetic pads were cut-segmented whereas 
commercial pads in Phase II included non-segmented and vacuum moulded 
variations too.  In Phase II, the unit cell shapes used to segment commercial pads 
included triangular and hexagonal geometries and were subject to fit assessments as 
well as pressure comfort analysis. In Phase III part 1, five auxetic pads were 
developed with identical outer dimensions but segmented with different unit cell 
shapes. The five auxetic pads were subject to tests of tensile displacement and 
dimensional change, pressure comfort assessments and impact tests over curved and 
flat anvils to show the effect of synclastic curvature on impact protection. This 
section discusses the extent to which auxetic internal structures offered an 
enhancement to the coverage and conformability of rugby shoulder padding.  
 
 
Unit Cell Shape 
 
In Phases II and III both commercial and auxetic pads varied by unit cells in triangular, 
hexagonal and quadrilateral shapes. The variety of unit cell shapes has been applied 
to other types of sPPE including helmet linings (Gooding, 1981; Caserta et al., 2011), 
back protectors (Boria, 2016) and general protective athletic garments (Diamond, 
2013; Brandt, 2018). According to Sun et al., (2012) and Harris and Spears (2010) the 
effect of unit cell shape has not been assessed in relation to the performance of sPPE. 
In this study, results of Phases II and III indicated that unit cell shape can affect 




important finding was that auxetic unit cells provided enhanced conformability and 
protective coverage when the opening mechanism was consistent throughout the 
auxetic pad.   
 
 
Triangular Unit Cells 
 
The triangular unit cells in Phases II and III were equilateral; a characteristic of this 
shape is its foldability enabling its use for collapsible PPE (Avelino and Santos, 2012). 
However, the bunching of triangular vacuum moulded commercial pads in Phase II 
was likely to be caused by the folding of triangles when fitted to the curvature of the 
shoulder. In addition, triangular unit cells obtained high pressure that was outside of 
the ideal range and may have been detrimental to perceived sensorial comfort 
(Sweeney and Branson, 1990). In Phase III, the auxetic pad with triangular chiral 
structure also had an inconsistent opening mechanism.  However, auxetic triangular 
structures opened out and due to this difference were unlikely to fold in Phase III and 
folding was not observed, suggesting that the fit problems were different. Auxetic 
structures comprised of rotating units are typically stiffer than unit cells separated 
by ligaments (Mizzi et al., 2020) due to more than one cut line, such as the triangular 
chiral structure. Therefore, it is possible that auxetic structures with ligaments have 




Quadrilateral Unit Cells 
 
Phase III four-sided unit cells included rotating squares and 4-pointed star; the 
former offered greater opening consistency and pressure comfort. Whereas, the unit 
cells of the latter did not open out symmetrically, instead the unit cells slid against 
one another, which is known as shearing (Lipton et al., 2018). The rotating squares 
structure comprised of one repeated cut in vertical and horizontal orientations 




orientation. Shearing is undesirable for sPPE (Yang et al., 2015) and is considered to 
have a negative effect on tactile comfort (Kar et al., 2006) also known as sensorial 
comfort (Das and Ishtiaque, 2004; Bensaid et al., 2006; Kayseri et al., 2012). These 
results are consistent with the survey data where padding offered respondents poor 
sensorial comfort, and therefore it was likely that the shearing effect of 4-pointed 
star could cause poor sensorial comfort. The 4-pointed star was connected by 
ligaments which have been shown to have increased stiffness compared to rotating 
units (Mizzi et al., 2020), hence may explain the improved conformability of the 
rotating squares structure.  
 
 
Hexagonal Unit Cells (Honeycomb Structure) 
 
Of the hexagonal, six-sided shapes in Phase III, 3-pointed star led to the lowest peak 
forces over the flat anvil, whereas non-auxetic honeycomb recorded the lowest 
values over curved anvils. One hexagon comprises of six equilateral triangles 
(Govindaraj and Sudhakar, 2018), as such where hexagonal and triangular unit cells 
have the same length sides, the former benefits from a surface area that is six times 
larger. Therefore, it is possible that larger unit cells led to lower peak forces under 
impact. In addition, Phase II fit analysis results indicated that commercial hexagonal 
shapes enabled better positioning and fit within the protective region than 
triangular. However, auxetic triangular shape, 3-pointed star, had an inconsistent 
opening mechanism, which was thought to cause the structure to lead to higher peak 
forces over curved anvils compared to quadrilateral shape rotating squares. A 
possible explanation might be that increasing the number of intersecting cut lines 
decreased the control and consistency of the opening mechanism. It is possible, 
therefore that consistency of opening mechanisms affected the fit and protective 
function (Cubeddu, 2016) of the auxetic pads and in turn the perceived comfort of 
survey respondents. 
 
In general, the honeycomb structures enabled greater pressure comfort but only the 




In particular, commercial honeycomb pad Canterbury Vapodri Raze Pro was 
comprised of one repeated cut which offered enhanced conformability and pressure 
comfort compared to the remaining commercial pads. Therefore, it was possible that 
reducing the number of intersecting cuts improved conformability, as observed for 
triangular and quadrilateral unit cells too. There was also evidence to suggest that 
the unit cell had auxetic elements due to its geometry. In which case, the honeycomb 
structure may have provided enhanced conformability due to its possible auxetic 





In Phase II, unit cells of the same shape which utilised different segmentation 
methods produced varying fit and pressure comfort results; the reason for this 
appeared two-fold. Firstly, when comparing tops of same brand that featured the 
different segmentation types, fit assessments on the same model showed variance 
in garment dimensions of the XL tops. A general observed pattern was that vacuum 
moulded tops had a looser fit, despite brands offering a universal size guide across 
the commercial shoulder pads, which was the case for the assessed Gilbert and 
Canterbury tops. The looseness led to poor pressure comfort where 0 mmHg was 
recorded for many active positions in Canterbury and Gilbert vacuum moulded tops. 
In contrast, the vacuum moulded Kooga IPS V was the only top of that brand assessed 
but had the smallest dimensions of all vacuum moulded tops, resulting in the tightest 
fit which led to the highest-pressure levels recorded in Phase II. Therefore, it’s 
possible that Gilbert and Canterbury produced tops featuring cut-segmented pads in 
smaller dimensions and tighter fit, due to the greater conformability that this 
segmentation method enabled. It was not possible to compare with the auxetic pads 
in Phase III as they were all cut-segmented and individually embedded within the 
pocketed region of the same top. However, with future developments of through-
the-thickness auxetic closed cell foam (Fan et al., 2018) for sPPE it is likely that cut 
segmenting may also lead to enhanced conformability compared to vacuum 






5.5  Rugby Shoulder Padding with Manipulated Auxetic Internal Structures 
 
Phase II and Phase III part 1 showed that conformability was affected by 
segmentation type and unit cell shape. In the next Phase (III part 2) nine auxetic pads 
were cut-segmented with the same auxetic shape manipulated by rib lengths, cut 
widths and anisotropy. This phase focused on the rotating squares structure, 
identified as more conformable to the shoulder region than remaining shapes in part 
1. The results showed that anisotropic variations offered good conformability and 
lower peak forces but the unmanipulated version remained the most conformable. 
Therefore, it would have been interesting to explore manipulation of other shapes 





In both Phases II and III, internal structures with 1.0 cm rib lengths had greatest 
conformability to the shoulder region. Therefore, the rotating squares structures 
manipulated with 0.5 cm and 1.5 cm rib lengths in Phase III part 2 did not enhance 
conformability to the shoulder region. However, the shortest rib lengths (0.5 cm) 
opened out such that its’ cuts became circular like the auxetic perforated sheet 
(Taylor et al., 2013) rather than a rotating squares structure (Grima and Evans, 2000). 
The resulting effect was that the unit cells comprised of 0.5 cm rib lengths enabled 
less expansion. Prawoto (2012) has shown that structures with smaller opening 
typically have a smaller negative Poisson’s ratio. Therefore, manipulation of rib 
lengths resulted in a change of the opening mechanism and possibly its Poisson’s 










In Phase III part 2 unit cells with increased cut widths provided poorer conformability 
and protective coverage compared to the unmanipulated version with 0.1 cm cut 
widths. The opposite effect was identified for non-auxetic unit cells. In Phase II, Body 
Armour Flexitop BA had 0.1 cm cut widths, the narrowest of the honeycomb, cut-
segmented commercial pads. The top did not conform well to the shoulder, 
generating poor pressure comfort recorded as 0 mmHg which was also evident as 
the commercial pads lifted away from the shoulder. The majority of survey 
respondents reported low satisfaction for fit comfort and yet this is critical to its 
protective function (Cubeddu, 2016). Therefore, the effect of pads lifting away from 
the shoulder was likely to have also caused the commercial pads to move from the 
intended protective region. The difference in effect of cut widths was that only the 
auxetic structures were able to open out due to biaxially expanding under tension 
(Martin, 2011; Cross et al., 2015). In this assessment, the effect of space between 





The unmanipulated rotating squares structure led to enhanced conformability but 
second to this were structures manipulated with anisotropic geometry. In Phase III 
part 2, auxetic pads with increased horizontally orientated ribs had greater tensile 
displacement before failure whereas increased vertically orientated ribs led to 
greater lateral expansion. Mizzi et al., (2020) showed that in plane rotating squares 
structures with increased rib lengths in the vertical orientation (anisotropic) enabled 
higher Negative Poisson’s ratio at the central unit cell compared with ribs of the same 
length (isotropic). However, the anisotropic samples were subject to greater 
deformation at the centre of the sample than the isotropic version (Mizzi et al., 2020). 
Phase III part 2 found similar results with greater deformation at the centre causing 
poorer consistency of the overall opening mechanism. Greater opening at the centre 




the centre of the auxetic pads were less constrained by the end clamps in the tensile 
test (Mizzi et al., 2020). Gilbert Triflex V3 which was also comprised of 2.0 cm rib 
lengths, the largest of the commercial pads provided poorer pressure comfort and 
conformability to the shoulder region of the commercial pads in Phase II. Therefore, 
it is possible that higher negative Poisson’s ratio causes a more inconsistent opening 
mechanism and poorer conformability but the increased scale may have also been a 
factor.  
 
In Phase III part 2 the anisotropic samples led to lower peak forces than the 
unmanipulated rotating squares structure subject to impact tests. This finding was 
interesting given that the anisotropic samples in this research and that by Mizzi et 
al., (2020) had opening mechanisms subject to greatest deformation at the centre. 
Therefore, the auxetic pads were likely to be more exposed at central regions. 
However, given that the anisotropic samples had increased rib lengths they would 
have provided a larger surface of protective coverage per segment which may have 
led to lower peak forces during impact tests. Therefore, it was unlikely that the 
anisotropic geometry led to lower peak forces specifically but rather the increased 
surface area of unit cells this led to.   
 
 
5.6  Summary of the Key Findings of the PhD 
 
This research has shown that proper fit of sPPE is critical to function, both to 
encourage product use and preventing movement from the body region under 
protection. Phases II and III confirmed the association between pressure comfort and 
fit of sPPE, showing a need to offer greater conformability and pressure comfort as a 
means of encouraging user uptake. Therefore, the findings suggest potential 
discrepancy between the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification and 
commercial rugby shoulder pads. It seems that designing padding in accordance with 
the regulations more rigorously could improve fit and that the protective zone of 
coverage could even be expanded. However, padding was not considered critical to 




mitigated higher risk injuries. Therefore, discouragement from sPPE use was central 
to the game and sporting participants and future designs should look to improve their 
comfort perceptions across fit, protection, sensorial, aesthetic, weight and thermal 
comfort.  
 
The research conducted through this PhD has shown that auxetic structures can 
provide sPPE with greater conformability to the body depending on unit cell 
geometry. It was discovered that the opening mechanism of auxetic structures 
influenced conformability and protective coverage. An opening mechanism that is 
consistent throughout the structure is desirable for sPPE to prevent cut-
segmentation from opening larger at regions, exposing the body. Auxetic unit cells 
separated by ligaments have a less consistent opening mechanism than rotating units 
such as the rotating squares structure and previous research has suggested that the 
former is stiffer which may explain the effect. However, where unit cells were 
separated by ligaments a lower number of intersecting cuts was desirable. 
Manipulating the auxetic rotating squares structure showed that tailoring its 
geometry could affect its performance. There were limitations to the assessment of 
manipulation in this research, for example to further investigate the effect of scale 




5.7  Developing sPPE with Auxetic Structures 
 
sPPE design has a focus on the unique injury patterns and athletic demands of a 
specific sport and body region. The strategy for developing, assessing and 
implementing rugby shoulder padding with auxetic structures can also be applied to 
other types of sPPE.  Impact tests over flat and curved surfaces showed that previous 
claims of auxetic structures could offer sPPE greater conformability were not 
universal due to the respective opening mechanisms of different auxetic unit cells. 




conformability of auxetic structures. Hence, the effect of unit cell geometry is critical 
in designing sPPE with auxetic structures.  
 
It was identified that a strategy for developing conformable sPPE could be adapted 
from user-centred design frameworks used for PPE in healthcare (Larson and 
Liverman, 2011) and functional clothing (Watkins and Dunne, 2015). Both have 
similarity where the first stage involves determination of the problem through user 
requirements and product analysis to determine the barriers to PPE use. Following 
this, the second stage ideates design solutions, having identified key characteristics 
for development. Then the third stage implements and evaluates findings to inform 
realistic consequences of use. Applying the research outcomes to the format of pre-
existing user-centred design frameworks was determined the best route to providing 
designers a strategy for implementing auxetic structures within padding and in turn, 
improving product uptake. Section 5.7.1 maps out the findings of this research 



































































Figure 73: Recommended strategy for developing sPPE with auxetic structures 
Stage 1 – Define the problem 
 
The sport The body 
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Stage 2 – Ideation/Design of Auxetic sPPE with Enhanced Conformability 
 
Ensure joining 
methods do not 
inhibit opening 
mechanism of 
auxetic sPPE which 
must meet product 
regulations and the 
nature of the sport. 
When developing 
auxetic sPPE 
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the effect of shape, 
scale and 
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curvatures of the 
body region. 
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effect on user 
comfort. 
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Stage 3 – Implementation and Evaluation 
Compliant with the 
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comfort within an 
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body region. 
Sit flat against the 
body during active 
positions. 
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5.7.1  Recommended Strategy for Developing Rugby Shoulder Padding with 
Enhanced Conformability 
 
This PhD investigated whether auxetic structures pose as an enhanced solution to 
current commercially available rugby shoulder padding. Through this process key 
findings have arisen with potential to inform pad designers, auxetic research of sPPE 
and the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification. The following sections 
expand on the strategy for developing sPPE with auxetic structures displayed in 
Figure 73 in respect to rugby shoulder padding, which is the focus of this research.  
 
 
The Sport – Rugby 
 
This PhD has identified that the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification 
definition of homogeneity, in which two pad faces must comprise of the same 
texture, hardness and density, should be extended to include pad surface 
consistency. Surface consistency extends to pads segmented with non-auxetic and 
auxetic shapes as the inconsistent surface of vacuum moulded commercial pads 
comprised of low and high points that enabled segments to bunch and fold. Auxetic 
shapes arranged by singular cut lines led to greater opening consistency and lower 
peak forces over curved anvils and therefore were most suitable for segmenting 
sPPE. However, the unit cells of auxetic shapes that did not have this geometry 
opened out wider at different regions; this effect was likely to cause higher exposure 
to rugby injury. Therefore, opening consistency and surface consistency of pads 
provide good fit and impact tests over anvils of a range of surfaces, including domed, 
proved to be a useful method of measuring the effect of opening consistency on peak 
forces. At present, the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification hammer and 
anvil test is conducted using a cylindrical anvil and therefore neglects the effects of 
domed curvature on protection, such as at the top of the shoulder. Future 
developments of anvils with realistic body region curvatures and stiffness will enable 





The pad segmented with rotating squares structure was formed by an arrangement 
of singular cut lines; it conformed well to the shoulder and provided the ideal 
pressure comfort range between active positions. The pressure comfort and fit 
provided by this structure was thought to minimise disruption to player movement 
and comfort, criteria of the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification. 
Therefore, the rotating squares structure and potentially other auxetic shapes in an 
arrangement of singular cut lines are recommended for the segmentation of rugby 
shoulder padding. An ideal pressure comfort range was defined for this research and 
active positions were identified for rugby shoulder padding. The ideal pressure 
comfort range proved to correspond to pads with consistent opening mechanisms 
and proved that defining ideal pressure comfort ranges for different sPPE can 
quantify the effect of fit on user comfort.  
 
None of the commercial pads assessed in this research utilised the World Rugby 
(2019b) Body Padding Specification maximum zone of protective coverage yet 
protective comfort was the most important realm of comfort to survey respondents 
and product uptake was low. Larger commercial pads provided the worst fit in this 
study, such as bunching and lifting, it was likely that full use of the maximum zone of 
coverage for commercial pads would have exasperated these issues. However 
protective coverage should be maximised; force reduction has been identified at 
central regions rather than throughout pads and soft tissue damage and lacerations 
to the shoulder have been reported beyond the maximum zone of coverage. This 
research identified that cut-segmented auxetic pads conformed well to the shoulder 
region and provided the ideal pressure comfort range due to laterally expanding 
under tension. Therefore, if the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification 
increased the maximum zone of coverage beyond the trapezius, deltoid, pectoralis 
major muscles and pad designers utilised cut-segmented auxetic structures, auxetic 








The Body Region - Shoulder 
 
Commercial pads which extended over the top of the shoulder were subject to the 
greatest fit issues. This was due to the steep curvature of the top of shoulder and the 
poor conformability of the pads which led to lifting away from the shoulder, 
potentially causing less protective coverage. Anisotropic auxetic pads showed the 
ability to control extension in specific directions and in turn minimised opening out 
of the structure and exposure to impacts. Anisotropic auxetic pads benefit from the 
ability to restrict extension in one direction and maximise extension in the 
perpendicular. Where pads are designed to extend over the top of the shoulder the 
anisotropic rotating squares structure with longer vertically orientated ribs are 
recommended to enable increased pad extension across the horizontal plane of the 
body.  
 
Auxetic pads were shown to conform well to the shoulder and led to the ideal 
pressure comfort range. However, compared to the non-auxetic pad, with increased 
curvature, auxetic pads led to higher peak forces, likely caused by the ability to 
laterally expand. In contrast,  auxetic rotating squares structure manipulated with 
shorter ribs but original spacing restricted the ability to open out compared to the 
remaining auxetic pads. It was identified that opening out was not restricted because 
the ribs were shorter specifically, instead the subsequent increased difference 
between rib length and separation between ribs led to decreased opening of the unit 
cell. This research found that 1.0 cm rib lengths led to the greatest conformability, 
but it is advised to decrease ribs to 0.5 cm at the top of the shoulder, in order to 
increase the difference between rib lengths and separation between them. This 
application has potential to decrease opening of the structure and prevent higher 
exposure to injury at the top of the shoulder where the curvature is steepest and 








The User – Rugby Players 
 
Fewer than half the respondents wore padding, similar findings were obtained 
twenty years ago (Finch et al., 2001). The main reason for poor uptake was 
unsatisfactory comfort requirements, especially perceived weight comfort which was 
related to bulkiness. Fit assessments of commercial tops showed that bulkiness was 
exasperated by segment bunching of vacuum moulded pads as well as  non-
segmented and cut-segmented padding that lifted away from the shoulder. 
Therefore, this research showed that perceived weight discomfort was likely to be 
exasperated by poor conformability of padding. In contrast, all of the developed 
auxetic pads sat flat against the body and enabled good pressure comfort, whilst 
rotating squares structure enabled consistent opening out. Therefore, to improve 
user uptake of padding, padding designers are advised to maximise the zone of 




The Product – Rugby Shoulder Padding 
  
This research found that cut-segmented auxetic structures provided an enhanced 
solution to the poor conformability of commercial rugby shoulder padding. Vacuum 
moulded pads caused poor conformability and fit issues, partly due to the rigidity of 
pads that were stitched in place and bonded, disabling the stretch of the top.  
Cut-segmented commercial pads were pocketed rather than stitched in place, 
preventing restriction and enabling greater flexibility and fit than vacuum moulded 
alternatives, as were the cut-segmented auxetic structures in this study. Breaking 
point for all auxetic pads under tensile displacement was 31 to 59% and body 
movements may extend the body’s skin by about 50% which stretch sportswear is 
designed to accommodate. Embedding methods must enable pads to freely expand 
upon conforming to shoulder curvatures and movements such as through pocketed 




garments with elastane content could cause the opening mechanism to over-extend 
and open out rather than conform freely. 
 
Padding is designed to protect against soft tissue damage and lacerations, but it was 
identified that if pads provided protection against more severe injuries, dislocation 
and breakage then product uptake could be improved. Of the assessed commercial 
pads, cut-segmented offered the best conformability and fit but all led to lifting or 
movement of the padding from the protective region. In addition, all the size XL 
participants had individual body types affecting the position of the pads within the 
shoulder region. Therefore, limiting smaller protective regions further as they may 
not be positioned accordingly on individual product users.  This research has shown 
that auxetic structures can improve conformability to the shoulder region, enabling 
the use of larger pads.  
 
 
5.7.2  User-Centred Design 
 
User-centred design methodologies were not applied to this research which utilised 
quantitative test methods to evaluate rugby shoulder padding, product perceptions 
and alternatives segmented with pre-existing auxetic geometries. The strategy 
outlined in Figure 73 was adapted from pre-existing user-centred design frameworks. 
The strategy could be expanded or tailored by designers utilising user-centred design 
methodologies to incorporate user-feedback at each of the three stages. Fit 
assessments could be added to the Body-region column, wearer trials to the Product 
column and interview feedback to the User column, delivering valuable user-
feedback to the development process. The strategy will provide pad designers 
utilising user-centred design methodologies an iterative path to follow and tailor to 








Stage 1 - Define the Problem 
 
This research used quantitative research methods to define the problem with current 
rugby shoulder padding. In contrast, qualitative methods such as interviews or a 
survey devised of open-ended questions would have been critical to framing the 
user’s needs in a user-centred design approach, extracting unpredicted information 
(Busetto et al., 2020). Observation was used at the start of Phase II to document 
garment appearance, fit and construction, an important tool in a user-centred design 
strategy (Ledbury, 2018). However, Phase II was adapted in place of quantitative 
methods considered more suitable for this research, due to the difficulty interpreting 
qualitative data (Fink, 2015). Documenting garment appearance could be useful to 
take forward in future research applying auxetic structures to sPPE and could be 
incorporated within the initial stage of the strategy shown in Figure 73.  
 
 
Stage 2 - Ideation/Design  
 
At the second stage of this research, ideation focused on tailoring auxetic 
geometrical arrangements. Differences in geometry were investigated in relation to 
effects on conformability and peak forces, excluding the user from this stage. 
However, for a user-centred design approach, users could have been incorporated 
into the pressure comfort assessments, which could be adapted in the development 
strategy outlined in Figure 73. User-centred design strategies might have also 
considered focus groups as part of this stage, to generate user-ideation that would 
inform design (Ledbury, 2018). The strategy outlined in Figure 73 could be developed 
such that at Stage 2 each of the four columns are adapted to include idea generation 









Stage 3 – Implementation and Evaluation 
 
At the final stage, pads were implemented by insertion within the pocketed shoulder 
region of a rugby top and evaluated through physical tests that excluded user 
interaction. A user-centred design approach considers wearer trials to offer the most 
comprehensive evaluation of the user’s experience in the garment (Watkins, 1995). 
However, this research investigated padding conformability rather than the padded 
garment in its entirety. Researchers using the development strategy (Figure 73) for 
applying auxetic structures in sPPE could integrate wearer trials into the final stage 
to evaluate the garment through the user. This information is valuable to the pad 




5.8  Wider Applications 
 
Through this research key findings have arisen relating to the wider fields of 
sportswear, PPE and auxetic research generally. Recently, auxetic shapes have been 
explored in respect to structural response to deformation (Mizzi et al., 2020), but not 
in relation to consistency of the opening mechanism. The research findings that 
opening mechanisms of different auxetic structures are of varying consistency could 
be of benefit to medical applications. This characteristic could enable localised lateral 
expansion for example in a stent or a bandage delivering pain relief where swelling 
is focused. In sportswear, structures offering an inconsistent opening mechanism 
may also be of benefit where localised expansion is required for tailored fit such as 
in footwear.   
 
This research has shown that pressure comfort assessments can quantify rugby 
shoulder padding fit issues. This method could be applied across performance 
assessments of other types of sPPE in the sportswear industry as well as academic 
research to identify the effect of padding bulkiness on fit as well as user comfort. In 




assessments of respective sPPE. It has been previously commented that sPPE fit is 
critical to function and that discomfort is a leading deterrent from product uptake. 
Therefore, where sporting bodies stipulate that sPPE must not hinder comfort or 
movement, the regulations should stipulate performance assessments that address 
this.  
 
The findings regarding manipulating auxetic geometry to produce different opening 
mechanisms will be informative across the development of auxetic sPPE for other 
sports and body regions. Auxetic structures comprised of a lower number of 
intersecting cut lines, such as rotating squares, offered a more consistent opening 
mechanism. The rotating squares structure has suitability to padding at body regions 
subject to multiple directions of movement to prevent restriction of movement. This 
includes the shoulder and is not limited to rugby, with suitability to shoulder padding 
comprised of closed cell foam worn for other collision sports including lacrosse. Cut-
segmentation that provides a consistent opening mechanism ensures protective 
coverage is in turn consistent throughout the pad.  
 
This research found that PPE with auxetic segmentation comprising of thinner cut 
widths minimised the trade-off between fit and protection of padding, the thinnest 
evaluated in this research was 0.1 cm. In contrast, increased cut widths led to higher 
peak forces, 0.4 cm was the largest applied to padding in this research. Auxetic 
structures enable biaxial expansion that conforms to body movements and facilitates 
stretching of the skins surface. However, larger opened out regions also decrease 
protective coverage and as such larger cut widths are more suited to PPE facilitating 
concave or closing movement including shock-absorbing padding at the palm of a 
glove. Auxetic structures with a high number of intersecting cut lines would be most 
suited to this PPE application too, such as the 4-pointed star. Of the evaluated 
structures, the 4-pointed star had the least consistent opening mechanism and 
conversely could lead to biaxial contraction at regions under higher strain such as the 





Tailoring auxetic structures by decreasing the rib length ratio compared to length 
between cut lines led to restriction of the pad’s opening mechanism. sPPE with 
critical zones of coverage would benefit from restricting the opening mechanism at 
specific regions of the pad. Restricting the opening mechanism of padding at regions 
subject to both higher occurrence of injury and strain due to movement could ensure 
greater protective coverage. For example, a volleyball elbow or knee pad with auxetic 
segmentation may open out greater at its centre during flexion which could in turn 
decrease protective coverage at that region during a fall in which the player lands on 
a flexed arm or a bent knee. Tailoring the ratio of rib lengths to lengths between cut 
lines at the region under highest strain has potential to restrict the opening 
mechanism at that region to maximise protective coverage. Anisotropic auxetic 
segmentation is also recommended to restrict the expansion of padding subject to 
only one direction of movement, such as knee pads, due to the ability to restrict 
expansion in the perpendicular to the direction of movement in the knee. 
 
5.9  Discussion Chapter Summary  
 
This chapter synthesised key findings from the preceding phases. Synthesis was 
chronological, occurring first through the commercial product and product users and 
then integrated with findings from developing auxetic structures as an alternative 
solution. Through this process it has been possible to make recommendations for the 
use of auxetic structures in sPPE. Limitations of this process have also opened further 
lines of enquiry that should be addressed in future research. Therefore, the outcome 
recommends direct applications for the use of auxetic structures in sPPE and rugby 





6  Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
 
6.1  Introduction 
 
Since the commencement of this PhD, research and applications of auxetic structures 
for sPPE have advanced, further supporting the continued relevance of the research 
topic. Recent applications have included auxetic helmet liners (D30, 2018; Foster et 
al., 2018; Bliven et al., 2019) and further development of footwear with auxetic soles 
(Hernandez, 2016; Kuerbis, 2016; Nickless, 2018) as well as research into sport safety 
applications generally (Duncan et al., 2016). Process developments of converting 
closed cell foam to exhibit negative Poisson’s ratio (NPR) have been made (Fan et al., 
2018) with potential for sPPE. However, conformability assessments and 
development of auxetic structures applied as body padding segmentation have 
remained novel to this research. 
 
User perceptions of rugby body padding (Brisbine et al., 2020; Hughes et al., 2020) 
have received wider surveillance since this research began. However, investigating 
user perceptions at the start of this research, when it was not yet available, has been 
critical to progressing into commercial product assessments then leading to the 
development of auxetic alternatives. In addition, previous publications have focused 
on advancing knowledge of auxetic sPPE fabrication methods, rather than developing 
application methods and assessments. This research offers a unique perspective as 
it investigates and defines the problem with the existing product prior to the 
development and assessment of an auxetic  alternative for an enhanced solution.  
 
The findings of this PhD led to a recommended development strategy for sPPE with 
auxetic structures that provide enhanced conformability. It was adapted from design 
processes for other PPE types (Larson and Liverman, 2011; Watkins and Dunne, 2015) 
and begins with defining the problem via analysis of the user (Phase I) and the 




considering routes to enhanced conformability. The next stages (Phase III) were 
realised through development and tailoring of auxetic geometry for segmentation 
and analysis of the opening mechanisms under lateral expansion and synclastic 
curvature. The final product was compliant with the regulations for the World Rugby 
(2019b) Body Padding Specification, provided good pressure comfort and fit resulting 
in new knowledge of how auxetic structures can enhance the conformability of sPPE. 
 
 




The first objective of this research set out to evaluate current garment technology 
and wearer issues for sPPE and identify suitable auxetic structures and fabrication 
methods as an alternative. This objective was fulfilled through a comprehensive 
literature review (Chapter 2) of sPPE as well as auxetic structures and respective 
fabrication methods. The secondary research identified that sPPE can restrict 
mobility and lead to user discomfort often caused by pad bulkiness of materials 
including EVA which are joined to stretch sports tops. Segmentation has been used 
to improve pad bulkiness and conformability but the effects of different types of 
padding on user comfort were unknown. Pressure comfort assessments and fit 
assessments under active positions have been used to assess the effect of pad 
bulkiness on user comfort and fit, not yet investigated for rugby shoulder padding 
nor its different segmentation types. It has been found that user discomfort with 
other types of sPPE have contributed to poor product uptake and therefore user 
perceptions and product assessments of comfort were required to outline the 
standard of commercial padding. 
 
In-plane auxetic structures were identified as a route to segmenting closed cell foams 
for sPPE. Auxetic structures benefit by exhibiting synclastic curvature and lateral 
expansion but further investigation was required to determine how these 




largely focuses on optimising fabrication methods and materials but sPPE 
applications have been limited to date. Therefore, integrating user-centred 
approaches including fit assessments involving pressure comfort assessments, body 
movement and curvatures into the research of auxetic sPPE were required. Fulfilling 
this gap was deemed necessary to determine recommendations for the use of sPPE 





The second objective required analysis of user perceptions of sPPE comfort as well 
as fit and pressure comfort recorded from commercial padding. A user perception 
survey established that a sample of rugby players perceived poor satisfaction with 
padding across the six realms of comfort and that user uptake was low. Fit and 
protection were identified as the most important realms of comfort to players when 
purchasing padding. However, fit and pressure comfort analysis of commercial 
padding reported poor pressure comfort and fit across all segmentation types but 
that specific fit issues were common to different segmentation types. Cut 
segmentation offered the best fit but poor pressure comfort, showing scope for 
improvement. Therefore, trade-offs between impact protection and conformability 
of sPPE do not meet user requirements requiring further development of padding 





The third objective applied knowledge of sPPE cut segmentation to a variety of 
auxetic structures. After development, the cut-segmented auxetic pads were 
inserted into the pocketed shoulder region of a rugby top and compared through 
assessments of tensile displacement, lateral expansion upon fitting to a mannequin, 
pressure comfort and impact over flat and curved anvils. With increased curvature 




out in different degrees of consistency throughout the pads. Pads that opened out 
least consistently were subject to higher peak forces in impact over curved anvils and 
were more likely to cause exposure to rugby injury. In addition, it was identified that 
the most desirable geometry for auxetic structures applied as sPPE cut-segmentation 
were shapes formed from singular cut lines as they led to the most consistent 
opening mechanism. The finding that opening mechanisms of different auxetic 
geometries had potential to provide less protective coverage and conformability 
depending on the consistency of the opening mechanism was novel to this research. 
Auxetic geometries in arrangements of singular cut lines maintained more consistent 





The fourth objective developed the optimal shape from objective 3 through 
manipulation of its geometry. Manipulations of cut widths, rib lengths and anisotropy 
were applied resulting in new knowledge of how tailoring geometry of an auxetic 
structure affects its behaviour in relation to sPPE. Identical assessment methods from 
objective 3 were repeated and showed that anisotropy can be applied to control 
extension in specific directions with particular benefit for sPPE protecting joints 
without rotational movements, such as the knee cap.  It was also discovered that 
increasing the difference between rib length and separation between ribs decreased 
the ability for the structure to open out. This could be applied at specific body regions 
where the skin is subject to greater expansion under movement such as at the top of 
the shoulder, to restrict opening out and prevent higher exposure to injury. In 
contrast, increased cut widths of the structure led to poorer conformability 
compared to the original structure. A  recommended design strategy was produced 








6.3  Contribution to Knowledge 
 
The outcomes of this PhD are of benefit to theoretical and practical knowledge 
practitioners of auxetic structures, sPPE and combined. The research findings have 
potential to guide pad designers, and influence sporting body regulations and future 
academic research. This section outlines the contribution to knowledge of the PhD 
and areas in which it has been restricted. The benefits of this research are owed to 
the novelty of its approach through use of interdisciplinary methods. The research 
has been examined through the lens of methods owed to mixed-fields including 
social and applied sciences as well as functional design.  
 
 
Originality of the Research 
 
In this research, investigations of NPR included physical testing of the pads 
embedded within a top fitted to a mannequin. Auxetic structures of different 
geometries were developed and assessed in respect to body curvature and 
movements including through pressure comfort assessments. This approach was 
undertaken due to the pragmatic perspective of the research which investigated 
ideas through corresponding practical effects and consequences (Goldkuhl, 2004). 
Previous publications have not yet explored physical testing of NPR in relation to 
body curvatures, lending originality to this research.  
 
The PhD culminated in a recommended design process for sPPE with auxetic 
structures. Previous research of auxetic structures has advised sPPE applications but 
not derived or defined parameters for its effective use. This research is novel in that 
it not only outlines a strategy for designing sPPE with auxetic structures for enhanced 
conformability but defines parameters for its use. Parameters identified in this 
research relate to unit cell geometry and the resulting effect on its opening 





Previous research into the effectiveness of rugby shoulder padding has focused on 
impact protection. Additionally, the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding Specification 
provides impact test methods for assessing shoulder padding and recommends that 
products must not disrupt comfort or mobility but do not stipulate related 
performance assessments. In contrast this research is unique in that it investigated 
the fit and pressure comfort of commercial padding. The pads were assessed in 
respect to their segmentation types. No previous assessments of sPPE have been 
published in relation to the conformability of different segmentation types. 
Differences between segmentation types were found to affect both pressure comfort 
and conformability with cut-segmented pads proving to be the most effective. 
Pressure comfort measurements in combination with fit assessments under active 
body positions could be adopted by the World Rugby (2019b) Body Padding 
Specification for performance assessments of padding comfort.   
 
 
Contribution to Theory 
 
The outcomes of this PhD have attributed to the theoretical knowledge base of 
auxetic structures. Chapter 2 identified that published auxetic research had not yet 
determined whether exploiting auxetic structures for the novel ability to laterally 
expand under tensile displacement and over curved surfaces would affect the 
function of sPPE. Through conducting this study parameters for the effective use of 
auxetic structures for this purpose were formed.  In particular, the research 
demonstrated how opening mechanisms of auxetic structures are affected by 
respective unit cell geometries and the space which divides them. This information 
will translate to other fields applying auxetic structures for the ability to laterally 









Contribution to Practice 
 
The functional design aspect of this research led to the production of a design 
strategy. This acts to guide future research and development of auxetic sPPE, owed 
to the pragmatic research perspective. The design strategy enabled the fulfilment of 
the gap identified in the literature review for which research of the practical effects 
of auxetic structures for sport applications largely neglect the user. Physical 
assessments of developed auxetic materials for PPE applications will benefit from 
pressure comfort assessments and impact tests featuring anvils that model body 
curvatures. Through this it is possible to explore the practical effects and user 
experience of auxetic structures which have user-centred applications.  
 
 
6.4  Limitations of the Research 
 
The research conducted in this study was subject to limitations, which can be 
addressed in future research. The main output of the research was a recommended 
strategy for developing sPPE with auxetic elements influenced by user-centred 
design strategies for functional clothing (Watkins and Dunne, 2015) and healthcare 
PPE (Larson and Liverman, 2011). However, incorporating a user centred design 
strategy into the methods employed for Phases I – III could have benefited the 
research by seeking participant feedback to the developed auxetic sPPE.  Feedback 
could have been sought through wearer trials as is strategized in the user centred 
design of functional clothing (Watkins and Dunne, 2015). Regardless, the mechanical 
and quantitative methods employed in this research were sufficient for identifying 












The user perception survey was conducted to determine rugby player satisfaction 
levels for shoulder padding across the six realms of comfort. The survey obtained 
quantitative data through questions comprised of Likert scales and rank order. 
However, through not utilising qualitative data collection, personal opinions of 
commercial products were neglected. Qualitative questions would have enabled the 
incorporation of functional clothing user-centred design approaches into Phase I of 
this research, through ascertaining personal feedback of commercial products  
(Watkins and Dunne, 2015). Regardless, in order to dispel and support current 






Commercial rugby shoulder padding was assessed in relation to the fit and pressure 
comfort provided during active positions. This study utilised 9 tops representative of 
the 3 main segmentation types used within these garments. Although representative 
of the segmentation types, segments and pads vary greater across scale, shape and 
geometrical orientation in the market. However, segmentation design for padding is 
not regulated as such and there is a lack of research into critical zones of coverage 
within the shoulder region meaning that the padding market varies largely. 
Additionally, the sample of pads analysed in this study were enough for drawing 
conclusions about fit and pressure comfort patterns relating to segmentation type, 
which has not investigated comprehensively before.  
 
This research focused on obtaining quantitative data to assess the conformability of 
commercial rugby shoulder padding. By analysing the pressure comfort 
measurements taken during different arm positions the effect of movement on fit 
was determined, providing an insight into which pads conformed better to shoulder 




taking into account user needs through qualitative research methods. Embedding 
subjective fit analysis through wearer trials could have benefited the pragmatic 
approach of this research by determining perceived comfort during use. However, 
future pad designers incorporating the strategy stipulated in this research will be able 
to incorporate user feedback amongst other user-centred design principles into the 





The final phase of this study developed and assessed the effect of auxetic unit cell 
geometry on padding function and conformability. There were limitations to the 
tensile tests utilised in the study, in particular tensile samples were not featured in 
the test which would have enabled accurate calculations of Poisson’s ratio. However, 
Poisson’s ratio has been calculated for the different auxetic shapes utilised in this 
study and in contrast to previous research this explored the effect of pad and 
segmentation geometry on lateral displacement under tensile displacement. The 
shapes utilised for this study were a small selection of a wide array of possible auxetic 
structures and geometries. As such, there are opportunities for investigation of other 
auxetic structures in future research.  
 
Utilising a high-speed camera for impact tests would have provided a visual 
description of the difference in deformation of pads with time. However, peak force 
was sufficient for describing the change in peak forces with increased curvature of 
anvil for different segmentation patterns. Additionally, degradation of pads was 
observed between impact tests and future research should document padding 
appearance between tests. Auxetic structures comprised of ligaments due to an 
arrangement of intersecting cut lines were found to exhibit higher peak forces and 
analysing padding appearance could determine whether this is because ligaments 
were subject to greater degradation. Additionally, this research ascertained that 
opening mechanism consistency affected peak forces. However, it was unknown 




such future research should examine the relative density of different auxetic 




6.5  Recommendations for Future Research 
 
Conventional closed cell foams were segmented with auxetic structures in this study 
but auxetic through-the-thickness closed cell foams are under development. Future 
research should investigate whether auxetic closed cell foams improve the 
conformability of vacuum moulded padding. Vacuum moulded auxetic through-the-
thickness padding could be of benefit compared to cut-segmented because the pads 
do not leave the body exposed through opening out. In addition, auxetic through-
the-thickness closed cell foams have shown potential to reduce peak forces under 
impact tests. This research found that improving the protection provided by padding 
could encourage product use and therefore future research of rugby shoulder 
padding should focus on optimising these foams. 
 
Sustainability was not a consideration for the materials and methods in this research. 
However, there is increased pressure for brands to reduce their environmental 
impacts and pad designers utilising these findings should look to implement eco-
conscious materials and production methods. Non-biodegradable EVA foam was 
utilised for this research and was identified as the industry standard for rugby 
shoulder padding. However, low C02 emitting alternatives or those comprised of 
recycled materials should be considered in future for padding. Additionally, 
optimisation of auxetic open and closed cell foams should look to improve the 
sustainability of the heat-based production methods for future applications in sPPE.  
 
Impact tests over curved anvils were found to increase peak forces for pads 
segmented with some auxetic structures more so than the non-auxetic honeycomb 
used for comparison. This showed the importance of assessing the impact protection 




region curvatures and stiffness will enable pad developers to adopt more realistic 
impact tests. Additionally, previous research found that force reduction was limited 
within the padded region on the body and anvils mimicking body regions will enable 
further investigation of this before pads are worn by players.  This research also 
found that pad designs generally do not utilise the maximise zone of coverage as a 
compromise with conformability, locating critical regions of the shoulder for 
protection would could help to inform the design of the most suitable pad size and 
position.  
 
Pressure comfort analysis described the effect of padding fit in this study from a front 
and back location of the shoulder. This method is recommended for pad designers 
analysing the user experience of sPPE. Future assessments should measure more 
locations within the protective region to ensure that pressure comfort is consistent 
throughout the pad. In addition, an ideal pressure range for shoulder padding did not 
exist and had to be defined for this study. Future research could investigate and 
validate a smaller range to be used for assessing the effect of padding on player 
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Appendix A. User Perceptions of Protective Rugby Apparel Survey Questions 
 
Q1 What is your age? Answers: 18-24 years old  (1); 25-34 years old  (2); 35-44 years 
old  (3); 45-54 years old  (4); 55-64 years old  (5); 65-74 years old  (6); 75 years or 
older  (7); Prefer not to answer  (8)  
Q2 What is your gender? Answers: Male  (1); Female  (2); Prefer not to answer  (3)  
Q3 What position do you play in rugby Union? Answers: Wing  (1); Centre  (2); Fly-
half  (3); Scrum-half  (4); Number Eight  (5); Flanker  (6); Hooker  (7); Prop  (8); 2nd 
Row  (9); Full-back  (10)  
Q4 What standard do you play rugby to? Answers: Recreational  (1); Competitive  (2); 
Semi-professional  (3); Professional  (4)  
Q5 Do you wear a padded protective top during participation in rugby Union? 
Answers: Never (1); Sometimes (2), About half the time (3); Most of the time (4); 
Always (5) 
Q6 Give a score of 1-5 of how far you feel that wearing a padded protective rugby 
top has helped to protect you against injury, where 5 is the highest level of 
protection. Answers refer to: Soft tissue damage (1); Lacerations (2); Disolcation (3); 
Breakage (4) 
Q7  Does wearing a a padded protective rugby top  affect the following during 
play? Where -2 indicates negativity, 0 is neutral and 2 has a positive effect on you 
during play. Choose N/A if you have never worn this garment. Answers refer to: Fit 
(1); Sensorial comfort (2); Thermal comfort (3); Aesthetics (4); Weight (5); Protection 
(6) 
Q8 How heavily is your decision to wear or not to wear a padded protective rugby 
top influenced by the people around you?  -2 shows that you have been discouraged, 
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0 is unaffacted by influence and 2 indicates that you have been encouraged to 
wear. Answers refer to: Team mates (1); Family (2); Coach (3) 
Q9 Do you consider currently available padded protective rugby tops to meet your 
needs for the following factors? -2 does not meet this need, 0 is neutral and 2 meets 
the stated need. Choose N/A if you have never worn this garment and don't feel that 
you can comment. Answers refer to: Fit (1); Sensorial comfort (2); Thermal comfort 
(3); Protection (4); Aesthetics (5); Weight (6) 
Q10 If you were to buy a padded protective rugby top or have in the past, what would 
be the most important factor that would influence your decision to purchase it? 
Number each item in importance where 1 is the most important.  Ranked orders: 
Thermal Comfort (1); Weight/bulkyness (2); Aesthetics (3); Sensorial comfort (feel) 
(4); Protection (5); Fit (6) 
 
 
Appendix B.  
 
Confidence and parametric assumptions: 
 
1. Training levels with PPE wear: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .032) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
2. Positions with PPE wear: The mean values for each group falls within the 95% 
confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in this 
sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be approximately 
normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .220) showed the data was homogenous; 
hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions and a parametric 




3. Age with PPE wear: The mean values for each group falls within the 95% 
confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in this 
sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be approximately 
normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .370) showed the data was homogenous; 
hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions and a parametric 
ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
4. Gender with PPE wear: The mean values for each group falls within the 95% 
confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in this 
sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be approximately 
normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .002) showed the data was heterogeneous; 
hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric assumptions and a non-
parametric Mann-Whitney test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
5. Training levels with injury – soft tissue damage: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .449) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
6. Training levels with injury – lacerations: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .829) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
7. Training levels with injury – dislocation: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normally distributed. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .470) showed 
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the data was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
8. Training levels with injury – breakage: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .759) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
9. Positions with injury – soft tissue damage: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .263) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
10. Positions with injury – lacerations: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .854) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
11. Positions with injury – dislocation:The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .478) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 




12. Positions with injury – breakage: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .296) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
13. Age with injury – soft tissue damage: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .934) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
14. Age with injury – lacerations: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .197) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
15. Age with injury – dislocation: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .191) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
16. Age with injury – breakage: The mean values for each group falls within the 95% 
confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in this 
sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be approximately 
normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .159) showed the data was homogenous; 
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hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions and a parametric 
ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
17. Gender with injury – soft tissue: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .291) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
18. Gender with injury – lacerations: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .911) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
19. Gender with injury – dislocation: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .559) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
20. Gender with injury – breakage: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .892) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 




21. Training levels with Encouragement – teammates: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .160) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
22. Training levels with Encouragement – family: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .040) showed the data was 
heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been selected for 
further analysis of this study.  
 
23. Training levels with Encouragement – coach: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .271) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
24. Positions with Encouragement – team mates: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .111) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
25. Positions with Encouragement – family: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
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confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .009) showed the data was 
heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been selected for 
further analysis of this study.  
 
26. Positions with Encouragement – coach: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .181) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
27. Age with Encouragement – teammates: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .041) showed the data was 
heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been selected for 
further analysis of this study.  
 
28. Age with Encouragement – family: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .036) showed the data was 
heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been selected for 
further analysis of this study.  
 
29. Age with Encouragement – Coach: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
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approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .005) showed the data was 
heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been selected for 
further analysis of this study.  
 
30. Gender with Encouragement – team mates: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .979) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
31. Gender with Encouragement – family: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .430) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
32. Gender with Encouragement – coach: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .987) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
33. Training levels with Affect on comfort – fit: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .293) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 




34. Training levels with Affect on comfort – sensorial comfort: The mean values for 
each group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that 
we can have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined 
the data to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .013) showed 
the data was heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the 
parametric assumptions and a non- parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been 
selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
35. Training levels with Affect on comfort – thermal comfort: The mean values for 
each group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that 
we can have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined 
the data to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .457) showed 
the data was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
36. Training levels with Affect on comfort – aesthetics: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .149) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
37. Training levels with Affect on comfort – weight: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .075) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 




38. Training levels with Affect on comfort – protection: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .430) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
39. Positions with Affect on comfort –fit: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .714) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
40. Positions with Affect on comfort – sensorial comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .757) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
41. Positions with Affect on comfort – thermal comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .683) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 




42. Positions with Affect on comfort – aesthetics: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .138) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
43. Positions with Affect on comfort – weight: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .654) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
44. Positions with Affect on comfort – protection: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .875) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
45. Age with Affect on comfort – fit: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .573) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
46. Age with Affect on comfort – sensorial comfort: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .936) showed the data was 
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homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
47. Age with Affect on comfort – thermal comfort: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .950) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
48. Age with Affect on comfort – aesthetics: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .592) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
49. Age with Affect on comfort – weight: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .976) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
50. Age with Affect on comfort – protection: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .004) showed the data was 
heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been selected for 




51. Gender with Affect on comfort – fit: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .996) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
52. Gender with Affect on comfort – sensorial comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .555) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this 
study.  
 
53. Gender with Affect on comfort – thermal comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .037) showed the data 
was heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Mann Whitney has been selected for further 
analysis of this study.  
 
54. Gender with Affect on comfort – aesthetics: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .003) showed the data was 
heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Mann Whitney has been selected for further 




55. Gender with Affect on comfort – weight: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .238) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
56. Gender with Affect on comfort – protection: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .644) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
57. Training levels with comfort needs – fit: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .664) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
58. Training levels with comfort needs – sensorial comfort: The mean values for 
each group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that 
we can have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined 
the data to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .983) showed 
the data was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
59. Training levels with comfort needs – thermal comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
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to be approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .015) showed the data 
was heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been selected for 
further analysis of this study.  
 
60. Training levels with comfort needs – protection: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .102) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
61. Training levels with comfort needs – aesthetics: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .077) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
62. Training levels with comfort needs – weight: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample.  An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to 
be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .125) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
63. Positions with comfort needs – fit: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .395) showed the data was 
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homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
64. Positions with comfort needs – sensorial comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .199) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
65. Positions with comfort needs – thermal comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .403) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
66. Positions with comfort needs – protection: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .098) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
67. Positions with comfort needs – aesthetics: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .723) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 




68. Positions with comfort needs – weight: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .850) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
69. Age with comfort needs – fit: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .190) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
69. Age with comfort needs – Sensorial comfort: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .839) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
70. Age with comfort needs – thermal comfort: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .289) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
71. Age with comfort needs – protection: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
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approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .087) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
72. Age with comfort needs – aesthetics: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .882) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
73. Age with comfort needs – weight: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .814) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
74. Gender with comfort needs – fit: The mean values for each group falls within the 
95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence in 
this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .080) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
75. Gender with comfort needs – sensorial comfort: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .317) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 




76. Gender with comfort needs – thermal comfort: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .196) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
77. Gender with comfort needs – protection: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .864) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
78. Gender with comfort needs – aesthetics: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .673) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
79. Gender with comfort needs – weight: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .906) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
80. Training level with purchase influence – thermal comfort: The mean values for 
each group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that 
we can have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined 
the data to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .083) showed 
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the data was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
81. Training level with purchase influence – weight: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .754) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
81. Training level with purchase influence – aesthetics: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .000) showed the data 
was heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallcae test has been selected for 
further analysis of this study.  
 
82. Training level with purchase influence – sensorial comfort: The mean values for 
each group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that 
we can have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined 
the data to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .995) showed 
the data was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
83. Training level with purchase influence – protection: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .106) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
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assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
84. Training level with purchase influence – fit: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .900) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
85. Positions with purchase influence – thermal comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .005) showed the data 
was heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been selected for 
further analysis of this study.  
 
86. Positions with purchase influence – weight: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .627) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
87. Positions with purchase influence – aesthetics: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .603) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 




88. Positions with purchase influence – sensorial comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .998) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
89. Positions with purchase influence – protection: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .561) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
90. Positions with purchase influence – fit: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .728) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
91. Age with purchase influence – thermal comfort: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .575) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
92. Age with purchase influence – weight: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
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approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .427) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
93. Age with purchase influence – aesthetics: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .643) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
94. Age with purchase influence – sensorial comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .055) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of 
this study.  
 
95. Age with purchase influence – protection: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .164) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric ANOVA test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
96. Age with purchase influence – fit: The mean values for each group falls within 
the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have confidence 
in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .023) showed the data was 
heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
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assumptions and a non-parametric Kruskall Wallace test has been selected for 
further analysis of this study.  
 
97. Gender with purchase influence – thermal comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .560) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this 
study.  
 
98. Gender with purchase influence – weight: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .381) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
99. Gender with purchase influence – aesthetics: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .373) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
100. Gender with purchase influence – sensorial comfort: The mean values for each 
group falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can 
have confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data 
to be approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .339) showed the data 
was homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric 





101. Gender with purchase influence – protection: The mean values for each group 
falls within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. However, the Levene’s test (p = .004) showed the data was 
heterogeneous; hence the data has not been found to meet the parametric 
assumptions and a non-parametric Mann Whitney test has been selected for further 
analysis of this study.  
 
102. Gender with purchase influence – fit: The mean values for each group falls 
within the 95% confidence interval range of means, indicating that we can have 
confidence in this sample. An assessment of the Q-Q plots determined the data to be 
approximately normal. In addition, the Levene’s test (p = .134) showed the data was 
homogenous; hence the data has been found to meet the parametric assumptions 
and a parametric t-test has been selected for further analysis of this study.  
 
Appendix C. Significance Tests 
 
1. PPE and Training levels: The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test (H(2) = 2.18, p = .337) 
is not statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
2. PPE and Playing positions: The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test (H(2) = .92, p = .63) 
is not statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
3. PPE and Age: The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test (H(2) = 1.43, p = .49) is not 
statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
4. PPE and Gender: Mann-Whitney: Choice to wear PPE during participation in rugby 
did not differ significantly (U = 1711.50, p = .21) between men (mean rank = 70.98) 




5. Protection against injury and Training levels: The result of ANOVA test indicates 
that there was no significant difference in participants training levels influencing their 
beliefs in the protectiveness of PPE (soft tissue damage: F = 2.21, df = 2, p = .12). 
Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test 
(lacerations: H(2) = .19, p = .91, dislocation: H(2) = 1.19, p = .55, breakage: H(2) = .74, 
p = .69) is not statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
6. Protection against injury and Playing positions: The result of ANOVA test indicates 
that there was no significant difference in participants playing positions influencing 
their beliefs in the protectiveness of PPE (soft tissue damage: F = .19, df = 2, p = .82; 
lacerations: F = .15, df = 2, p = .86). Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. The 
result of the Kruskal-Wallis test (Dislocation: H(2) = .03, p = .99, breakage: H(2) = .02, 
p = .99) is not statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
7. Protection against injury and Age: The result of ANOVA test indicates that there 
was no significant difference in participants age groups influencing their beliefs in the 
protectiveness of PPE (soft tissue damage: F = 1.20, df = 2, p = .31; lacerations: F = 
.43, df = 2, p = .65). Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. The result of the 
Kruskal-Wallis test (Dislocation: H(2) = 2.59, p = .27, breakage: H(2) = .70, p = .70) is 
not statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
8. Protection against injury and Gender: The result of the t-test test (lacerations: 
mean male = 2.81, mean female = 3.05, t = - .68, df = 70, p = .50) is not statistically 
significant at 0.05 level. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted, as the findings 
from this study do not provide enough evidence to conclude that rugby participant’ 
opinions of the protectiveness against lacerations of PPE differs by gender. Mann-
Whitney: Perceptions of the ability for PPE to protect against particular injuries did 
not differ significantly (soft tissue: U = 549.00, p = .65; dislocation: U = 427.50, p = 
.93; breakage: U = 430.00, p = .43) between men (mean rank: soft tissue = 38.30; 
dislocation = 34.62; breakage = 35.46) and women (mean rank: soft tissue = 40.86; 




9. Encouragement to wear PPE and Training levels: The result of the Kruskal-Wallis 
test (teammates: H(2) = 6.57, p = .04, family: H(2) = 2.35, p = .31, coach: H(2) = 3.46, 
p = .18) indicates that statistical significance has been found between training levels 
and encouragement from teammates. Therefore the null hypothesis is rejected for 
teammates.  
Further analysis by pairwise comparison tests found statistical differences in  
how far rugby participants’ feel they have been encouraged or discouraged to wear 
PPE by other people between two out of three training levels. A statistically 
significant difference (p = .03) in influence from teammates members having 
encouraged rugby players to wear PPE was found in those of a competitive level 
(mean rank = 781.73) and players of a professional level (mean rank = 46.67). There 
were no statistically significant differences found between participants of a 
recreational playing level with competitive (p = 1.00) or professional players (p = .12).  
 
10. Encouragement to wear PPE and Playing positions: The result of the Kruskal-
Wallis test (team mates: H(2) = 1.76, p = .42, family: H(2) = 2.92, p = .23, coach: H(2) 
= .17, p = .92) is not statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
11. Encouragement to wear PPE and Age: The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test 
(teammates: H(2) = 3.88, p = .14, family: H(2) = 7.88, p = .02, coaches: H(2) = 3.02, p 
= .22) found a statistically significant difference between age groups and influence 
from family to wear PPE. We therefore reject the null hypothesis. Further analysis by 
pairwise comparison tests found statistical differences in how far rugby participants’ 
feel they have been encouraged or discouraged to wear PPE by other people 
between two out of three age categories. A statistically significant difference (p = .02) 
in influence from family members having encouraged rugby players to wear PPE was 
found in those aged 18 – 24 years (mean rank = 78.35) and players of 35 + years 
(mean rank = 54.08). There were no statistically significant differences found 
between participants aged 25 – 34 years with those aged 18 – 24 (p = .29) or 35+ 




12. Encouragement to wear PPE and Gender: The result of the t-test test 
(teammates: mean male = - .18, mean female = - .07, t = - .57, df = 134, p = .57) is not 
statistically significant at 0.05 level. Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted, as the 
findings from this study do not provide enough evidence to conclude that influence 
to wear PPE from teammates differs by gender. Mann-Whitney: Encouragement to 
wear PPE experienced by the participants did not differ significantly (family: U = 1905, 
p = .82; coaches: U = 1791, p = .34) between men (mean rank: family = 68.05; coaches 
= 66.85) and women (mean rank: family = 69.54; coaches = 72.32). Therefore the null 
hypothesis is accepted.  
 
13. Comfort during rugby and Training levels: The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test 
(fit: H(2) = 2.69, p = .26, sensorial comfort: H(2) = .62, p = .73, thermal comfort: H(2) 
= 3.60, p = .17, aesthetics: H(2) = 1.43, p = .49, weight: H(2) = .38, p = .83, protection: 
H(2) = .58, p = .75) is not statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is 
accepted.  
 
14. Comfort during rugby and Playing positions: The result of ANOVA test indicates 
that there was no significant difference in how participants of different playing levels 
experience the comfort of their PPE (fit: F = .83, df = 2, p = .44; thermal comfort: F = 
.98, df = 2, p = .38; sensorial comfort: F = 2.82, df = 2, p = .07). Therefore, the null 
hypothesis is accepted. The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test (aesthetics: H(2) = 1.54, 
p = .46, weight: H(2) = .30, p = .86, protection: H(2) = .81, p = .67) is not statistically 
significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
15. Comfort during rugby and Age: The result of ANOVA test indicates that there was 
no significant difference in how participants of different age groups experience the 
comfort of their PPE (fit: F = 1.57, df = 2, p = .22; weight: F = 1.55, df = 2, p = .22; 
sensorial comfort: F = .75, df = 2, p = .48). Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. 
The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test (thermal: H(2) = .14, p = .93, aesthetics: H(2) = 
1.37, p = .51, protection: H(2) = .53, p = .77) is not statistically significant. Therefore 




16. Comfort during rugby and Gender: Mann-Whitney: Participants perceived affect 
of PPE on their comfort did not differ significantly (fit: U = 517.5, p = .15; sensorial 
comfort: U = 550.5, p = .17; thermal comfort: U = 660, p = .51; aesthetics: U = 621.5, 
p = .57; weight: U = 733, p = .80; protection: U = 682.5, p = .30) between men (mean 
rank: fit = 45.04; sensorial comfort = 45.53; thermal comfort = 43.50; aesthetics = 
42.21; weight = 44.61; protection = 48.11) and women (mean rank: fit = 36.38; 
sensorial comfort = 37.21; thermal comfort = 47.50; aesthetics = 45.40; weight = 
46.13; protection = 41.67). Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
17. Comfort requirements and Training levels: The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test 
(fit: H(2) = 1.58, p = .46; sensorial comfort: H(2) = 3.26, p = .20; protection: H(2) = 4.64, 
p = .10; aesthetics: H(2) = 7.07, p = .03; thermal comfort: H(2) = .75, p = .69, weight: 
H(2) = .55, p = .76) found a statistically significant difference between training levels 
and perceptions of the aesthetic quality of PPE. Therefore the null hypothesis is 
rejected. Further analysis by pairwise comparison tests found statistical differences 
in rugby participants’ perceptions of the aesthetic quality of currently available PPE 
across two out of three training level categories. A statistically significant difference 
(p = .02) in perceptions of PPE aesthetics was found in competitive players (mean 
rank = 50.55) compared with those training at a recreational (mean rank = 31.17). 
There were no statistically significant differences found in perceptions of PPE 
aesthetics between rugby players training at a professional and recreational level (p 
= .31) or competitive level (p = 1.00). 
 
18. Comfort requirements and Playing positions: The result of the ANOVA test 
indicates that there was no significant difference in how participants of different 
playing positions find PPE to meet their comfort needs (fit: F = .89, df = 2, p = .41; 
sensorial comfort: F = .14, df = 2, p = .87; thermal comfort: F = .25, df = 2, p = .78). 
Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test 
(protection: H(2) = .73, p = .69; aesthetics: H(2) = 1.92, p = .38; weight: H(2) = 1.98, p 




19. Comfort requirements and Age: The result of ANOVA test indicates that there 
was no significant difference in how participants of different age groups find PPE to 
meet their comfort needs (fit: F = 1.50, df = 2, p = .23; thermal comfort: F = .49, df = 
2, p = .62). Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. The result of the Kruskal-Wallis 
test (sensorial comfort: H(2) = 1.23, p = .54; protection: H(2) = 1.64, p = .44; aesthetics: 
H(2) = 1.85, p = .40; weight: H(2) = .85, p = .65) is not statistically significant. Therefore 
the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
20. Comfort requirements and Gender: The result of the t-test test (thermal comfort: 
mean male = - .37, mean female = - .37, t = .01, df = 93, p = .99; aesthetics: mean male 
= - .12, mean female = - .44, t = 1.34, df = 91, p = .18; weight: mean male = .12, mean 
female = - .04, t = .57, df = 92, p = .57) was not statistically significant. We therefore 
reject the null hypothesis. Mann-Whitney: Statistical significance between the 
perceptions of how far PPE meets participants comfort requirements was found (fit: 
U = 1293, p < .01, sensorial comfort: U = 770.5, p = .25, protection: U = 728.5, p = .18) 
between men (mean rank: fit = 74.74, sensorial comfort = 49.50, protection = 48.79) 
and women (mean rank: fit = 52.54, sensorial comfort = 42.54, protection = 40.98). 
Therefore the null hypothesis is rejected. The findings of this study provide evidence 
to conclude that women find PPE significantly more uncomfortable than men 
through the fit of the garment specifically.  
 
21. Purchase of PPE and Training level: The result of ANOVA test indicates that there 
was no significant difference in how participants of different training levels will 
prioritise different realms of comfort (thermal comfort: F = 2.14, df = 2, p = .12; 
weight: F = .17, df = 2, p = .85; sensorial comfort: F = 1.11, df = 2, p = .33; fit: F = 1.41, 
df = 2, p = .25). Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. The result of the Kruskal-
Wallis test (aesthetics: H(2) = 5.71, p = .06, protection: H(2) = 1.11, p = .58) is not 
statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
22. Purchase of PPE and Playing positions: The result of ANOVA test indicates that 
there was no significant difference in how participants of different playing positions 
will prioritise different realms of comfort (weight: F = .16, df = 2, p = .85; sensorial 
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comfort: F = 1.50, df = 2, p = .23). Therefore, the null hypothesis is accepted. The 
result of the Kruskal-Wallis test (thermal comfort: H(2) = 1.74, p = .42, aesthetics: 
H(2) = 1.72, p = .42, protection: H(2) = 4.36, p = .11, fit: H(2) = 1.11, p = .57) is not 
statistically significant. Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
23. Purchase of PPE and Age: The result of ANOVA test indicates that there was no 
significant difference in how participants of different playing positions will prioritise 
different realms of comfort (thermal comfort: F = .01, df = 2, p = .99; weight: F = 1.32, 
df = 2, p = .27; protection: F = .06, df = 2, p = .95). Therefore, the null hypothesis is 
accepted. The result of the Kruskal-Wallis test (fit: H(2) = 2.73, p = .26, aesthetics: 
H(2) = 2.82, p = .24, sensorial comfort: H(2) = .40, p = .82) is not statistically significant. 
Therefore the null hypothesis is accepted.  
 
24. Purchase of PPE and Gender: The result of the t-test test (thermal: mean male = 
3.56, mean female = 3.63, t = - .23, df = 126, p = .82; weight: mean male = 3.65, mean 
female = 3.63, t = .08, df = 126, p = .94; sensorial comfort: mean male = 3.49, mean 
female = 4.00, t = - 1.91, df = 126, p = .06) was not statistically significant at 0.05 level. 
We therefore accept the null hypothesis. Mann-Whitney: Opinions of how far 
protection influences the purchase of PPE did not differ significantly (fit: U = 1633, p 
= .50, aesthetics: U = 1458.5, p = .09, protection: U = 1440, p = .07) between men 
(mean rank: fit = 65.94, aesthetics = 61.07, protection = 68.14) and women (mean 
rank: fit = 61.33, aesthetics = 72.04, protection = 56.50). Therefore the null 















Appendix D: Pilot Study 
 






























































































































Fit Images and Comments: 






General Comments - The shoulder and arm protective padding both cover a larger surface area than the four other protective garments analysed in this study. As such, 
pictures 1, 2 and 3 indicate that when the arm is raised, the separate pads come into contact and overlap. Picture 2 also shows that where the shoulder pad and arm pad 
meet, the shoulder pad curls under itself slightly. The cause of this may be excessive material gathering at the shoulder and upper arm, which is evident in images 5 and 6. 
Although the excessive material offers the wearer an improved mobility and comfort it does not encourage the pads to conform to the body in a relaxed position or during 
movement. A poor fit and excessive material may also enable the pads to move or slide during a collision/impact. Pictures 4 and 5 indicate that despite the design including 
segmenting and contouring around the shoulder, the large surface area of the shoulder pad does not conform to the shoulder even in a relaxed state, which is evident due 
to the folding of at various points around the edge of the pad.  
 





General Comments - The fit of the garment is taught to the model's body and as such this has allowed the pads to conform better to the shoulder. This is effective in both a 
relaxed position shown in 3, 4 and 5 as well as a raised arm position in 1 and 2. The success of the design is also due to the shape of the contour which effectively mimics the 
shape of the collar bone, it may also relate to the segmenting technique which utilises smaller cells  at regions of the shoulder pad which are required to be more flexible 
such as toward the edges of the pad. However, excess material gathers at the shoulder, which is shown in image 5. The gathering is caused where the rigidity of the pad 
restricts the stretch of the main body fabric it has been stitched on to, which in turn causes the surrounding fabric to pull uncomfortably. This is always going to be an issue 
where a rigid pad is stitched directly on to a close fitting stretch garment. Whilst the pad shape conforms well to the shoulder, there is slight folding seen in picture 5.  
 







General Comments - The fit of this garment is much tighter than the other four garments, and as such it is too small for the model. Because the pads have been embedded 
rather than stitched down on to the garment, there is no gathering of fabric surrounding the pad when the body is in a relaxed position and therefore the pad doesn't restrict 
the stretch of the main body of fabric in the same way that the other garments in this study do. Although images 2 and 3 show slight gathering of fabric between the shoulder 
and arm pad where the arm is raised, which shows that the rigidity of the pad does restrict the stretch and relaxation of the fabric which will affect the pressure comfort of 
the garment. Where the arm is raised in image 2 and 3, it is obvious that by not using any method of segmentation, the flexing of the shoulder is not able to be mimicked by 
the shoulder pad, and therefore suggests a lack of comfort relating to flexibility and bulk. The inward curve at the shoulder joint and neckline of the shoulder pad allow for 
some flexibility when the arm is raised, which in turn shortens the space between the neck and the shoulder joint. The garment utilises traditional tailoring seams rather 
than sportswear seams, therefore it includes seams that run at the under arm (side seam and inside arm) as well as the shoulder seam, these seams are overlocked rather 
than flat seamed which could cause friction during activity.     






General Comments - The top is a comfortable fit on the model. Picture 5 shows that even when the model is in a relaxed position, there is a lot of gathering around the 
shoulder pads, this is because the fabric is not stretched over the rigid shoulder pad and then the surrounding fabric at the shoulder pulls in excess in order to compensate 
for the lack of stretch at the regions of padded protection. Images 1, 2, 3 and 4 show that the segmentation of the pads allow them to conform well to shoulder movements, 
despite these designs utilising a simpler method of segmentation. The excess gathering of fabric at the shoulder is pulling under the wearer's arm, which may cause discomfort 
during wear through excess bulk and folding of the fabric. The garment utilises sportswear seams such as including an under arm panel and the side seam positioning toward 
the front of the body. 





General Comments - Overall the garment appears to be well fitted to the model. Image 3 shows that the side back panels are pulling at the side seam of centre back panel, 
indicating that the fabric utilised for the centre back panel has a higher stretch than that of the side back panels. Image 2 and 4 show that the segmented design of the 
shoulder pad conforms well to the body during movement. Images 4 and 5 shows that there is some excess fabric at the shoulder/under arm seam but this is minimal and 
may have been included to increase comfort by preventing restriction otherwise caused by wearing protective pads. The rigid pads have some flexibility due to the laser cut 
segments, the cut out effect may also improve breathability. 
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Appendix E: Fit of the Nine Commercial Shoulder Pads 










Splaying Bunching Pulling F Shoulder B 
Shoulder 
Chest 
A No No F, B Loose Taught Taught 
B No No F, B Loose Taught Taught 
C Yes Yes F, B Taught Taught Taught 
D Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
E Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
F No Yes F, B Loose Loose Loose 
G No No F, B Loose Taught Taught 
H Yes No F, B Tight Tight Tight 

































Pressure Comfort Measurements 
 
1. Participant 1 
 











Position 1 6 4 5 5 4 4 4 4 
Position 2 2 2 2 2 0 1 2 1 
Position 3 1 1 2 1.3 1 1 1 1 




Position 1 4 6 7 5.7 2 3 5 3.3 
Position 2 1 1 2 1.3 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 1 0 0 0.3 0 1 0 0.3 




Position 1 3 4 6 4.3 0 1 3 1.3 
Position 2 3 2 3 2.7 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 1 0 1 0.7 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 6 8 11 8.3 2 0 0 0.7 
Position 2 0 0 1 0.3 1 0 0 0.3 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 1 0 0 0.3 2 1 1 1.3 
Position 2 1 0 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Position 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gilbert  
Triflex XP1 
Position 1 4 4 5 4.3 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 2 3 4 4 3.7 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.7 




Position 1 5 3 3 3.7 1 1 1 1 
Position 2 1 1 2 1.3 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 





Position 1 2 4 3 3 2 4 5 3.7 
Position 2 0 2 0 0.7 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 0 1 0 0.3 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 5 3 4 4 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 3 4 5 4 




























Splaying Bunching Pulling F Shoulder B 
Shoulder 
Chest 
A No No F, B Loose Taught Taught 
B No No F, B Loose Taught Taught 
C Yes Yes F, B Taught Taught Taught 
D Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
E Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
F No Yes F, B Loose Loose Loose 
G No No F, B Loose Taught Taught 
H Yes No F, B Tight Tight Tight 



































2. Participant 2 
 










Position 1 0 2 2 1.3 2 1 2 1.7 
Position 2 3 3 3 3 2 1 2 1.7 
Position 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 




Position 1 4 1 1 1 3 4 3 3.3 
Position 2 1 0 1 0.7 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 1 0 1 0.7 1 0 1 0.7 




Position 1 0 1 1 0.7 1 2 2 1.7 
Position 2 0 1 1 0.7 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 4 1 3 3 2.3 1 1 1 1 
Gilbert 
Chieftain V3 
Position 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.7 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 2 1 0 1 0.7 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gilbert  
Triflex XP1 
Position 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Position 2 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 2 0 2 1.3 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 2 0 1 1 0.7 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





Position 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 




Position 1 1 0 1 0.7 1 1 1 1 
Position 2 1 0 1 0.7 0 0 0 0 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



































A No No F, B Loose Taught Tight 
B No No F, B Loose Taught Taught 
C Yes Yes F, B Tight Tight Tight 
D Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
E Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
F Yes Yes F, B Loose Loose Loose 
G No No F, B Loose Loose Taught 
H Yes No F, B Tight Tight Tight 



































3. Participant 3 
 










Position 1 1 1 1 1 3 5 5 4.3 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 4 4 3 
Position 3 3 0 2 1.7 0 1 1 0.7 




Position 1 5 1 4 3.3 3 3 3 3 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 0 3 3 2 1 2 2 1.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 0 1 1 0.7 0 1 1 0.7 
Position 4 8 7 8 7.7 0 0 0 0 
Gilbert 
Chieftain V3 
Position 1 1 0 1 0.7 0 0 0 0 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 0 1 1 0.7 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 2 1 0 1 0.7 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Position 4 1 0 1 0.7 0 0 0 0 
Gilbert  
Triflex XP1 
Position 1 1 0 1 0.7 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





Position 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 



































A No No F, B Loose Taught Tight 
B No No F, B Taught Taught Taught 
C Yes Yes F, B Tight Tight Tight 
D Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
E Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
F Yes Yes F, B Loose Loose Loose 
G No No B Tight Taught Taught 
H Yes No F, B Tight Tight Tight 



































4. Participant 4 
 










Position 1 0 0 1 0.3 2 2 2 2 
Position 2 1 1 0 0.7 3 2 2 2.3 
Position 3 5 1 2 2.7 1 1 1 1 




Position 1 3 3 2 2.7 4 4 3 3.7 
Position 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 6 4 4 4.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 2 1 1 0 0.7 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0.7 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0.7 
Position 2 1 0 1 0.7 2 2 3 2.3 
Position 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
Position 4 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 
Gilbert  
Triflex XP1 
Position 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Position 2 0 1 1 0.7 3 3 3 3 
Position 3 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 
Position 3 5 4 4 4.3 1 1 2 1.3 





Position 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 2 2 1 1.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 3 3 2 2.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 



































A No No F, B Loose Tight Tight 
B No No F Loose Tight Taught 
C Yes Yes F Tight Tight Tight 
D Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
E Yes No F, B Loose Taught Loose 
F No Yes F, B Loose Taught Loose 
G No No F Taught Tight Tight 
H Yes No No Tight Tight Tight 



































5. Participant 5 
 










Position 1 1 1 1 1 10 6 6 7.3 
Position 2 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 
Position 3 7 6 6 6.3 1 1 1 1 




Position 1 7 7 5 6.3 5 5 6 5.3 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 
Position 3 2 2 3 2.3 2 2 2 2 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 7 7 8 7.3 
Position 2 6 5 6 5.7 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 1 1 1 1 5 5 5 5 
Position 4 0 0 0 0 4 4 4 4 
Gilbert 
Chieftain V3 
Position 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 3 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 5 5 4 4.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 
Position 2 5 5 4 4.7 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 
Position 4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Gilbert  
Triflex XP1 
Position 1 0 0 0 0 6 6 5 5.7 
Position 2 3 3 3 3 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 4 4 3 3.7 1 1 1 1 




Position 1 2 2 2 2 7 7 6 6.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3 
Position 3 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 





Position 1 0 0 0 0 4 4 3 3.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 
Position 3 3 3 3 3 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 6 6 5 5.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 5 5 5 5 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 



































A No No F, B Loose Taught Tight 
B No No F, B Loose Taught Taught 
C Yes Yes F, B Tight Tight Tight 
D Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
E Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
F Yes No F, B Loose Loose Loose 
G No Yes F, B Taught Taught Taught 
H Yes No No Tight Tight Tight 



































6. Participant 6 
 










Position 1 0 2 0 0.7 2 1 2 1.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 2 4 2 2.7 2 1 2 1.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 4 3 4 3.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 




Position 1 7 2 2 3.7 3 1 3 2.3 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 1 2 2 1.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Position 4 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0.7 
Gilbert 
Chieftain V3 
Position 1 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 1.3 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 4 1 1 1.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 6 8 6 6.7 1 1 1 1 
Position 2 1 0 0 0.3 0 1 1 0.7 
Position 3 0 1 0 0.3 1 0 1 0.7 
Position 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Gilbert  
Triflex XP1 
Position 1 4 1 2 2.3 0 0 0 0 
Position 2 1 0 0 0.3 1 1 1 1 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 1 0 0 0.3 5 1 3 3 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 2.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 





Position 1 0 0 0 0 5 3 5 4.3 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 4 3 4 3.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 




Position 1 0 0 0 0 4 0 4 2.7 
Position 2 0 0 0 0 3 2 3 2.7 
Position 3 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 






















 Part 1:Tensile Displacement 
 
Table 2: Lateral Expansion During Tensile Displacement 




















































































































1 6.1/41 36 1.3/1.9 1.6/14 3.8/45 31 
2 6.2/41 37 1.5/2.5 2.0/17 4.0/47 30 
3 8.1/54 50 2.4/2.6 2.5/21 4.1/48 27 
RS002 
1 4.5/30 27 1.6/2.1 1.9/16 2.1/25 9 
2 5.1/34 30 1.9/2.4 2.2/19 2.1/25 6 
3 5.4/36 32 1.9/2.1 2.0/17 2.2/26 9 
3PS003 
1 5.4/36 40 0.6/1.4 1.0/9 2.4/28 19 
2 5.6/37 42 0.7/1.5 1.1/9 2.4/28 19 
3 6.2/ 41 46 0.8/1.6 1.2/10 2.6/31 21 
4PS004 
1 6.6/44 41 0.6/0.9 0.8/7 1.5/17 10 
2 8.0/53 49 1.1/1.0 1.1/10 1.8/20 10 
3 8.3/55 51 1.2/1.1 1.2/10 2.2/25 15 
HC005 
1 1.0/7 5 - 0.3 / - 0.3 - 0.3/-  3 - 0.2/- 2 1 
2 1.3/9 7 - 0.4 / - 0.3 - 0.4/-  3 - 0.7/- 8 -5 






Part 2: Tensile Displacement 
 
Table 7: Lateral Expansion During Tensile Displacement 







































































































1 2.2/15 17 0.5/0.5 0.5/4 1.5/18 14 
2 6.5/43 49 1.9/1.8 1.9/16 1.9/22 6 
3 6.8/45 51 2.0/1.9 2.0/16 2.0/24 8 
RS007 
1 3.6/24 22 0.4/0.9 0.7/6 2.0/24 18 
2 3.9/26 24 0.5/1.0 0.8/7 2.0/24 17 
3 4.6/31 29 0.6/1.2 0.9/8 2.0/24 16 
RS008 
1 3.6/24 22 0.6/0.6 0.6/5 2.0/24 19 
2 4.4/29 27 0.7/0.8 0.8/7 0.9/12 5 
3 5.5/37 34 0.7/1.1 0.9/8 1.9/22 14 
RS009 
1 1.9/13 12 0.0./0.2 0.1/1 1.0/12 11 
2 3.0/20 19 0.1/0.4 0.3/3 1.1/13 10 
3 4.7/31 29 0.2/0.4 0.3/3 1.2/14 11 
RS010 
 
1 3.7/25 18 0.3/0.2 0.3/3 2.9/34 31 
2 4.8/32 23 0.7/0.4 0.6/5 3.2/38 33 




1 3.2/21 19 0.8/0.9 0.9/8 2.5/29 21 
2 4.6/31 27 1.1/1.3 2.7/23 2.9/34 11 
3 6.4/43 38 1.4/1.5 1.5/12 2.7/32 20 
RS012 
 
1 3.7/25 21 1.1/0.9 1.0/9 2.9/34 25 
2 4.4/29 24 1.1/1.0 1.1/9 2.0/24 15 
3 4.6/31 26 1.2/1.0 1.1/9 3.0/35 26 
RS013 
 
1 4.0/27 24 0.6/0.2 0.4/3 1.8/21 18 
2 5.6/37 34 0.9/0.9 0.9/8 1.8/21 13 
3 6.5/43 39 0.9/1.0 1.0/11 1.7/15 4 
RS014 
 
1 6.4/43 39 0.5/0.7 0.6/5 0.8/9 4 
2 7.1/47 42 0.6/0.8 0.7/6 0.7/8 2 
3 8.9/59 53 0.7/0.8 0.8/6 0.6/7 1 
